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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

October – December 2015 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Lifestyle 

Poverty 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News 9:00pm-10:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:52 10/1/15 11:19p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now a roofer got the worst  of it. attacked and stung 50 times by  
ferel bees. an estimated 40,000 to 50,000  bees had been in the 
crawl space of this home. firefighters even had to foam  the house 
to calm down the bees. experts said that just the  vibration of 
somebody working  nearby is enough to set them  off. a 78-year-
old neighbor was stung around his neck. >> everyone else was 
swinging  their arms at their heads and  faces and i came out and 
said,  you know, what's the matter and  he said, bees, and i looked 
and  said, oh, boy. >> experts tell us that most  people can handle 
six to seven  stings per pound of body weight. both men are still in 
the  hospital.  

0:20 10/5/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a marine was found dead on a  shooting range on the base this  
morning. he die from a gun shot wound to  the head. military police 
are still  investigating.  

0:34 10/6/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

bees attack golfers on an  orange county golf course. the women 
were at laguna wood's  golf course when they were  swarmed. in 
fact one of them was stung  more than 100 times. paramedics 
quickly used the  stingers using their credit  cards.  

0:39 10/6/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a frantic 911 call just  released. a man walking his dog is  
confronted by a bear of all  things.  >> i was at the door screaming  
as the bear and stomping and --  the bear finally went away.  

0:43 10/7/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and right now, investigators  working to remove this small  plane 
from a backyard in the  middle of compton. somehow, to the 
surprise of a  lot of people, the pilot put it  down in the middle of a  
neighborhood. 

0:36 10/7/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a tanker truck flipped over  and killing the driver. dash cam video 
showed it swerved  to misan suv in front of him and  the trucker 
died when his rig  flipped over and then kault  fire. >> whether he 
intended to or  not, he saved those people in  front of him's lives.  

0:22 10/7/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new details after  golfers were attacked by a swarm  of 
bees in orange county. this is one of the victims  recovering that 
hospital. 

0:40 10/8/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two pit bulls were attacked  with a fire extinguisher. the officers 
showed up to  capture the dogs. they say the man was on the  
sidewalk when apparently the  dogs jumped a low fence and  
attacked and then the dogs  turned on the officers. 

0:49 10/8/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman trapped under a car  in a k marte parking lot in new  
mexico. >> suspect is still underneath  the car. >> the officer tries 
to get her  to respond and she does not. now other officers are on 
the  scene and decide to lift the car  to free that woman. 

0:28 10/8/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an out of control driver hit  several cars including two  police 
cruisers before driving  down a 12-foot embankment and  flipping 
her car. all of this happened in front of  a bus full of students in 
north  carolina. 

0:24 10/8/15 11:19p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a bus driver losing control  while making a turn without her  
seatbelt. she loses her grip and then  falls out of the driver's seat. 
the bus then slams into two cars  near a home. fortunately, no 
children were on  board at the time. her license has since been  
revoked.  

0:17 10/9/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a live picture in route to  breaking news in corona.  we are hearing 
there has been  some sort of construction  accident.  news chopper 
4 is on the way and we will bring you more  information.   
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0:52 10/9/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are going to take you out to breaking news.  this is a 
construction accident  in corona.  serious injuries here.  we are 
watching people being  treated.  >> that's right.  this is a mass 
casualty  incident.  there are multiple rescue  workers underneath 
this  overpass. 

0:46 10/12/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news  from irvine. firefighters on the scene 
of a  massive compost fire.  >> let's getting right to it. overhead, 
chris? >> reporter: yeah, chuck, this  is a pretty big one. this is a 
massive compost fire  near a group of warehouses that  brush right 
up lining the orange  county gray park. 

1:46 10/12/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have another explosive  situation at 11:00, this is in  carson, a 
metal grinding  facility, burning with no sign  of slowing down.  >> 
beverly, what is burning,  there any kind of health threat  out there? 
>> reporter: colleen, we have  all those answers. we spoke 
moments ago to last  county fire. they have about three dozens  
teams out here in carson. let's look at the scene where  there are 
three containers  burning outside this building. 

0:25 10/12/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and happening now two  firefighters were killed, two  others hurt 
when a burning  apartment building collapsed in  kansas city. 
crews helped people evacuate  before the roof partially  collapsed. 
the city 'fire chief says the  two who died were real heroes to  the 
very end.  

0:21 10/12/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back to this compost fire,  we have new inference. fire authorities 
have just  confirmed that there is no  health concern from this fire  
for anybody who lives nearby. crews will be there all night,  and 
they're not worried about  the flames spreading.  

0:41 10/13/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

people saw i plane in  trouble and then they saw this  smoke from 
miles away. a small plane crashed into a  mobile home park. 
impact was caught on security  camera. the video is a bit grainy, 
but  if you follow the circle, you  can see the plane go down. this 
happened in palm beach  county in florida. 

0:26 10/13/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera. what you're watching here is  heros in action. 
police officers going above and  beyond to save a man from and  
dog from a burning home in  alabama. 

1:05 10/14/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly head-on accident in  santa clarita. weather may have 
played a big  part of this. chris cristi is overhead.  we're looking up 
in the  northern part of santa clarita,  north of copper hill. it's a 
remote area, very dark up  there.  

0:28 10/14/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

well, there you see the  explosion. three firefighters were injured  at 
a rock quarry. this was in oklahoma. it was recorded on a camera  
mounted on the helmet of a fire  cap. emergency responders say 
the  fire started as works are were  cleaning fuel tanks out there.  

0:47 10/14/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a dramatic crash. it happened during the morning  commute. it was 
captured by a camera  mounted on the dash by a car. was this an 
accident or road  range? ryan quan was driving to work  around 
7:00 in the morning. 

0:23 10/16/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight six construction  workers were rescued after a  massive 
scaffolding collapse. all expected to be okay. the cause of the 
collapse still  being investigated.   

2:37 10/20/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

every day, we have been  standing there and looking and  going, 
someone is in there. >> buried in mud, crews working  in to the 
night, digging out an  suv that is buried in the mud,  with someone 
inside. >> the neighbors said they have  known for days that 
someone was  of in it. >> the vans has been towed out  and right 
now, the clean up  process is being wrapped up. meanwhile the 
street is closed. workers digging in to the night 
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0:44 10/20/15 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

well, there is month such  things as an off duty for  emergency 
responders and here is why. a training exercise, which is  what you 
are seeing, all of a  sudden became a real life rush  to save a 
young boy. i got ya, i got ya. >> a medic saw the young boy  fall off 
of his intertube, while teaching a class. this happened yesterday in  
texas.  

0:26 10/20/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a phoenix arizona woman was  rescued after her car was swept  
off the road. heavy rain and lightning pounded the phoenix area 
today.  >> all of a sudden, i was in the middle of the low area and it  
went whoosh and we went  backwards across the road. >> th 

0:34 10/21/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we now have the name of the  marine fighter pilot killed in a crash 
in great britain. he is identified by his family  based out of miramar 
these are  photos his family provided nbc  4. 

0:45 10/21/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and crews in palm dale still  checking on residents after a  man 
was buried under six feet of mud there. his van was discovered  
yesterday. five days after flash flood  swept through the area.  >> 
unfortunately as we know  sometimes it takes someone to  get 
killed for somebody to do  something.  

0:11 10/22/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

san pedro intersection is  blocked off after a crash that  left a 
pedestrian dead after  8:00 tonight. here is a look at the scene. no 
details yet on the victim.  

0:40 10/22/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a traffic crash today. three good samaritans who were  helping 
another driver were hit  and one was killed. one caught caught fire. 
another with three men stopped  to help. the first responders were  
shocked by what they saw. >> we had several witnesses that  
observed this horrific  collision. it is tragic that three people  got hit. 
but this could have been a lot  worse.  

0:20 10/23/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

flames shooting through the  roof of a paper plant. that was in 
azusa and shut down  traffic for a time. news chopper 4 was over 
the  blaze. it was burning with such  intensity that fire crews closed  
vincent between arrow highway  and gladstone. 

0:17 10/23/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

if you live in the torrance  area you may have been alarmed  by a 
shelter in place alert that  was sent out after one of the  refinery 
units triggered a large  release of steam. 

0:27 10/23/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a traffic nightmare on the  118 freeway in the valley. take a look at 
this. we just checked. only two west bown lanes are  open near the 
toe pensiona  canyon exit. a man was killed earlier this  evening. 

1:47 10/26/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is a dramatic rescue,  all caught on camera by news  chopper 
four this afternoon. a tree trimmer stuck up in this  tree, it's all 
happening 25 feet  above the ground. live in pasadena with what 
the  fire department had to do to  save this man's life.  >> reporter: 
they had to do it  quickly and carefully to brink  him down to 
huntington memorial  hospital. 

1:26 10/27/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a freak  accident with a tragic end. a bicyclist is killed when a big  
rig container falls on too much  him. police are on the scene.  >> 
nbc 4's bevel early white is  live in carson.  >> reporter: death 
came quickly  around 5:00 p.m. who was struck  by the shipping 
container here  at the long beach carson border. it fell off a flatbed 
truck. 

1:52 10/28/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening now, streets are a  mess in one part of orange  county. 
the roads closed because oil is  seeping onto the streets from a  
ruptured underground pipe. nbc 4's robert kovacik is live  in 
cypress. >> reporter: you are right,  colleen, there are a lot of  
players here. despite the presence of haz-mat  crews residents in 
this area of  cypress are considered to be  safe. 
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0:30 10/29/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a large plume of smoke that  could be seen for miles. rush hour 
traffic this afternoon  and perhaps you were one of  those, 
wondering what was burg. it is material from a recycling  yard in 
south los angeles. 

0:48 10/29/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a 10-year-old boy  attacked by a shark off the  coast of hawaii 
is alive and  speaking with how he survived. that little boy was body  
boarding in oahu yesterday when  the shark popped up and bit his  
leg. in fact, you can see here how he  was hurt. 

0:19 10/30/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

high winds firefighters had  their hands full with this fire  tonight. 
they punch aid hole in the roof  to prevent the flames. they were 
able to knock this  fire down in about 25 minutes. no one was hurt, 
although one  person in the house had to go to  the hospital 
because of the  difficulty breathing. the cause of this fire is still  
under investigation.  

0:21 10/30/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at 11:00 two people are  killed tonight when their car  slams 
into an apartment  building. it happened in burbank. from the looks 
of it, the car  apparently hit one of the  support walls of the 
apartment  building on south sixth street. 

0:30 10/30/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in the flames and smoke. of this fire there is a  motorcycle and its 
rider. around 6:30 tonight residents in  this anaheim neighborhood 
were  scrambling to try to make sense  of what had just happened. 
the motorcycle colliding head on  with a white jeep. the rider was 
rushed to the  hospital, but didn't survive his  injuries.  

1:50 10/30/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we're learning more  about the driver who was killed  after 
being ejected from his car  and ending up high above the  freeway 
on a sign above the 5  freeway. nbc 4's robert live to the crime  
scene tonight in glendale with  new details. robert. >> colleen, we 
spoke this  evening to the driver's father  who was surrounded by 
friends  and family at his home in  burbank. 

0:41 10/30/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to courage captured on  camera as strangers fight  through 
smoke to save a woman  who is just crashed into a gas  pump. the 
new video shows the car  colliding with the pump after  the 
philadelphia woman had a  seizure behind the wheel. now with her 
foot still on the  accelerator. moneying filled the car. 

0:15 11/2/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a junk yard fire sent plumes  of smoke into the air. at least 40 cars 
here were  completely destroyed in the  fire. no one was injured 
and the cause  of this blaze is being  investigated.  

0:30 11/3/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the what is a single engine  plane attached to a parachute. the wal-
mart ceo, pulled the  chute when an engine problem. once the 
chute is deployed there  is nowhere to control where it  goes next. 
it came done on a pickup truck. 

1:28 11/5/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

let's go to the video now  and show you the images ascap  
temperatured from news chopper  4. we're talking about a house, 
we  understand it may have involved  packrat companies. there's 
been one loss of life  already confirmed from l.a.  county fire. that's 
a person still within the  residence. as we walked up a short time  
ago, just moments ago, i also  saw a person being transported  on 
a stretcher. we understand that may be an  elderly female 
occupant from the  resident.  

0:29 11/5/15 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

off to the scene of breaking  news right now. this is in sherman 
oaks. apparently a house fire broke  out just after 11:00. credits, 
what do you have? >> l.a. city fire finally  getting this one under 
control  here in the last few  memberships. good news here, 
though, colleen. this was a hois under  construction, appears to be 
a  total loss, but nobody hurt  here. 
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2:22 11/6/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it was a cliffhanger for news  chopper 4, as you can see here  
tonight. the woman, stuck on her cliff  with her dog, tells us how 
she  got there. new at 11:00, live in newport  beach with a scare 
that started  it all.  colleen and chuck, the woman  is still a little bit 
shaken up,  understandably so, but she's  happy to be home safe 
with her  dog.  

0:26 11/6/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a driver in anaheim loses  control, crashing into a norm's  
restaurant. this is the location on euclid  street. thankfully no one 
was hurt, but  a pregnant woman inside had a  panic attack. she 
was taken to the hospital.  

0:25 11/9/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more than a dozen people have to  find a place to sleep after a  
bizarre accident. a big rig crashed into their  apartment in garden 
grove. the driver of the truck lost  control and slammed into a  
building. the driver taken to the hospital  and his condition is 
unknown. as many as 16 units have been  red tagged as unsafe. 

0:21 11/10/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video just in, an  apartment fire in west hollywood  sends 
residents running for  safety and left out in the cold. crews say the 
fire started on  king's road, one witness tells  us he opened his 
door and was  met by a cloud of black smoke. 

0:50 11/10/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

authorities do not believe  there are any survivors after a  private 
jet crashed into an  apartment complex exploding on  impact there, 
killing at least  two people. tonight, the owner of that jet  says nine 
people were on board  that plane but right now  authorities can only 
confirm two  deaths. 

0:38 11/10/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it's hard to see him, but you  can sure hear him. a small dot on the 
side of the  mountain in alaska as a  professional skier proves 
there  is no limit to what someone will  do to find the thrill. shooting 
down the face of the  mountain, ian mcintosh says it  was not 
supposed to be this  thrilling. 

1:45 11/11/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight at 11, flames rip  through dozens of acres just  hours before 
a red flag warning  goes in effect. beverly white is live for us  right 
now where crews will be  watching for hot spots all  right. reporter: 
favorites know  about the red flag warning. it is knocking on the 
door  tonight. they were battling throughout  the day. let's take a 
look at the video. a brush fire that broke out in  the terrain nearby.  

0:22 11/11/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now, a dog attack sends a  13-year-old boy to the hospital  tonight. 
deputies say he was visiting his  aunt and uncle. he was playing 
outside with a  cousin and the family pit bull  when the dog turned 
on him and  bit him.  

1:56 11/11/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

he landed on top of her and  dragged her body down the  street. a 
chilling account from the  family of a woman in a  wheelchair hit 
and kill bid a  motorcycle rider. live in south l.a. right now  where 
the family says they want  justice.  

1:00 11/11/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video captured the  frantic moments after a man went  
overboard in a cruise ship in  the caribbean. we have a man 
overboard. reporter: this cell phone  video captures security in the  
room and the victim's husband  yelling no. according to royal 
caribbean,  security came of the couple's  room after a guest 
complained  about a domestic dispute.  

0:23 11/11/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the power of gas. one person killed and 15 others  injured. you can 
see the roof blown off  the two story house there. that left more 
than a dozen  people trapped in the debris,  including an 11-year-
old child. neighbors say initially they  thought a plane had crashed 
into  the neighborhood.  
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1:29 11/12/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

also breaking, the standard  hotel in downtown l.a. evacuated  
tonight. beverly, what do you have? >> reporter: that evacuation  
involved the top three floors of  this hotel, because there was an  
explosion at the pool on the  roof. let's take a closer look. news 
chopper 4 overhead within  the last hour when this scene  erupted. 
there was a small explosion,  water seeping from the pool into  the 
electrical system. it triggered smoke which  triggered sprinklers. 
firefighters are telling us,  everything, everything, from the  
evacuation, to the way the  employees behaved was done  
textbook. 

0:26 11/12/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in, a small plane  crashed in lake hughes, injuring  at least two 
people on board. news chopper 4 was overhead as a  pilot and 
passenger are  airlifted. the single engine beechcraft  went down in 
a remote field  which made locating the plane  very difficult. 

0:23 11/13/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

gas line explosion, one  person was killed and three  others injured. 
we've learned that the person  killed was operating heavy  
machinery that apparently hit  the gas line. all of this just south of  
bakersfield. 

0:26 11/16/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now a busy stretch of the  210 is closed in la canada  because 
of the jackknifed rig  you see there. the westbound lanes are shut  
down west of foothill. this truck collided with another  semi, causing 
fuel to spill all  over the freeway. no one was hurt, but the closure  
is expected to last for at least  the next two hours.  

0:47 11/16/15 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back out to the scene of this  breaking news. this is a busy stretch 
of the  210 freeway in la canada. closed because of the jackknifed  
big rig. chris, any idea when this might  reopen?  

0:57 11/17/15 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to marina del rey where  a car went into the marina. chris cristi 
has more.  >> reporter: this is right at  pacific avenue right where 
the  marina meets the pacific ocean. and you can see the driver of  
the car while we don't know his  motives apparently went right  
through the railing here over  the rocks and into the marina  and 
now they're searching for  the car below the surface. 

0:59 11/17/15 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and back out to the scene of  the breaking news, a car went  into 
the marina del rey. they are just beginning to pull  out the car, chris, 
do they know  where the driver is? >> so at this point they cleared  
out the car, no sign of the  driver, they cleared the car of  any 
passengers or the driver. apparently the driver was wanted  in 
connection with a hit-and-run  of some sort earlier this  evening and 
for that reason it's  believed that once the car went  through this 
barrier over the  rocks into the water he actually  managed to 
escape and swim back  to shore. and him and his passengers  
apparently have fled the scene  here after that car has now been  
pulled up to the surface. and a major rescue effort is now  wrapping 
up. but again, this car into the  water here, the marina del rey  
following a hit-and-run in this  very posh and quiet  neighborhood, 
right along  pacific avenue. back to you.   

1:33 11/18/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

video is chilling. it shows the helicopter in a  deadly ground spin 
with two  people inside. the helicopter was spinning for  more than 
a minute before  bursting in to flames. skbloo well, we mrd this  
helicopter was coming in for a  landing.  

0:30 11/18/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there's new video of an out  of control tour bus, crashing in to the 
heart of union square. this happened last week and the  video 
shows people nearly  crushed by scaffolding, when the bus 
crashed through a site.  
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0:25 11/19/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a  landslide near santa clarita, it  lifted about 150 stretch of  
highway which buckled as well. the landslide was first reported  
and noon. cracks in the roads are  expanding out there so it is not  
safe right now. 

0:22 11/19/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, truck driver  misjudges a turn and this is the  result out 
near colton. this is on the on ramp of the 10  freeway from ranchos 
avenue,  thankfully nobody was hurt and  the truck was never any 
danger  of going over the side of the  over pass. 

0:30 11/19/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

pilot making a landing in  lavern hit a sign at the la  county 
fairgrounds skidded into  a fence. the pilot was able to get out  the 
cessna 210 just a few  seconds before it caught fire. 

0:31 11/19/15 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

talk about a rescue on the  rapids. a man jumped into action to 
save  a kayaker. >> the kayaker fell out,  rescuers on standby just 
in  case. this was actually the second  rescue of the day.  

1:48 11/20/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

water still spilling along  the sunset strip. robert kovasek is live for 
us  in hollywood where we're getting  action and reaction tonight,  
robert? chuck and colleen, the 8000  sunset kbilding comes after  
plenty of our viewers and ewe  soon may be one of them, have  
been wondering what took them so  long. friday night on the sunset 
strip  it's flowing.   

0:24 11/20/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this one would have been bad. more than 100 firefighters got  the 
call tonight about a high  rise fire in beverly wood. news chopper 4 
was there as  flames engulfed the city bank  building at south 
beverly and  west pico. it took about half an hour to  extinguish the 
flames. 

0:17 11/20/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters didn't waste  anytime tonight when the call  came in 
about an apartment  building on fire. near fountain in west 
hollywood. residents gathered together  outside watching and 
hoping  their apartment would be spared. 

0:48 11/23/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now live to the scene of breaking news as a cargoes over the side 
of a highway plunging about 500 feet this is west of lake elsinore. 
we go to the news chopper 4. chuck, we were watching rescuers 
and this is off the south main divide road off the ortega highway 
about two miles south of ortega highway. you have the rescuers 
trying to recover some of the people who have come over the side.  

0:25 11/23/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a 6-year-old boy was playing tag with his brothers and 
was hit by a bus in san bernadino. police tell us the child ran out 
into the street and was struck by an omni transit bus at may see 
and rialto avenue about 7:30.  

1:26 11/24/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video, a couple just  eating dinner when they are hit  by a car 
that plows through the  restaurant. amazingly, both people are alive 
tonight. nbc 4 is live. do they have any idea what  caused the driver 
to lose  control?  

0:12 11/24/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we have new video, a boat in  san pedro, these thick plumes of 
smoke were caught, the  firefighters put it out quickly.  

0:24 11/24/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

if you were driving in  anaheim, you may have ran in to  this mess. 
a huge back up. all the roads were shut down, so a medivac could 
land and take a  motorcyclist.  

0:20 11/25/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

on this chilly night, los  angeles city fire rolled out at  least seven 
engines when they  got a call about a fire in a  downtown fashion 
district. news 4 over the scene tonight. the building appears to be a  
textile business. 
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0:33 11/26/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a  house fire, long beach, leaves a family homeless on 
thanksgiving. the fire happened while a family was hosted a dinner. 
the fire started in the chimney  and spread to the attic.  a tricky fire, 
traveled  around the chimney in to the  attic space and in the walls 
and the family will not be staying  there tonight.  

0:21 11/26/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking right now, a man  and woman were rushed to the  hospital 
after flames ripped  through their home, it happened  less than an 
hour ago in carson  we do not know their condition  yet. 

0:21 11/27/15 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fortunately christmas lights  were not the only things burning  bright 
tonight at the mission in  riverside. there was a big fireworks  
display that led to a small fire  at the end.  

1:43 11/30/15 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and breaking news in temple  city and a deadly fire. they say pack 
rat like  conditions made fighting the  flames very difficult. and 
sheriff's investigators have  now taken charge. reporter: they call it  
excessive storage issues at the  house here on golden west, the  
6100 block. the fire broke out about 8:30  tonight.  

0:29 11/30/15 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators are expecting  to buyout there working through  the 
night as they look for the  cause of this two aloorm fire on  harrison 
avenue. a tower of flames and a large  plume of smoke rising 
across the  pomona valley.  

0:41 11/30/15 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a family looking for  answers as they try to  understand how 
their daughter  was killed skiing at big bear. she was a student at 
the  university of cincinnati who  came to los angeles for a  
modeling.  

0:46 11/30/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a utah woman falls through  the ice of frozen reservoir. she's alive 
thanks to a pair of  strangers and the close call is  all caught on 
camera. here's what happened. the woman was trying to rescue  
her two dogs. 

0:18 12/7/15 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

well, check this out. it's a geyser in encino. a sheared fire hydrant 
sends  water gushing about 20 feet into  the air tonight, flooding an  
entire neighborhood around the  intersection of weddington and  
white oak. 

0:35 12/8/15 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a vietnamese immigrant who  survived as a prisoner of war  died in 
a hit-and-run crash in  santa ana. a driver hit the 72-year-old and  
his wife sitting on a bench on  center street this morning. the force 
was so strong, it  pushed them across two lanes of  traffic.  

0:20 12/9/15 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in, investigators are  looking at whether fog played a  role in 
this crash. they were trapped in this car  and dangling over the 
canal. the car was caught on the fence  overlooking a 20-foot drop 
into  the creek. this is in the city area.  

1:53 12/9/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a crash in palmdale  accepteds a mother and four  children to the 
hospital. two of the passengers were  thrown from the vehicle. they 
are expected to survive. nbc 4's kate larson is live on  scene with 
what a witness told  her. 

2:35 12/10/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news. big five inferno. a mad dash at a popular sporting  
goods store. robert is live at the scene in  torrance. reporter: we are 
talking  about a three-alarm fire as this  is what torrance fire had to  
contend with. the store was closed so they had  to force their way 
in and ten  minutes later the fire is  through the roof and they had to  
go into a defensive mode. it's a good thing they did  according to 
the captain. here's why. the entire facade of the big  five here on 
hawthorne boulevard  collapses. 

0:19 12/10/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this coming from kern county. a medivac chopper from fresno  
chashed while heading to  bakersfield and no one survived. we will 
update you as soon as we  get information.  
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0:50 12/10/15 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, imagine having  to dodge hundreds of falling  bricks 
just to get inside your  home. that dangerous scenario is a  reality 
for residents in new  york. take a look. the bricks have been falling 
off  the facade of the manhattan  building since the construction  
accident on monday. 

0:27 12/11/15 11:34p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it really doesn't get any  closer than this. can you imagine sitting 
behind  the wheel when this happened? the driver of the bmw 
walked  away with only minor scratches,  we're told that the car 
was on  the highway when the beam went  directly through the 
windshield.  

0:22 12/14/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news right now,  a massive fire, you can see for  miles, 
destroyed a home, and  firefighters are working to cap  a gas line 
that ruptured under  the house. the crews got the call just  before 
9:00, firefighters  managed to put it out and one  firefighter did 
suffer an injury to his hand, no word yet on  exactly what started 
this fire.  

0:24 12/15/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to breaking news on the 605  in long beach, a deadly accident  
shutting down the freeway just  south of carson. a person was hit 
by several  cars. right now we don't know the if  that individual was 
thrown from  a car or if they were out of the  vehicle for some 
reason. the white patrol says four of  the southbound lanes are still  
closed and will remain so till  further notice.   

0:28 12/15/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

17-year-old student hit and  killed by a big rig during the  chaos at 
the lausd this morning  will be remembered tomorrow at  his school 
in highland park. friends of andres perez placed  candles at the 
spot where he  died this morning. 

0:52 12/15/15 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

stranded in a  snowstorm, two hikers surviving  a freezing night in 
the san  bernardino mountains. tiffany feeney may lose fingers  and 
toes from frostbite but is  thankful to be alive. she and her hiking 
buddy and his  service dog got caught in  blizzard-like conditions 
sunday  night.  

2:13 12/16/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, a wild scene. a reptile rescue. hundreds of snakes, 
lizards and  other unusual creatures chased  out of a pet store on 
fire.  nbc 4's robert kovacik is  live for us where the fire  wasn't the 
only danger. reporter: you're right. the goal is to save as many  
reptiles as they can. there's the reptile outlet. you can see, they are 
still  carrying out boxes, and they are  still administering to those  
reptiles. let's take a look at some video.  

0:16 12/16/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one person died from a fire  in korea town tonight. it was in this 
three-story  building on hobart. firefighters found a body in the  unit 
where the fire started. arson investigators are now on  the scene.  

0:20 12/16/15 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you can see this fire in a  moore park neighborhood, they  were in 
flames just before 8:30  on missy groves street. it took firefighters 
almost an  hour to put this out. 

0:22 12/16/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a construction worker is  dead after falling two stories  in south 
whittier. witnesses say the man, who is  not identified just yet, fell  
off the roof just after 3:00  this afternoon.  

0:21 12/16/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a dangerous fire in  rialto. cell phone video here shows a  plume of 
black smoke after at  least two explosions at a  propane tank 
facility just south  of the 10 freeway and riverside  avenue.  

0:21 12/16/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

who is he? a man found unconscious and  picked up by an 
ambulance, and  tonight, the hospital is trying  to track down his 
family or  friends. to find out who they have, do  you recognize this 
man? white memorial medical center  needs to hear from you if you  
do.  
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0:48 12/21/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family tragedy. four people including a  9-year-old boy were killed 
in a  crash on their way home from a  christmas party in carlsbad. 
we just got this photo of the  family from loma linda. four of them 
were inside this  toyota suv when it collided with  another car in 
escondido last  night.  

0:26 12/22/15 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one person is dead, six  others hurt after this head-on  crash in 
family dale. deputies tell us that white  truck veered into oncoming  
traffic on pear blossom highway  around 5 and slammed into the  
honda, sending the truck flying  over the car.  

0:19 12/25/15 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a christmas tragedy, a  mother and three children killed in a house 
fire. the father is in the hospital  tonight suffering from burns,  cuts 
and smoke inhalation. a 34-year-old woman, a  3-year-old boy and 
two girls,  one 8 and the other just 6  months old perished in that  
fire 

2:01 12/28/15 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a traffic accident kills  three people when the driver  loses control, 
flips his car and  then lands upside down.  nbc 4's beverly white is 
on  scene and joins us live.  reporter: well, chuck,  neighbors tell us 
drivers  constantly ignore the posted  speed limit signs, locals we 
met  tonight are saddened by not  surprised by this solo car,  multi-
person crash.  what happens, people speed on  this street. it's 
known that people go very  fast on this street and hit the  curb.   

0:23 12/28/15 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we now know the names of  a family killed in a christmas  fire. 
maria butosky and her children  were inside the mobile home when  
it went up in flames. 

0:22 12/28/15 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

flooding shutting down  an intersection. the gushy water you see 
there  forced the crews to close  lockhurst drive, about half a  mile 
south of haynes carter  school.  

0:23 10/6/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

and heads up if you play  football on line. the government is 
investigating  a possible insider trader deal. new york's attorney 
general is  looking into allegations that an  employee at draft kings 
used  company data to gain an edge in  a contest where he won 
$350,000. the company says the employee  did nothing wrong.   

0:39 10/8/15 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

seaworld cannot breed any of  the 11 whales in captivity in  
california. today's decision followed hours  of speeches by 
hundreds of  supporters and opponents of this  project. 

0:22 10/19/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

amazon.com is cracking down  on fake reviews. they are suing 
more than a  thousand people that offered to  write reviews for 
money. they found people were offering  to write a positive review 
on  the products they never used and post it on amazon.com 

0:21 10/19/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

they call it the oprah affect, she is being credited with  boosting the 
stock of weight   watchers. oprah's stake in the company is  worth 
more than $43 million.  

0:12 10/19/15 11:34p 
Business & 

Industry 

if you don't own one, you  could be an owner of the company that 
makes ferrari. the first initial public  offering, the stock price will  be 
around $50 a share.  

0:22 10/21/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

new tonight everything might not be so awesome in loeg land  lego 
land. they say they may not have  enough toy for christmas. they 
have new deliveries for  europe. unclear which countries are  
effected but flight appears u.s. is safe from the shortage.   

0:23 10/21/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

its been a tough road for  "fresh and easy" now they are  closing 
their southern  california stores, including  3,000 lay offs as part of 
the  chains liquidation of nearly 100 stores in california, arizona  
and nevada. 
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0:30 10/23/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

one of los angeles's largest  landlords has stopped accepting  
deliveries at their various  apartment offices. more and more 
people are  shopping on line with companies  like ups delivering 14 
million  packages every day, many of  those packages are piling up 
in  apartment office.  

0:17 11/4/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

the target store in  victorville is one of those that  will close. the 
doors will close for good on  january 30th. the company will give 
eligible  employees to transfer to another  store.  

0:11 11/4/15 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 
kraft heinz is closing its  doors in fullerton. the company says it will 
save  about a billion and a half  dollars.  

0:36 11/5/15 11:04p 
Business & 

Industry 

are you ready to enjoy winter  sports here locally? get out your skis 
and your board  s and get ready to hit the  slopes. the resort near 
wrightwood will  be open from 8:30 to 4:00 p.m.  and free styling, 
we're told you  can practice tricks on the re's  rail garden. skiers 
and borders got a head  start at ma muth mountain.  

0:49 11/6/15 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

and a change in policy, cvs  issued a new directive when it  comes 
to the sale of a  homeopathic medicine after an  nbc 4 
investigation. our investigation revealed this  cvs laxative has 
enough alcohol  in it to possibly get you drunk.  

0:25 11/9/15 11:21p 
Business & 

Industry 

chipotle is set to open 43 west  coast locations closed by e coli  
outbreaks even though they don't  know the source. these are in 
washington and  oregon and closed after nearly  40 people 
reported being sick.  

0:25 11/9/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

seaworld san diego is phasing  out the controversial killer  whale 
show. the decision comes after  criticism about how seaworld  
treats the orcas in captivity.  

0:28 11/10/15 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 

and a big blow for sports  companies, tonight, new york is  halting 
all such betting in that  state. new york's attorney general is  
ordering sites like fan dual to  stop taking wages because they  say 
it amounts to illegal  gambling. 

0:25 11/11/15 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

new tonight, a double-double  delivered to your home? in and out 
says no way. the irvine based in and out  company is suing a 
delivery  service. they say they never gave door  dash permission 
to deliver their  burgers and is concerned about  food handling. 

0:38 11/30/15 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

it has been a busy few days  online and in the malls. 151 million 
people did some kind  of shopping this weekend,  spending an 
average of $300. and 73% on black friday and 93%  on small 
business friday. 

0:22 12/1/15 11:34p 
Business & 

Industry 

a hotel, figueroa may have  shut down for major renovations. hotel 
owners are selling almost  everything, the artwork, you  name it it 
needs to be sold. the public liquidation sale  starts on thursday and 
runs  until the 31st.  

0:20 12/25/15 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

fedex employees volunteered  to work today after packages were 
prevented from being  delivered by christmas. fedex opened many 
of the express offices today. delivery trucks were also out on the 
road. 

0:21 12/25/15 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

if you're planning to be out and about tomorrow at the  stores, you 
will not be alone. they predict december 26th will  surpass black 
friday. 45% on black friday, and 47% on  cyber monday.   

0:43 10/1/15 11:09p Children & Youth 

other news tonight, new  video is giving us a closer look at the 
football game and the  fight that broke out among  parents that is 
costing their  kids. now in the new video, you see  two men beating 
another person. we covered it last night at  11:00, the fight broke 
out in a  youth football game,. now, one with coach reports he  saw 
the other on coaches  involved in the fight. 
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1:54 10/7/15 11:02p Children & Youth 

and new tonight, ucla  fraternity under fire for having  a kanye west 
themed party. nbc 4's beverly in westwood. >> reporter: we talked 
to dozens  of students tonight, bullet not  all were willing to go on  
camera. those that did called it racist,  mean spirited. a cloud over 
this welcome weak  reception for african american  students at 
ucla. >> why do kids not know it's  wrong to go to parties like  this?  

1:14 10/22/15 11:04p Children & Youth 

the varsity football team at  cathedral high school has been  
decimated. eight been suspend the after a  hazing accident. gadi 
schwartz has the details. >> reporter: administrators have  been 
very tight lipped about  what happened this week. hazing 
allegations earlier this  week. 

0:31 11/4/15 11:12p Children & Youth 

two teenagers' sisters will  not be going back to school any  time 
soon. instead they're looking for  felony battery charges for what  
happened on a bus. things got very day on the wlik  officers 
showed up to break up a  fight between two boys.  

0:31 11/6/15 11:07p Children & Youth 

new at 11:00, a football  game called off tonight because  of 
vandalism in the inland  empire and one team is being  blamed. 
oak hills high and hesperia high  school, that game was supposed  
to be held tonight in oak hills. 

0:32 11/10/15 11:17p Children & Youth 

and new rules could prevent  serious injury to children who  play 
soccer. the soccer federation says that  those ten and younger are  
prevented from head butting the  ball. this move would resolve a  
lawsuit by parents for  negligence when it comes to head  injuries. 

2:27 11/11/15 11:02p Children & Youth 

a violent brawl at a high  school in haw thorn. this is the explosive 
video we  showed you for the first time  last night on the news at 
11:00,  and the students and parents are  worried the violence will  
continue tomorrow. we have the concerns live. there was a 
meeting here  tonight. cameras were not allowed inside,  but that 
chorus of concern was  heard throughout the meetings,  and as 
soon as it ended.  

0:44 11/11/15 11:17p Children & Youth 

a mother has a message to  parents after her son was nearly  killed 
in a car crash. deputies the driver was doing  donuts when his jeep 
flipped  over. the high school student has a  crushed pelvis, 
damage to his  bladder, liver, kidney, and his  spleen.  

0:29 11/12/15 11:06p Children & Youth 
first, the high school brawl  and now the fallout. 30 students in 
hawthorne are  suspended or permanently the  expelled. we 
showed you the video  involving as many as 300  students. 

0:46 11/19/15 11:33p Children & Youth 

only one band, one band for  the west coast has been invited  to 
march in macy's thanksgiving  day parade and that band is from  
right here in los angeles. >> we caught up with the nogales  high 
school noble regiment  tonight. the entire band will board a  flight 
on monday to new york. 

0:32 11/24/15 11:17p Children & Youth 

and a cry are newborn was  found abandoned inside a church   
nativity scene, a maintenance  worker at the church found the  
newborn with his cord still  attached. he was placed in the manger  
where -- where you would find  the baby jesus.  

0:35 12/1/15 11:06p Children & Youth 
a teacher being investigated  for possible inappropriate  
relationship. parents received a letter  notifying them about the  
circumstances.  

0:28 10/1/15 11:33p consumer 

millions t-mobile customers  have been exposed in another  data 
breech. the company said that hackers  access social security 
numbers,  birthdates and other personal  information for 15 million  
t-mobile customers. t-mobile said that banking  information was not 
effected.  
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0:26 10/6/15 11:20p consumer 

finally, a good reason to  take a selfy. if you have a master card, 
you  can be required to upload a  video of yourself to verify your  
identity before your card is  charged. there will also be an option to  
scan your fingerprint. master card will roll out this  new software 
next year.   

0:28 10/7/15 11:32p consumer 

you know those chip cards in  your wallet? now there's concern 
about your  personal information. we're talking about the ones you  
see here with the chips inside  it. the national retail federation  says 
you're still vulnerable to  threat. they now want retailers to  require 
you to also use a pin  with those cards, instead of  just your 
signature.  

0:48 10/12/15 11:08p consumer 

a woman in hollywood says  she has the video proof that  she's 
being discriminated  because of her service dog. >> so you're 
saying we can't  state here because we have a  dog? >> that's the 
voice of lisa  stover. she says the cell phone video  shows an 
employees at the budget  inn telling her she can't stay  that, 
because the hotel tells --  that she even cited americans  with 
disability act, which says  that service animals cannot be  classified 
as pets, and was  denied anyway. >> i first walked in, he was  like, 
no, no, no pets. i was okay he's not a pet, but a  service animals. 
>> the guy wouldn't listen at  all. >> nbc 4 went over to the hotel  
looking for answers, but the  person on duty didn't have an  
explanation.  

0:46 10/19/15 11:14p consumer 

and a protection for you if  contractors leave you with  unfinished 
jobs. this operation netted dozens of  arrests, including 30 in los  
angeles and riverside counties. agents say, unlicensed  contractors 
can leave you  shelling out big bucks for bad  work.  

0:24 10/20/15 11:20p consumer 

be wear of buying pets online,  you may be a partner to a crime. 6-
year-old gunny, disappeared on saturday in san bernardino, two  
days later the suspected dog  nappers tried to sell him on  craig's 
list for $2500. 

0:52 10/28/15 11:15p consumer 

two women with dreams of  going to the 2016 summer  ownerships 
in rio discover they  are being duped. patricia and their sister have  
purchased everything red white  and blue for the games. they 
wanted to go to the opening  ceremony and found tickets on  line 
for $3,000. 

3:11 10/29/15 11:13p consumer 

in the world of cyber  self-defense, sometime most  casual online 
activity can leave  you the most vulnerable. tonight for the first time, 
nbc  4's hetty chang shows us how a  few quick questions can lead 
you  to hackers. >> they are the simple and silly  surveys that pop 
up. >> what's your favorite color? where did you grow up? what's 
your spirit animal? what is your sesame street  character? fun facts 
you 97 knew about me. 

5:00 11/2/15 11:12p consumer 

tonight a class action  lawsuit filed here in los  angeles potentially 
affecting  millions of drivers all across  the country. at the center 
here, a common car  convenience that some say is a  fatal flaw. 
joel misses his father,  especially on game day. if i'm sitting in the 
stands,  just not having him there. he aches for the time his  
daughter won't have with her  grandfather.  

3:45 11/11/15 11:12p consumer 

chances are you'll be  spending time in a mall like  this one in the 
next few weeks. yes, but while we're all  focussed on finding the 
perfect  protect, a unique kind of camera  may be focussed on you, 
focussed  on your face, harvesting  information about your 
shopping  patterns.  
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0:44 11/11/15 11:16p consumer 

a promise to veterans not  kept. there was a veteran's day  special 
offering a new oil  change to any veteran. the problem is this 
seems to be  a selective promise. are you the manager? why are 
you deciding not to  serve veterans on veterans day?  

4:52 11/12/15 11:13p consumer 

designers caught violating  international laws. it's detailed in 
documents that  took the i-team months to  obtain. >> and as jenna 
susko now tells  us, some of the best designers  have been fined. 
>> tonight we investigate  fashion's dirty secret. it's one of the most  
recognizable streets in the  world, lined with high-end  designers. 
louie vuitton, beautiful  displays with hats, shoes,  coats, made with 
some of the  finest materials on earth, items  worth more than a 
car, fashion  made famous by hollywood. so why are high-end 
designer  items worth thousands of dollars  being cut up and 
burned?  

0:47 11/13/15 11:16p consumer 

now, other news, fraud  prevention stickers at gas pumps  are 
meant to assure all of us we  are safe from identity theft but  our i-
team found the stickers  may not mean much at all. the security 
labels are meant to  offer proof that identity  thieves have not 
tampered with  the pump. there is a weakness in the  system here. 
they were able to purchase a  roll of the security stickers  online 
with no proof of i.d. something identity thieves could  do, as well.  

0:27 11/16/15 11:18p consumer 

we have a warning about a  water scam in the valley. someone is 
pretending to be from  the los angeles metropolitan  water district. 
they wear a belt and got a fake  badge and a disguise to get into  
people's back yards. 

4:20 11/17/15 11:13p consumer 

cleaning the teeth of dogs  and cats that are wide awake and  
sometimes squirming with  discomfort and fear. so how safe is this 
procedure  for the pet you love? concerns over the high costs and  
the potential risks associated  with general anesthesia has  given 
rise to anesthesia-free  cleanings. but our source says there are  
mixed results and complaints. first, a warning that some of  the 
images in this report may be  tough to watch.  >> reporter: carolyn 
lions is an  animal lover, two dogs, three  cats and fosters pets. 
paying for their health care  like teeth is expensive.  

0:26 11/19/15 11:33p consumer 

some call it franken fish,  but the fda says don't worry,  genetically 
modified salmon are  safe to eat. it gave the technologies the  okay 
to develop these fish which  we told grow faster than  
conventionally farmed salmon. 

0:24 11/20/15 11:16p consumer 
starwood resort says hackers  were able to see debit and  credit 
card information from  people who shopped and dined at  54 of 
their hotel ins colluding  some sheraton, westin locations. 

0:41 11/20/15 11:17p consumer 
just as the holiday season is  about to kick off, we have a  warning 
about counterfeit  merchandise, the kind that was  seized during a 
raid in downtown  los angeles this morning.  

0:34 11/20/15 11:33p consumer 

the city of los angeles  agreed to pay millions to  residents in a 
telephone tax  settlement and even if you don't  live in the city, you 
might be  in line for settlement money and  might not even know 
about it.  

2:18 11/23/15 11:05p consumer 

the problem hasn't going -- gone away. they have been saying they 
will do something about it, but what and when? beverly white is 
downtown right now with a fight between the residents and the gas 
company resuming tomorrow of the beverly? chuck, tomorrow at 
the board of supervisors meeting the l.a. county department of 
public works, public health and even fire will be reporting on that 
gas leak to the supervisors. this follows a night of high emotion on 
the streets and sidewalks of porter ranch 
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0:40 11/23/15 11:33p consumer 

some parents are furious tonight saying their kids are enduring 
hours of discomfort and tears all because of a hot selling toy. 
bunch-ems create shapes, but apparently they have been trapped 
in kids' hair to the point parents or caregivers have had to cut them 
out of the hair 

3:15 11/24/15 11:13p consumer 

parents who wanted their sons to compete in youth football say 
they have been played. they say the coach milked them  on out of 
a lot of cash and now  they want to know where the  money is. here 
is i-team consumer investigator, randy mack. this is not the football  
these boys envisioned playing. they were the hawthorne jaguars. 
now they are without a team,  league or coach.  

0:36 11/25/15 11:33p consumer 

folks in colorado who called  what they thought was a  government 
health line  apparently got something too hot  for tv.  hey there, hot 
stuff. i have been waiting for your call.  okay. that's the answer.  
that's the government, isn't  it? i call the irs. they sound just like 
that.  people got that call when  they dialed a number to the  
colorado health department. they said residents‡- 

2:29 11/26/15 11:05p consumer 

all handbags. hello of course welcome. there they go. shoppers are 
trying to scoop up  the best deals. some stores are open all night,  
right through tomorrow night. nbc 4 is in the middle of the  holiday 
shopping rush at the  outlets, how good are the deals?  

1:48 11/26/15 11:07p consumer 

why camp out for days to get a  bargain? we talked to those lined 
up for  the deal. >> you may think you have heard  all of the 
reasons for  thanksgiving day shopping and  for the most part, you 
are  probably correct. >> i wanted this toshiba for  $150. >> where 
spend a holiday like  thanksgiving away from the  family, the food, 
the tradition, it's mostly cold hard pavement  out here. a sturdy tent 
and blankets can  only do so much.  

0:22 11/27/15 11:03p consumer 
as they wrap up black friday  shopping tonight and you may  need 
an extra blanket too. some parts of our area will see  dangerously 
low temperatures  tonight.  

2:04 11/27/15 11:03p consumer 

shoppers in pasadena tonight  lake jaden consumed about cooler  
temps though not enough to wear  long pants or forgo the froyo. i 
bet that isn't healthy. no. it isn't good. we needed the weather 
change. it's nice. makes it feel more holiday like.  

1:57 12/7/15 11:15p consumer 
well, chances are you are  paying hundreds of dollars more  than 
you should for car  insurance. randy mac has the mistakes  you're 
probably making and the  four steps to drive down your  rates.  

0:38 12/15/15 11:33p consumer 

celebrities swear by it on  infomercials. some customers claim wen 
hair  care products made their hair  fallout. actresses like alyssa 
milano,  brooke shields and angie harmon  claim wen worked 
wonders on  their hair but more than 200  people say they 
experienced hair  breakage and baldness after  using the products. 

0:29 12/16/15 11:17p consumer 

i'm sure you've seen people  riding on them, the popular  
hoverboard is now the target of  a class action, claiming they  didn't 
warn people that the  hover boards can and have burst  into 
flames. more than a dozen people have  reported fires this year. 

0:22 12/22/15 11:19p consumer 

christmas is not here yet  but the city of l.a. is talking  about how 
you can get rid of  your tree. remove all the tinsel and  decorations. 
cut the tree into two. placing the pieces in your green  containers or 
beside them if  they're still too large.  

0:21 12/23/15 11:16p consumer 
if you've stayed at a hyatt  hotel you should check your  credit card 
statement. the hotel chain appears to be  the latest target of a data  
breach. 
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0:27 12/23/15 11:33p consumer 

aarp says consumers beware. thieves are armed with scanners  
and they can copy code numbers  to see when the card is actually  
activated and the best way to  buy a gift card, the experts say  get 
them directly from the  retailer or online.  

0:40 12/24/15 11:10p consumer 

maybe you were where you needed  to be but didn't have the right  
gifts. procrastinators out in full  force this evening. shopping 
rushing to pick up  presents for everyone on their  lists. merchants 
were offering sales up  to 70% off and last-minute  shoppers had 
real reasons to  wait it out.  financial problems. but i got it together.  
i get paid on thursdays, you  know. so i had to, spend the whole  
check on christmas presents for  my daughters, you know.    

0:21 12/24/15 11:17p consumer 

if you have a sprint or  verizon phone plan you have  until next 
week to claim charges  for unauthorized charges on your  bill. the 
deadline to file a claim is  december 31st. find out how on 
nbcla.com. search mobile refund.   

0:39 12/25/15 11:14p consumer 

drones and cameras, they're  among the gadgets trackers are  
targeting. security lists of the most  packable gifts. your cell phones 
and tablets  could be vulnerable.  keep all the materials that  come 
with the particular  product. they'll outline some of the  preset 
passwords or settings on  those particular devices.   

0:21 12/25/15 11:33p consumer 

if you've got a gift card  you don't want, there are ways  to 
exchange that, too. turn in a third-party gift card  for a target card 
with lesser  value. the coin star kiosk at the  grocery store, they will 
make  you an offer for cash on the  spot. 

1:47 10/1/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, the man behind the campus massacre revealed. his 
father speaking with nbc 4,  as we unravel his son's life in  los 
angeles, while here in  oregon family and friends are  mourning the 
lives of the ten  people he killed. the first details are emerging  in 
the shooting. >> tonight, we have team  coverage. we are where 
are the shooter  lived and moments ago, we spoke  with the 
shooter's father at his home 

1:40 10/1/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

live in  torrence, where he once lived. she is talking with neighbors  
who remember him. beverly? >> reporter: well, the los   angeles 
daily news is saying he  graduated from a school for  teens with 
emotional  disablities, and his neighbors  are reeling from the 
violence. they say they instantly  recognized him from the photo he 
posted posing with a weapon. >> yeah, that is him. that is him.  >> 
reporter: residents remember  that he shared the unit and then 
moved to oregon four years ago. >> every day i came home from  
school, i saw chris, shaved  head, camo pants, didn't say  much, 
just walked fast and  avoided anybody who really came  towards 
him 

3:43 10/1/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and  tonight as victims of the  massacre are being remembered at 
vigils like this one, we are  getting new accounts of what  happened 
during the chaos this  morning. nbc 4's robert is live in  roseburg 
with that part of our  continuing coverage. we want to start with the 
latest from nbc news, of the ten people killed it includes the 
shooter. the shooter from southern  california. we watched in 
southern  california the events unfold  today. along with the rest of 
the  nation. 

0:19 10/1/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities are looking in to  reports that mercer may have  posted 
on two different online  message boards. both seemed to elude to 
a school in the northwest, and a warning  to students not to go to 
school. these posts were made yesterday, some online users 
offered their  support. 
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0:22 10/1/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a chilling statistic a  after today's massacre, on so  far, we 
have had 274 calendar  days and 294 mass shootings. the data 
gathered and reported  by the washington post, defines   a mass 
shooting where any  incident where four or more  people are shot 
and killed.  

0:21 10/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crime alert in north ridge. a man got in to a woman's home  
through a window, and sexually  assaulted her. police say this man 
is 5'7",  muscular build and his hair was  rolled in a pony tail. 

0:39 10/1/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fire in a planned parenthood  is now an arson investigation. a rock 
was thrown through the  window and that was followed by  an 
accelerant of some kind, the  sprinklers did their job. keeping the 
building from  burning. 

0:21 10/1/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man convicted of killing his partner and dumping his severed  head 
is court. they found, head, hands and feet near the hollywood sign. 

4:29 10/1/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother without her son,  another woman loses her unborn  baby. 
the killer responsible here,  still on the run. protected by the code of 
the  streets. tonight, for the first time, nbc 4 unravels the cold case.  
>> she talks about her son like  he was just a boy. >> i said stay at 
home, stay at  home. stay at home ain't safe. >>? reality, he was 
known as big  ron, he was 45 years old when  someone shot and 
killed him. >> you could can hear the  ambulance. >> he was born 
in ohio, and his  mom remembers every moment. >> it snowed so 
hard, snow  trucks couldn't come out the day he was born. yeah. 
you know, i took him home, i  thought that was the prettiest  baby i 
had seen. 

10:24 10/2/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we begin with breaking  news, police in pursuit of a  suspect. 
hot pursuit. slows up, speeds down. a slow speed pursuit has 
picked  up after several attempts of  l.a.p.d. they are trying to verify 
where  there may be a victim in the  car. at this point, we do 
believe,  according to the visuals that  have been made by l.a.p.d.  
officer, that they can only  observe the driver in the  driver's seat 
and the belief is  he could be alone.  

0:31 10/2/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

her spirit is here. and will never leave. an orange county woman, 
one  of the nine killed in a college  campus massacre, how her  
daughter escaped alive. beverly white with a torrence  man who 
refused the to give the  oregon woman weapons trains. we are 
where friends are  sharing an orange county's  family anguish 
tonight.  

2:35 10/2/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you are going to hear for the first time, a man who was  impacted 
by two college  shootings in the last 16 months. he was home for 
the kills but  what happened here is personal. they took the life of a 
fellow  southern californian. a colleague he cherished.  

1:46 10/2/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, thanks, robert and tonight, we are hearing about a  chilling 
encounter that happened in torrence and the man that the oregon 
shooter approached about  getting weapons training. as we are 
learning more about the oregon mass murderer who  once lived 
here in torrence, it  seems he left negative  impressions on a lot of 
people.  

2:19 10/2/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves target drive through mailboxes. they are using sticky pads 
to  fish out the mail. we talked to a couple that were  worried that 
their personal  information was compromised. well, it has been 
compromised the tax check that they sent to  the irs, was stolen 
from the  drive through mailboxes. sandwiched between the police  
department and city hall. they showed us a check of the  irs and it's 
named out to a  different person 
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3:44 10/2/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is one of the city's  oldest cold cases. a woman in her 70s, 
murdered in  the middle of the night while  she was asleep. now for 
the first time,  detectives say they know her  killer. it's a man they 
call spider man. we didn't call her grandma. she was meme, 
always happy and  smiling and welcoming. you can tell by her 
wrinkles,  they are happy, she smiled a  lot. she spent her whole 
life giving. she worked for hospitals.  

0:42 10/2/15 11:24p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are going to back out to  a pursuit that ended in the  parking lot 
of a in and out  burger. yeah, that suspect is being  checked out by 
emt, he may have  suffered a problem. the scene is at a stand the  
still. all of the customers are  watching what played out.   but all of 
them have been kept  away so everyone is safe.  

2:10 10/5/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, breaking  news, a mother baby found dead. and live 
in hollywood with  how the toddler stayed alive. >> that's right, 
even with death  all around him, this toddler  expressed a powerful 
will to  live. tonight, neighbors and first  responders tell us used a 
ladder  to reach a toddler in a locked  second floor apartment and 
with  him, his mother and one-year-old  brother, both deceased.  

1:04 10/5/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more breaking news, a  usc security guard robbed,  leading 
the lapd to block off  streets near the campus. kim. >> reporter: 
colleen, right now,  police are standing by waiting  for a search 
warrant so they can  go inside a nearby apartment  building they 
they think a  suspect may be hiding.  

2:11 10/5/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

someone posted a video  online, it's silent but police  say the 
pictures speak volumes  and it's a threat to their  safety. here with 
details about the  video in the lapd department  downtown. >> 
reporter: they are talking  about it on a website dedicated  to police 
officers. be safe brothers and sisters,  one writes. and this is all a 
reminder we  need to watch out for each  other. tonight what was 
posted online  has drawn the attention of the  thin blue line.  

0:19 10/5/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pasadena officer  accidently shoots his partner in  the leg. they 
were allegedly unloading  the trunk of their cruiser when  one of the 
guns went off. 

0:44 10/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is looking for a  hit and run driver. taylor was parking near 
matia. they say she was not in the  cross walk when the driver  
committed a felony by not  stopping. taylor's mother tells us she  
just wants the driver to come  forward. 

0:20 10/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the studio city store  have to be wondering when their  luck will 
change. they were four times over three  months. they've taken 10s 
of thousands  of dollars all together.  

2:52 10/5/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a crime against kids  that the fbi and prosecutor said  say is 
growing very, very  quickly. online exploitation. tonight, with school 
back in  session, nbc 4's robert has a  warning for parents and their  
kids. >> it was about a year that he  had been watching me in my 
room. >> california. >> reporter: former miss teen  u.s.a. is a victim 
of  sex-tortion. he took pictures of her while  she was alone in her 
room and  then demanded more. 

0:33 10/5/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man with a gun might scare  some people off but not the man  in 
a white jacket. this happened in san francisco  last week. the fight 
then spild out on to  the site walk. 

0:45 10/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, a family is  demanding answers after a couple  shot and 
killed their dogs. when the officers got there, the  dogs charged at 
them and that's  when the police officers opened  fire. they want to 
know why -- the  owner wants to know why a  nonlethal force like a  
tranquilizer wasn't used. 
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0:47 10/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news,  a stray bullet hits and kills a  man 
coming home from work.  >> chris cristi and news chopper  4 has 
more.  >> reporter: we just know where  the lapd is investigating 
the  shooting happening earlier this  evening. gunfire rang out. 
apparently a drive-by shooting  rang out. 

2:07 10/6/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beaten by a  patrol officer once, now this  woman in the video is 
confronted  again on the 10 freeway.  >> live from boyle heights. 
the woman just spoke with the  chp about what unfolded.  >> 
reporter: that is right, this  morning around 2:00 a.m. chp  officers 
confronted a pedestrian  on interstate 10. turns out it was marlene  
pinnock, in a different spot. she seemed joyful in a video on  the 
youtube channel. 

2:16 10/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're following this  developing story, officers  opened fire on a 
driver trying  to get away. but officers say the man then  turned his 
car into a weapon and  targeted the police officers. nbc 4's robert 
kovacik live in  maywood with the confrontation.  >> reporter: 
you're exactly  right, this could have had  deadly consequences not 
just for  the suspects or residents but  officers themselves. now, 
this was the lexus suv that  was involved in the short high  speed 
pursuit.  

0:20 10/6/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, sheriffs  now searching for a possible  weapon 
that was stolen from a  deputy's car. it is not easy to miss. this was 
a bean bag shotgun. 

0:56 10/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a family overcome with  emotion, after a hit-and-run  driver 
turned herself in.  >> taking care of her  responsibilities.  >> even if 
she was scared my  sister's life was gone.  >> reporter: 19-year-old 
nysmuh  taylor was hit while she was in  the area. 

0:33 10/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and 15-year-old tianna  roston has not been seen since  she went 
out with her cell  phone. the family says she seemed  depressed 
when she left.  >> i don't know if she is hurt  somewhere or 
somebody took her. 

0:26 10/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a video appears to be a  publicity stunt but the man  behind it 
is still in a lot of  trouble. last night we showed you the  instagram 
video of a man holding  a revolver then tilting it to  show it at a 
police officer. 

0:16 10/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and neighbors evacuated as  police say they tried to get a  man out 
of a stolen van. after more than four hours he  surrendered. still not 
clear why he was in  the area.   

0:52 10/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the man convicted of  taking the life of their newborn  baby.  >> 
your choices and your  selfishness ripped every piece  of joy from 
my heart.  >> now, the infant was just 19  days old when her father,  
matthew warner, killed her and  hid her body in the back of the  
pickup truck.  

0:41 10/6/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police hope that one  second of video will shed light  on what 
happened. a woman was on the phone with a  911 operator in san 
bernardino. 38-year-old rachel diane welch  died after flipping her 
van and  being trapped. 

0:20 10/6/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a person facing charges  in a deadly crash in which two  of his 
three children are  killed. he is accused of drunk driving  when his 
suv plunged over the  cliff in izuzu. 
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1:56 10/6/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, new at 11:00, one  couple is frustrated. they're seeking justice 
after  their son suffered brain damage. nbc 4's kim baldonado joins 
us  live. kim spoke with the couple about  the accusations against 
the  baby-sitter.  >> reporter: that is right,  chuck, tomorrow the 
winnetka  couple will be here at the van  nuys courthouse for the 
judge to  decide if there is enough  evidence for the couple's former  
baby-sitter to stand trial.  >> we remember that day, every  minute 
of it. it changed your life forever. 

1:43 10/7/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00, an  84-year-old woman and a man  found 
dead. tonight, investigators say  someone killed them. and nbc's 
gadi schwartz with  new information detectives just  told him. >> 
reporter: they told us  they're now searching for a  missing car, a 
car that's  usually in that driveway down  there, inside of that 
garage and  this is the same home where two  people were found 
dead.  

2:02 10/7/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, the man behind  the video is revealed. a rapper is in 
custody for a  video that appears to threaten  the lapd. robert. >> 
reporter: and that new twist  would be, chuck, that we're  sitting 
here at 77th street,  waiting for this guy to bailout. his family says 
they've covered  the bail and just a moment ago,  a bail for a felony 
charge,  we're not sure what that charge  is, is suddenly raised to  
$200,000. 

0:22 10/7/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a large police presence in  hollywood, just steps from the  famed 
boulevard. officers investigating a double  shooting. there was an 
argument and two  men were shot. their wounds are not life  
threatening. 

0:32 10/7/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two orange county men  arrested for trying to join in  the fight 
against isis. he was handcuffed at lax as he  was about to get on a 
flight to  turkey with a connection to  israel. 

0:26 10/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the chp going on a  dangerous pursuit. through carson and 
south l.a. in fact, we brought this to you  as breaking news at 5:00 
today.  

0:28 10/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 2-year-old boy can't walk,  talk or see and today his  parents 
came face to face with  the nanny accused of causing his  injuries. 
the baby's mother was the first  to take the stand. 

0:34 10/7/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's amazing to see a  teenager does a tuck and roll  getting out of a 
moving car. it's a risky move but she got  away from the woman. a 
woman lured her inside. 

0:23 10/7/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a million dollars stolen in  an armored truck heist. today, some of it 
was unearthed  in fontana. the home belongs to caesar who  
pleaded guilty last apal to  stealing the million dollars. agents are 
now looking for the  rest of the cash.  

1:55 10/8/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from a head shot to a mug  shot, an orange county beauty  queen 
now accused of selling  home made child porn. live in san 
clemente where  this investigation is unfolding. >> reporter: 
investigators  believe she sold the child  pornography to a member 
of the  military in exchange for cash  and gifts. mrs. orange county 
2014 is in  jail accused of using a  4-year-old family member to  
create child pornography. 

0:38 10/8/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police searching for a robby  suspect on the west side of  town. 
chris christie live in news  chopper four. >> reporter: the hunt is on. 
long beach set up a perimeter. they have a perimeter set up and  
long beach police helicopter  over head.  
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1:22 10/8/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, police  investigating a deadly shooting. nbc 4's beverly 
white just spoke  with investigators. and joins us live with what she  
has just learned. >> reporter: the investigator  tells us this scene 
will be  active for the next three hours,  even though are two people 
in  custody right now. you'll see what i mean. at whitier and acacia 
here. a man was walking with a friend  and arguing, a female was 
also  present. 

2:31 10/8/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and parking pirates near the  ufc game tonight. they're seizing 
public spaces  and making drivers pay. it's not the first time. gadi 
schwartz was there. >> reporter: this is prime real  estate. that's the 
coliseum over there. a lot of people long this street  sell out their 
driveways, their  front yards for parking but the  rug comes when 
people actually  sell the parking spots along the  public street. one 
of our viewers caught  footage and sent it to us. it looks like this. 
handmaid parking signs are on  display. 

0:24 10/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives say they have  located the cars of one of the  victims 
found dead inside a  hacienda home. the woman's car had been  
reported missing. now the crime lab is looking to   find out who left 
it there and  why.  

0:40 10/8/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the hunt continues  tonight for the gang of people  who attack 
an american hero in  sacramento. stone, one of the people who  
stopped a terror attack in  france, stabbed in his home  town. 

0:41 10/8/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bold burglary caught on  camera at a studio city salon. they back 
up their back up right  outside studio salon. they use a rock to 
break the  door and get away with cash and  styling products. 

0:26 10/8/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the number more than 10 at  this point. this puppy was found in 
downtown  l.a., taken to the north central  animal center. brenda 
var net, director of l.a.  animal services says this is a  heartless act 
of cruelty. 

1:53 10/9/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a customer  opens fire inside a mcdonald's.  at 
least one person killed.  >> terrified customers walking  in moments 
after the shooting.  >> reporter: that's right.  we are talking about 
an assault  with a deadly weapon call at  this fast food restaurant.  
it ended with the discovery of a dead man inside.  we learned from 
investigators  they made a speedy arrest. 

0:47 10/9/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family feud, a possible  motive.  the story was breaking news  
during the news at 5:00 today.  this is pepper elementary  school.  
officers arrived to find -- the  school was put on lockdown while 
detectives tried to piece  together what happened. 

0:17 10/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police releasing the  surveillance video of the man  who robbed a 
gas station.  the suspect hit usa gasoline the night of september 
13.  police say he pulled out a sharp object and threatened the 
clerk. 

0:33 10/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a ucla football team is  suspended from the team  indefinitely.  
investigators arrested adam  sural yesterday.  a student reported 
leaving an  offcampus party with him and  claims she woke up and 
found him sexually assaulting her. 

0:35 10/9/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

president obama melt  privately with the survivors and families of 
the victims of last  week's massacre at a community  college in 
roseburg, oregon.  his visit coming hours after two people were 
shot and killed on  college campuses in arizona and  texas. 

0:18 10/9/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and texas southern  university a student killed and  another injured 
in a shooting  outside a student housing  complex.  two people 
were detained for  questioning.  police are searching for a third 
person. 
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1:13 10/9/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alleged drunk driver  slams head on into the same car  twice.  
the shocking scene caught on a  dash cam.  the woman tries to 
drive away.  >> put your car in park now! >> she is going up the 
wrong way on the street here.  you can hear the woman scream  
and then the 4 year old and the  7-year-old daughter crying, as  
well.  this happened in long island  yesterday afternoon.  the 
victims say they were  terrified. 

0:28 10/9/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also caught on camera a man  nearly runs over his pregnant  ex-
girlfriend.  the cell phone video shows a  woman hanging on to the 
hood of  a moving suv as her former  boyfriend pulls away from a 
gas  station.  

0:48 10/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are hearing from  witnesses who saw spencer stone, the 
american hero from the train in france, on the night he was  tabbed 
outside a bar in  sacramento.  right now police continue to  search 
for his attackers.  stone and a woman apparently got into some sort 
of argument with  the other men and surveillance  video shows the 
fight where he  was stabbed. 

0:24 10/9/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a court appearance.  last year crowned ms. orange  county.  
investigators say she used a  4-year-old relative to create  child 
pornography and sold it.  she is due back in court at the  end of the 
month.   

0:25 10/9/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the white strips of bandits  may have struck again.  surveillance 
video showing the  man taking baskets of rogain  hair products in 
august.  

1:13 10/12/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, cashing in on  the kindness of strangers. nbc 4's 
scotty schwartz is live  for you in atwater village with  what to watch 
out for? >> they would distract people  and pull out a gun and rob 
them. fortunately boll cases have very  high-quality surveillance 
video,  but both caseses still have not  been solved. the first 
happening around 5:30  in the morning near fletcher and  atwater.  

0:23 10/12/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to show you this  picture. have you seen this woman? she 
disappeared last week on her  way to visit friends in santa  barba 
detectives say diane  thatcher checked into a hotel  overnight, a 
black honda in  which he was driving was found  alongside the 
road with a flat  tire. 

0:37 10/12/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now police are saying  it is not a halloween prank. a masked 
man is targeting  businesses in east l.a. investigators say the man 
here  seen in the surveillance is  wearing a mask and has robbed  
five businesses at gunpoint. 

0:38 10/12/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the heat is on and burglars  seem to be taking advantage of  it. a 
venice beach woman tells  police she woke up in the middle  of the 
night, and found a  stranger holding what appeared  to be a knife. 
when he went into the kitchen,  she made a run for it and called  
the 911. 

0:17 10/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man was found stabbed next  to where children were playing. 
someone found the victim at john  marshall park on la palma  
avenue.  

0:20 10/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man is back in custody  after he violated his parole,  and 
threatened officers with  this four-foot sword. police say he 
attacked his  parole officer, and barricaded  himself in a building. 
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4:23 10/12/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the world's most  famous yoga instructor is facing  
allegations of sexual assault  and emotional abuse. several female 
students of the  founder of bikram ruined their  careers as yoga 
instructors when  they resisted his sexual  advances. we have their 
stories for the  first time. robert? >> colleen, we talked to two of  
five women who have now filed  lawsuits, but he denies the  
allegations. >> bikram yoga was founded by  bikram chowry. inside 
rooms are kept, chodri  calls them torture chambers. 

0:56 10/12/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now she drove home drunk  holding a cell phone so she  could 
stream her condition for  all to see on social media. now that phone 
is about to be  the star witness in a florida  dui case.  >> i am drunk 
on south florida  avenue, because i'm a drunk  person.  

0:23 10/12/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you could be getting cheated  out of the winnings, if you play  the 
lottery, but there's a way  to tell up-front. store workers are 
alternateers  scratch youppi tickets, and they  keep the winning 
tickets and  sell the losing once. 

2:33 10/13/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, two young boys  reunited with their parents  after 
they were trapped inside  an apartment building in  westwood 
during a s.w.a.t.  standoff. nbc4 gadi schwartz near ucla  where the 
boys used flashlight  signals to let their parents  know they were 
okay.  >> reporter: as you're about to  see, it was incredibly  
heartwarming to see those lights  flashing in the windows. first the 
search for the gunman  is now over. no one is in custody. 

0:39 10/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a  more mother and son believed to  be 
involved in a violent attack  outside dodger stadium. we've been 
following this since  friday. witnesses say a man and woman  
attacked a mets fan. the witness who took these  pictures says the 
attack  reminded her of the beating four  years ago. 

0:23 10/13/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues tonight  for a man who tried to kidnap an  8-
year-old girl from a park  bathroom in orange county. we have a 
sketch of the man  police say tried to grab a girl  and drag her into 
one of the  stalls. she was with her sister. 

0:24 10/13/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a reminder tonight to make  sure your vehicle is locked  tonight if 
you park it outside. there's been a rash of break-ins  in riverside 
county. two young men were caught on  camera breaking into cars 
in  marietta. 

0:23 10/13/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a human skull and bones are  all that investigators have to  go on 
tonight as they try to  piece together what happened in  the angeles 
national forest  where remains were found. 

0:16 10/13/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

missing college student we  told you about last night on  this 
newscast is alive and well. diane thatcher returned to her  dorm 
room this afternoon at  sierra nevada college near lake  tahoe. 

0:46 10/13/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the family of a  colton fire captain killed by  suspected drunk 
driver says his  dad is casting a light on a  dangerous speed zone. 
fire captain david lodarski was  one week from retirement when he  
was killed this weekend by a car  that slammed into the back of  his 
atv.  

0:39 10/13/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

customers had to be shocked  by what they saw at a halloween  
aisle in a walmart in north  carolina today. someone deliberately set 
fire to  the costumes in san leandro. the fire jumped the aisle and  
started burning rows of candy. customers caught it all on  camera. 
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0:41 10/13/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crime of opportunity and a  recent bust is a reminder your  
mailbox is a tempting. this man, 35-year-old jason  moon, broke 
into dozens of  mailboxes in the past few weeks. he pried open the 
boxes or used  a homemade key to gain access. officers say they 
found a gun,  stolen mail, credit cards, even  forged checks at 
moon's home.  

1:37 10/14/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a baby girl abducted at a  south los angeles mcdonald's  tonight 
just found. beverly white is with officers  as they took that little girl 
to  safety.  

1:31 10/14/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time now we're  seeing an armed bandit in action  even 
with a child nearby. charles swartz is live in  inglewood. reporter: 
this suspect had to  know he was on camera. this is the first thing 
you see  when you walk in the door, a  huge surveillance system.  

0:20 10/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people are in custody in canoga park 

0:22 10/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gunman opened fire outside  a world famous comedy club on  the 
sunset strip. now police want to find a person  to pull the trigger. 
sheriff's homicide detectives  say a man in his 20s was shot  and 
killed while standing with a  group of people on the patio 

0:18 10/14/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a  killer who robbed a unical  station on 
sunday. he demanded cash, cigarettes and  lotto tickets from the 
cashier  and then took off. no one was hurt.  

0:27 10/14/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new details on a double  murder mystery out of hacienda  
heights. the coroner's office report the  pair was stabbed to death. 
their car was missing from the  house and found near almonty  
days later.  

0:27 10/14/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of alicea  thomas who died in lapd custody  will get $2.5 
million in a  wrongful death settlement. an officer sentenced the 
former  officer -- was not charged with  murder because she had 
used  cocaine before her death.  

2:42 10/14/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information  tonight into the investigation  of ten dogs 
that appeared to  have been severely burned right  down the 
middle of their backs. what nbc 4 has learned for the  first time is 
already creating  controversy. we have the only reporter who  was 
allowed to see this report. 

0:25 10/15/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a police chase through orange county freeways  and 
streets comes to a dramatic  end at a busy shopping center. the 
driver whizzed past stop  signs and over speed bumps  nearly 
hitting other cars. the chp performed a maneuver in  the parking lot, 
in front of tgi friday's. the driver surrendered and  police arrested 
him.  

2:28 10/15/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation is under  way after deputies take down a  pursuit 
suspect. as you can see, they're caught  on camera punching him 
several  times. it started with a home burglary  in rancho 
cucamonga. kate larsen is in the area where she spoke with some 
of the  victims. >> reporter: neighbors are  terrified that one of the  
robbers found one of their kids  hiding in a bedroom, while the  
robbers were ransacking the  house. 

0:27 10/15/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues for the driver who may have  intentionally hit 
and killed a  bike rider near usc. it started with an argument this 
morning near west 39th place and south ramada avenue. the driver 
complained the  bicyclist cut him off and  threatened to run him 
over.  
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0:28 10/16/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new video of  what a riverside mans calls  excessive 
force after he was  arrested for a fight was being  slammed to the 
ground. attorney claims deputy hit him  with such force with the  
flashlight that he needed  staples to close the wounds in  his head 
and he is now suing for  $20 million.   

0:22 10/16/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight a front  porch pirate caught on camera at  noon on 
tuesday in san pedro. there's a package by amazon at  the front 
door, the woman looks  at the package, grabs it, takes  off. so far 
no arrest has been made.   

0:24 10/16/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a seven month old baby was  in a car that was stolen this  morning. 
found the baby but not the  person who took the car. the father left 
the child and  keys in the car to go in the  store when he returned 
the  vehicle was gone, vehicle was  found not far away with the 
baby  asleep inside.  

0:26 10/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two l.a. county deputies  were in this patrol car when it  clipped a 
vehicle, spun on to  the sidewalk and hit two men  walking last 
night. one of the victims died. one died the other in critical  
condition. 

2:04 10/16/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have seen scenes like  this for too long, for law  enforcement 
every second counts  with speed and skilled sharp  shooters. we 
show you within way swat  prepares for real life scene  airplaneios 
like this.  >> this is not the real thing. but the local law enforcers  
taking part in this tactical  competition know this could be  their 
reality at any moment. 

0:36 10/16/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

when news breaks we're  there. this time it is fullerton where  
police are searching for a sus  equity after an attack at  suspect 
after an attack at a  restaurant at the corner of  highland and 
valencia. one man seriously injured and  transported to the 
hospital. reporting live from chopper 4. back to you.  

0:47 10/16/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

warning tonight about two men  who may be trying to kidnap  
women in the high desert could  be a father and son team. here's a 
just released composite  sketch they are looking for. a week ago 
the pair acted as if  their van broke down and she was  jogging by 
at time. one of the men then tried to  talk to her and then both tried  
to force her into that vehicle. 

0:19 10/19/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a worker at  ucla school of dentistry is  accused of 
drugging and raping a woman. we spoke with police. a woman 
claims that he drugged  and sexually assaulted her.  

0:23 10/19/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, while a peace  rally was going on in south  l.a., a few 
blocks away, a woman of of shot and killed inside a  home. police 
say the shooter opened  fire through the front door,  while the 
woman was inside a  town home near 93rd and main  street. 

0:23 10/19/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues tonight  for the woman that stole a  handful of 
designer glasses from a store. she made off with six pairs of  prada 
glasses.  

0:58 10/19/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have stunning video  tonight to show you the driver  of a car, 
this white car,  accused of sideswiping a  motorcycle on purpose. 
deliberately doing it and  injuring two people.  

0:24 10/19/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chaos in the streets. this is new cell phone video. released after 
gunfire rang out  at zombicon, they are hoping the video will help 
them catch the  shooter.  

0:23 10/19/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more problems for ucla  defensive back, ishmael adams,  he is 
charged with battery for a run in with a uber driver. it involves an 
incident that  happened last august. when he took the driver's cell  
phone during an argument. 
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0:23 10/20/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news from  new york, a police officer shot  and 
killed by a gunman in  harlem. the investigators say the police 
officer was chasing a suspect  when a gun battle broke out  there. 
the suspected shooter was  wounded. he along with three other 
men  now in custody. the officer had been with the  nypd for five 
years.  

0:17 10/20/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news. a pursuit came to a crashing  end. this began 
as a possible stolen  car. the car crashed through a fence. in to an 
open field before  landing in a ravine. 

2:00 10/20/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the hunt continues for a convicted sex offender in san  
bernardino county can -- he  sexually assaulted his co-worker and 
headed off in her car. the neighbors are terrified that he is still out 
there. >> he is considered armed and  dangerous, and the police 
have a $3 million warrant out for his  arrest. police and neighbors 
who did not want to be identified are  keeping a close eye on this  
house on ogden street, it's  where the 57-year-old sex  offender, 
rooms, along with  several other consecutive  offenders.  

0:22 10/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a clerk is attacked during a  robbery that was caught on  camera. a 
man ran in to the business  last week and punched the clerk. then 
he ordered her to put cash  in a bag when she tried to run,  he 
punched her again. and shoved her in to a back  room. 

0:23 10/20/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, police know what he looks  like. now they need to find the 
man  who has been targeting cars in  irvine in the latest incident,  
he broke in to a parked car and  it's possible this is the same  
person investigators have been  looking for in a series of  thefts at 
the university of  california irvine.  

0:43 10/20/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man in custody after  leading police on a high speed  chase, 
unusual, because while he was running from the law. the driver 
ended up running in  to the a police station and the  whole thing 
was captured live  from news chopper 4.  

0:21 10/20/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, new cell phone  video shows moments before the  shooting 
of an officer. officers say a 39-year-old armed robbery suspect 
pointed a pistol at them, and several witnesses  say that police 
fired off five  shots, killing the man. the shooting is now under  
investigation.  

0:39 10/20/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, l.a. police met  people in the community looking  for a way 
to cut down in  violence. and it's all part of a  discussion in the 
future of  policing. a day of dialog, with police  meeting people 
where they live  about the issue effecting them. 

1:40 10/21/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin tonight with brae  breaking news from downey where  a 
man, women and child have been found dead inside a department.  
>> homicide detectives are just  beginning their investigation. jane 
is live for us.  >> downey police calling it a  triple murder out here 
on neo  street. crime tape surrounds the  apartment on the south 
side of  the street. police were called out around  8:00 tonight.  

2:05 10/21/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alarming video here. take a look as armed robbers  rush a 
jewelerry store in  mission viejo. right now police are looking for 
suspects behind this rolex  heist. >> this gang of thieves was in  
and out in about a minute, four  men armed with guns and a sledge 
hammer. as you are about to see in this  intense surveillance video 
they  still had trouble smashing  through protected glass.  >> within 
seconds a customer  runs for safety while men in  masks come in. \ 
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0:46 10/21/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here's the video we're  showing for the first time. the moment of 
impact leavering  father and daughter in critical  condition 
demolishing two  vehicles. the gray van slided with a  silver sedan 
after running a red light. we talked to the mother who is  amazed 
her son was able to walk  away from this. 

0:20 10/21/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

any details in identity  theft ring this man one of four  people. who 
stole birth certificates and social security numbers by as  much as 
$5,000.   

0:43 10/21/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man after chase on  horseback is back in jail. apple valley police 
say alex pu  srks ok confronted a man. the man wallet lock told him 
he  wasn't allowed to be is there  and he he threw the first punch. 

0:40 10/21/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

was is it deliberate or just an accident? that's what arson 
investigators  are trying to determine after a  apartment fire started 
in a  carport in baldwin hills. soon five cars were on fire as  smoke 
bill owed into the  apartments above. a disabled man and his family  
escaped the fire but lost  everything. 

0:28 10/21/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in three weeks a former  english teacher will begin  serving one 
year in jail for  having sex with two teens after  a at a prestigious 
private  school. he pleaded guilty for the abuse  of the 16-year-old 
girls 

0:44 10/21/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

400 behind bars, par the  part of a gang stealing personal 
information perfect credit cards at gas stations, this is part of group 
of eight, charged with  fraud skimming credit cards from beverly 
hills to las vegas. they used bluetooth technology. 

0:36 10/21/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are helping to  prevent drug over doses in a  community in 
orange county. deputies start to have heroin  over doses while on 
patrol, has  jumped 80% in four years. 

1:52 10/21/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a donated body part stolen. a human leg that was being  
transported was taken from a  van. we're live downtown with more 
on this missing body part. >> you know the leg was actually on an 
ice chest ready for  transport when it was stolen  from a van near 
the pantry here  in downtown l.a. all while the employees  
responsible for the body part  were eating.  

0:21 10/21/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an update and  breaking news out of downey  where a 
man, woman and baby were found dead inside a detective,  
homicide detectives say points  to murder-suicide. the man and 
woman were parents  of that one-year-old boy.  

1:55 10/22/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

kate larson joins us with  new details. >> reporter: i've just been in  
touch with the family and they  are beside themselves tonight. they 
cannot believe another  family member was shot and  killed. a gun 
battle in the middle of  the busy pomona intersection has  police in 
two cities looking for  one of shooters. >> i'm going crazy. i don't 
know anything. >> reporter: police stay driver  of this silver nissan,  
25-year-old joe morales, was  killed in the car-to-car  shooting just 
before 3:00 this  afternoon.  

0:24 10/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're getting our  first look at a sketch of a  suspect who 
attack a woman and  then tried to kidnap her. this happened in red 
lands. the man got out of the white  toyota car, grabbed her and  
tried to get away. he is describe as being 5'6" and  wearing a white 
logo cap.  

0:23 10/22/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is one of the last  places would you expect. students at the 
california  school for the deaf after they  ate brownies laced with  
marijuana. three girls had to be taken to  the hospital. the highway 
patrol investigates  crimes at the state run school  and they're 
looking into how  this happened.  
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0:47 10/22/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the testimony of a very  brave 10-year-old girl brought  to justice a 
vicious sexual  predator sentenced today to  spend the rest of his 
life in  prison without the possibility  of parole. we won't identify the 
girl or  her family. she testified against  34-year-old tobias 
summers. summers broke into her home. 

0:24 10/22/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is an all too familiar and  frequent target in southern  california. 
packages left on a front porch  and then stolen. this time it 
happened in front  of a surveillance camera. the man in the white 
shirt comes  to the porch and makes a quick  run for it. the 
homeowner posted this quick  video on youtube and hopes it  
might lead the an arrest. >> he was very kind and very  generous.  

0:25 10/22/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news just coming  in. three people shot on the campus  of 
tennessee state university. the victim whose conditions is  still not 
known were rushed to  the hospital. police are still investigating. 

3:35 10/22/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a football coach who  inspired people on and off the  field is 
gunned down. for the first time, nbc 4 talks  with his family. >> i 
was getting to bed. and my wife started yelling. i couldn't believe it. 
>> disbelief describes the day  the lewis family broke. >> a person 
with a big heart. is gone too soon. >> the second of three boys. 
wanted to be a registered nurse. now his brothers nurse the hole  
between them. 

0:25 10/22/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man with a history of a  cruelty to cats was caught. it was a week 
ago that he was  seen on video stealing cats from  homes. escort 
documents say he once  tied up cats' legs and then  threw the 
animal against a wall.  

0:31 10/22/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've made a discovery of a  super tunnel with 10 tons of  
marijuana. it was tijuana to a fake store. if it had not been for an 
agent,  it might be years before the  tunnel was found.  

1:58 10/23/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

LAPD investigation into the 911 call concerning the murdered 
UCLA student 

0:22 10/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police want to find  a burglar who broke into a home  in the 
middle of the night with  a woman sleeping upstairs this. happened 
in hancock park. the woman woke up when she heard  someone 
rummaging around the  house. 

0:42 10/23/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 caught the  end of a pursuit where a car  loaded 
with teens possibly on a  crime spree ended up pinned  inside 
stolen lexus. the pursuit lasted 90 seconds. not very long. it ended 
in rancho palos verdes. >> the deputies all had their  guns drawn 
and they were telling  us to get away because they  didn't know if 
those suspects  were armed.  

0:48 10/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting word of  breaking news right now. this is in riverside. 
three people shot, possibly  juveniles here. will coin news chopper 
4. >> reporter: this is the  intersection of 7th street and  canvas 
avenue where at 9:36 this  evening police got calls of  shots fired in 
this  neighborhood.  

0:52 10/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newton a california teenager  fights back against a kidnapper  and 
gets away. her screams for help all caught  on camera.  >> oh, my 
god. oh, my god! >> take a look at the car speeds  down the street. 
the 17-year-old victim was  walking to school around 6:30  this 
morning in stockton. 

0:38 10/23/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

when firefighters got to a  house fire in rialto, they  noticed an 
unusual odor. once the flames were out they  knew what was 
burning inside. these are new photos of the home  where at least 
200 marijuana  plants were being grown. most of the pop was 
upstairs and  out in the the garage. 
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0:37 10/23/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shattered windows and  ransacked classrooms. that is what is left 
behind. students at royal oaks were  using equipment to shoot, 
write,  and edit their own tv show. it was stolen.  >> it's hurtful to 
everybody. i i've been having a hart time. it's been an emotional 
week for  everybody.  

2:20 10/26/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

justice for jeremy. a couple says their little boy  was bullied so 
badly he needed  brain surgery. they want the school district  held 
accountable. >> beverly. >> reporter: we're talking about  a 
blizzard of paperwork after  this incident from five months  ago 
where this boy fractured his  skull at school. the police in arcadia 
say no  crime occurred. hurt so severe he needed to  brain surgery 
the next day. 

1:34 10/26/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, let's get you out to  breaking news that's been  changing 
throughout the last few  hours. a corvette stolen from a  dealership 
tonight. here live with news chopper  four. >> reporter: we're 
looking that  suspect being taken into custody  moments ago. this 
is in paris. near paris boulevard. now, this pursuit just came to  an 
end a little while ago when  they spike stripped this  vehicle. 

0:28 10/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

700 west hollywood  residences and businesses after  a drone 
clipped a power line. an nbc 4 viewer took this on  sunset. they say 
the flying camera  platform hit several power lines  and power has 
been out for  hours. 

0:24 10/26/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is where the fbi is  investigating a suspicious  device that had a 
bomb squad on  scene. nbc news is quoting a source who  says 
the package is linked to a  florida inmate who is serving  life for 
murder. 

0:27 10/26/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the popular two-wheel  platforms that you stand on to  ride, 
because of a their value,  over 400 bucks, they're becoming  the 
new hot target. people in kolver city are  putting out an alert. 

0:52 10/26/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a take down in the  heart of l.a. cameras rolling as a bank  
robbery suspect starts tossing  cash into the street. he was pulling 
a suitcase at the  chase bank on 9th and hill. he apparently told 
them there  was a bomb in the bag and that's  when he tossed a 
wad of cash in  the air. 

2:11 10/26/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers tell us that he was  nearby when a young father was  shot 
and killed and now he's  nowhere to be found. heady. >> reporter: 
chuck, the victim's  church group says they plan on  holding a 
service for him  tomorrow. they're praying for the family  and for the 
killer to turn  himself in. there is prayer and heart break. >> he 
didn't even get a chance  to say good bye to his wife and  children. 

0:39 10/26/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to follow this  breaking news, this stolen  corvette. we 
just got this surveillance  from the car dealership where  this white 
corvette was stolen  right off the lot. the employee got his hand 
stuck  in the door.  

3:34 10/26/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

porn filmed at a high  school. and we learned that some of the  
teens walked in on this. and this was investigation into  oversight of 
filming at schools. and now she's uncovered more  about the porn 
film shoot. >> one of them even pose with a  porn star in his high 
school  t-shirt. >> you did agree to do whatever  we asked.  

0:41 10/26/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a violent video of a  classroom take down now has a  resource 
under investigation. you can see the video there, it  shows the 
south carolina officer  grabbing the student and  throwing her from 
the desk after  teachers say she was disrupted  in class. 
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0:21 10/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a s.w.a.t. situation in  huntington beach ended with a  man in 
handcuffs. a woman called police claiming  she had been 
kidnapped. she was found at the home of her  ex-boyfriend. s.w.a.t. 
went inside the home  and arrested the ex 30 minutes  ago.   

0:20 10/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are following a  developing story. officers opened fire on a man  
who pulled out a knife during a  traffic straight. this is around 
magnolia and  adams boulevard. the two officers were injured  but 
we are told they are going  to be okay. the driver who was shot is is 
in  critical condition.   

0:29 10/27/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for a  man they say tried to kidnap a  teenage 
girl in moreno valley. this is the man they want to  find. the 14-year-
old was walking home  from valley verde academy. he didn't 
succeed and the teen  got a good description. 5'9" with tattoos 
covering one  arm. he has a lazy right eye 

2:07 10/27/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00 the fbi has a  ominous warning for police  officers 
across the country. a halloween revolt led by an  anarchist group. 
we have live in westwood.  >> reporter: chuck of the  federal 
building because this  warning comes were the fbi. a warning that 
is meant as an  abundance of caution on what  will be a unique 
halloween,  unique because halloween is on a  saturday this years 
ago. 

0:27 10/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer in south  carolina will not face charges  after killing a 
19-year-old last  july. newly reist leased dash cam  video shows the 
police officer  speeding to an undercover drug  bust. zach 
hammond was apparently on a  first date with a woman when she  
arranged a drug deal. 

0:37 10/27/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a serious question about the  level of security at the los  angeles 
city hall after an  intruder falls through the  ceiling into the city 
attorney's  office. this incident exposes a hole in  the building's 
security. how could an unauthored person  make his way into the 
building  go up to the sixth floor and  hide for hours. 

0:37 10/27/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

revenge can be a very nasty  thing. would two women reportedly 
take  out their revenge on a friend  when the three got into an  
argument. an argument that got out of  hand. we show a 24 that's 
taking off  with a 24-year-old woman hanging  out the passenger 
door, this is  the delaware before the car is  pulled over. 

0:32 10/27/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sleeting commuter got the  worst of it when a unanimous and  a 
woman snatched a bag in  philadelphia at the station. the pair 
make a run for it. the victim chase them. 

0:33 10/27/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video now of a car  plowing into a crowd during a  zombie walk 
at comicon in san  diego last year. we want to warn you. the video 
is graphic. that's really something. the video was played in court  
today at the trial of a deaf man  who was the driver of that car. 

0:33 10/27/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a know forrious  international jewel thief in her  80s who is no 
stranger to law  enforcement aren't here has been  arrested once 
again. police say the 85-year-old doris  payne walked into a sachs 
5th  avenue store in atlanta and  stole earrings. 

1:58 10/28/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>in montecito  heights. two young women found dead at a  
popular park. the trail of clues may lead to  murder.  nbc 4's gotti 
schwartz is  live for us.  >> reporter: police have just  finished 
processing this area. right now we are in the heart of  the park. this 
is a jogging path here. we understand that the bodies  were found 
somewhat over in this  area. now, this has been a very scene  to 
watch tonight.  
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0:25 10/28/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now in moreno  valley where officers believe  this is 
the couple behind the  abduction of two children. witnesses say 
travis jace and  angie george took the boys from  their foster 
parents this  afternoon on frederick's street  and then took off in a 
car.  

1:42 10/28/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a parent alert in seemy  valley. a man is targeting children  outside 
schools and trying to  lure them into his car. officers told nbc 4's 
beverly  white it has already happened  twice. beverly? >> reporter: 
that's right,  chuck. it was the assistant  superintendent of seem 
'valley  unified who e-mailed a parent  warn being a man trying to 
pick  up cool girls on the city's west  side.  

0:18 10/28/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new video of a  sexual assault suspect the  l.a.p.d. want to 
you see. police believe this man attacked  a woman in boil heights 
on  october 29th on pecan street. the man ran away when a  
bystander ran up to help the  woman.   

0:40 10/28/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi is releasing photos  of two missing brothers last  seen at lax 
about two months  ago. one of the pictures shows is  a-year-old 
sage and his  9-year-old brother isaac. the investigators tell us the  
boys were abducted by their  mother faith cue in august. 

0:18 10/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now know this father who  was shot and killed in loss al  meet 
owes this week. we have his name. 39-year-old sang queue sung. 
his body was found near pine in  catalina. 

0:31 10/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nationwide illegaling  gambling operation master mind  is arrested 
here in southern  california. one of 17 people, part of a $32  million 
online horse betting  enterprise. 

0:41 10/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is quite a statistic. almost half of all accidents in  los angeles are 
hit and runs. in fact, they are becoming so  frequent, the los 
angeles plenty  is now taking a new approach. more unanimous a 
dozen  billboards like this one are  going up around los angeles to  
remind drivers that it is the  law.  

0:27 10/28/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the street vendors you have  seen in downtown l.a.'s fashion  
district is now taking on the  l.a.p.d. the group of vendors is suing,  
they same some of the officers  continually destroy their carts  and 
property while enforcing the  city's rules on blocking  sidewalks. 

0:35 10/28/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 7-year-old boy picks up a  teddy bear at school on a  playground 
and is ricked by a  hippo determinic needle. that needle is laysed 
with meth. when detectives took a closer  look, they found five 
syringes  hidden inside. 

0:23 10/29/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high speed pursuit through  south l.a. came to an abrupt  end. 
deputies chased that black car  on the 110 freeway in the watts  
area. then on side streets before the  driver suddenly stops. under 
an overpass at 67th street  and gives up. police tell us he is want 
for  assault with a deadly weapon. 

0:19 10/29/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

then moments later, news chopper  4 caught the end of this  
pursuit. officers surrounding a white  car. we watched as three men 
stumbled  out of the vehicle. the car was stolen and all three  are 
now in custody.  

2:07 10/29/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this l.a. county deputy  is used to enfoshsing the law. tonight 
he is on the other side  of the law. accused of having sex with a  
child. a 12-year-old girl. beverly white is live in costa  mesa at the 
middle school where  investigators say the deputy met  the young 
girl more than once. >> that's right. the l.a. sheriff's deputy who  
was hired in august of 2014 has  been relieved of duty, arresting  
officers tell us, the  26-year-old was not in uniform  when he turned 
up here at the  girl's school last week. 
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0:28 10/29/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 80-year-old grandmother  is killed in san bernardino, the  victim 
of yet another hit and  run. like so many we've seen, she was  
doing nothing wrong and  everything right. crossing the street at 
ninth and  l in the crosswalk. the driver just kept going. 

0:31 10/29/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the sheriff's department  has to be reviewing their  protocols 
after a daring escape  from men's central jail. here it is, they got 
their hands  on this new video. a 22-year-old inmate made a run  
for it. 

1:27 10/29/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information about  the identity of one of two young  
women found dead in a park in  montecito heights. the 19-year-old 
was found hours  before she was even reported  missing. nbc 4 
gadi schwartz talked with  the woman's family. >> reporter: even if i 
park at  this late hour, you can see  there have been memorials left  
behind. there are two which give you  some sense of how close 
these  two bodies were found to each  other. 

0:23 10/29/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one man is arrested and a  large arsenal of guns and  ammunition 
have been taken after  they were stolen from a san  fernando 
valley storage unit. there was a tim of a convicted  gang member 
was trying to sell  these weapons. other gang members in the  
valley. when officers picked up mendoza,  they say he had cash 
and about a  pound of meth in his possession.  

0:44 10/29/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning about a scam  targeting residents who may have  blown 
off jury duty. a man pretending to be a deputy  demanded money. 
he said she had to pay $1,000 or  that face jail time. 

0:32 10/29/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now we're going to show you  some wild security video from  the 
porch of a restaurant in  waco, texas. it shows the chaos 
surrounding a  biker shoot-out. nine people are killed. more than a 
dozen others  injured. in may, rival biker gangs opened  fire. 

1:25 10/30/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman found dead inside a  burning house and now arson  
investigators are taking a  closer look. tonight detectives still trying  
to figure out if the fire was  accidental or meant to hide a  murder. 
>> nbc 4 beverly white is live  at palmdale for us tonight where  the 
story is still developing. what's the latest, beverly? 

1:56 10/30/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11:00 tonight a  bizarre standoff at a 7-eleven. a man 
jumps to the corner and  lox himself in an office and  sets the place 
on fire, falls  through the roof, and it wasn't  over yet. nbc 4's is live 
with this very  bizarre encounter. >> a bizarre night in santa ana. 
you can see that the store is  back open at this hour, but just  after 
that very strange  encounter with the man who  locked himself in 
the back  office of the store and then  proceeded to try to set it on  
fire. 

0:26 10/30/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man attacked him at the  hospital, and tonight they're  trying to 
track down family or  friends to find out who he is. do you recognize 
this man? providence holy cross medical  center released this 
photo. 

0:55 10/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight an apology from the  person who nearly ruined the  
halloween tradition. there he is. this happened in riverside. a black 
and white surveillance  camera shows a man in a hoody  who slips 
on to the front yard  of a home and then starts  gathering up some 
special  lighting for the home's annual  halloween light show. 

0:22 10/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a jury finds a roland heights  doctor guilty in the deaths of  three of 
the patients that were  seeing that doctor. each overdosed on 
painkillers  that the doctor prescribed 
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0:46 10/30/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

searching for justice. the family of a grandmother hit  and killed in a 
hit-and-run  accident called on the driver  who shattered their lives 
to do  the right thing and turn  themselves in. 78-year-old maria -- 
grand taur. she said she was a woman who  raised five kids and 
was always  the life of the party.  

3:08 10/30/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother and father both  gunned down and both left to  die. their 
families need justice and  closure for themselves and for  the 
young children they left  behind. tonight for the first time nbc  4's 
john revealed the new clues  and the surveillance video that  may 
help catch the killer. >> i have my days when i'm fine. some days. 
>> two mothers --  >> she was someone's child. my child. >> one 
deadly night in south los  angeles. 

0:30 11/2/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man arrested for  attacking an uber driver was  fired from his 
job. taco bell says he is no longer  working for the company after  
this violent video surfaced. you can see the passenger  throwing 
punches, forcing the  driver to pepper spray the man  in the face.  

0:34 11/2/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for more than hour hours a  man holding a hostage in korea  town, 
he attacked his roommate  with a pipe and held his  landlady 
hostage. a swat team fired flash bang  explosives to force him out.  

0:29 11/2/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and remains were discovered  this past weekend. a map shows the 
location of each  discovery here. saturday human remains in the  
lake hughes area. on sunday, a human hand was  found in 
sunland, and a few  hours later a thigh bone turned  up.  

0:29 11/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a school  shooting threat. a fresno state football player  
was arrested after a threat on  social media. christian pryer is 
accused of  the post. those who saw the post say it  detailed plans 
to shoot  students. 

0:14 11/2/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

agents found drug money  hidden inside frozen meat. the cash was 
put in frozen  hamburger in arizona and  apparently another batch 
of cash  was found in hand lotion  containers.  

1:43 11/3/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight nbc 4 covering  alarming new details about the  accused 
drunk driver who is now  charged with killing a man in a  deadly hit-
and-run. gadi schwartz its live. the same driver may be in the  
middle of a dui case.  

0:22 11/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an adult and 12-year-old boy  arrested for attempted burglary. the 
26-year-old man and boy are  accused. the homeowner says he 
saw the  boy trying to open a couple of  doors.  

0:23 11/3/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

search is on for four guys  who hit an apple store in simi  valley. 
they walked in. then walked out with several  ipads and iphones. 
right now the search  concentrated near the town  center.  

0:38 11/3/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

concerns growing for a  missing apple valley teacher who  hasn't 
been seen or heard from  in at least three days. this is the woman, 
34-year-old  christina bastaine, last seen  saturday.  

0:40 11/3/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors in rose hills  express their fears and concerns  tonight 
after two young women  were found murdered in the park. the 
coroner confirmed, gabriella  calzada had gunshot wound to the  
head. 

0:55 11/3/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

long beach police are hoping  a new $50,000 reward will lead  
them to a cop kimmer. this tips the officer whose  killed. happened 
nearly 40 years ago. a case that goes back to 1975. when officer 
frankie lewis was  shot and killed.  

0:24 11/3/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera at a gas  station and the suspect takes  off 
smiling. pulls out a gun. grabs cash from the register. in buena 
parks. and leaves with a grin.  
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0:27 11/3/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what you are seeing is a  brawl between a customer and  
employees at a five guys in  texas. the woman in the video was 
loud  and drunk on halloween. but employeed egged her on  
throwing cups at her. the fight broke out. 

0:26 11/3/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

brooklyn bus driver hits an  older woman using a whacker and  
keeps on going. watch wt man in green on the  left side of the 
screen. looks both ways. waits for the travel tubing  clear. then 
starts to cross the street. at the top of the screen you see  the bus 
as the it begins to pull  out. 

0:34 11/3/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on halloween, a family in  texas. they want answers after two  
children found staples in their  halloween candy. the family found 
the first  inside a peanut buttercup.  

1:26 11/4/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you can see this is  a very active homicide  investigation. a lot of 
the neighbors coming  out and hearing about wham. they tell us 
they're shocked  that something like this could  happen in their 
community. some of them say they saw the  14-year-old boy 
playing  basketball in the front yard. that 14-year-old is now in  
custody. police arrested him for murder in  the stabbing death of 
his  sister.  

1:46 11/4/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, back seat  ambush. three robbers hold up two  friends 
in the car in studio  city. the men don't hand over the  money 
without a fight. gadi schwartz talked to one of  the men for the first 
time  tonight.  

1:48 11/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a  shooter dressed in a suit and  tie who police 
say killed a  co-worker after an argument. beverly white is live 
down where  it happened. reporter: the lapd tells us  the man in his 
30s, fatally  wounded the younger co-worker on  the factory floor 
this  afternoon. tonight the man last seen  running westbound on 
seventh  near los angeles street has not  been found.  

0:20 11/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and an inmate on the run  after he escaped from a  firefighting 
camp in highland. the san bernardino county  sheriff's department 
said he  walked away during his work with  fire crews this 
afternoon. deputies are searching the area  around highway 330 
but they  can't find him. he was in jail on marijuana  charges.  

0:25 11/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details about the  shooter who delayed flights in  san diego for 
hours today. we have learned, titus was  convicted in san 
bernardino  county two years ago for  possessing a weapon.  

0:42 11/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a college student went on a  rampage at the university of  merced 
this morning, stabbing  two students, a staff member. he was 
working outside a  classroom when he heard  screaming inside, he 
went in to  check it out.  

0:30 11/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the executive caught on  uber has been in trouble before. he is 
facing criminal charges in  orange county. in 2012 he was arrested 
for dui  while he lived in kentucky. golden lost his job as a taco  bell 
executive after video of  this weekend's attack went  viral.  

0:44 11/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an animal shelter break-in. they want to final two  individuals, an 
adult and a  young boy who took one dog and  set the others free. 
this surveillance video shows  the pair cutting a hole in a  chain link 
fence and then they  cut off several kennel locks.  

0:28 11/4/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies say they may  have caught the guys responsible  for a lot 
of break-ins. a trio of suspected burglars  busted in pacific 
pallisades. the sheriff's deputies caught  them yesterday after they  
burglarized a home. 
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0:44 11/4/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a clash between parents  and malibu school officials over  
contamination concerns may now  turn criminal. that's because the 
school  district is calling for a police  investigation into possible  
damage at the schools.  

0:22 11/4/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an uninvited guest drops  into a cafe in daytona beach,  florida. it 
was hiding in the ceiling,  trying to make its way to a safe  in the 
manager's office.  

0:50 11/4/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ask a question, of force  they arrested a man on their  front porch 
them hope this video  would shed more light on the  case. they said 
the father and son did  nothing wrong when they were  watching 
deputies detain family  friend.  

0:24 11/4/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man suspected of a  stabbing spencer stone is in the  
sacramento county jail. stone, of course, one of the  three 
americans who stopped a  terrorist attack on a  paris-bound train.  

0:23 11/4/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in a case that eluded  huntington beach police for  about nine 
months, officers now  have their man. they found him in illinois. 
surveillance shows him making  off with about $60,000 in  
merchandise.  

0:19 11/4/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an officer injured his leg  after responsibilitying to a bar  fight. police 
were called to the la  playa bar. when they got there, the suspect  
became unruly.  

1:43 11/5/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime tonight, tributes are  pouring in for this husband, a  father 
of three, a san  bernardino police officer hit  and killed in the line of 
duty. the suspected driver is under  arrest. >> now with more on 
this  respected and dedicated officer  who gave so much to his  
community. >> chuck, fresh flowers here  tonight at this powerful  
memorial for officers killed in  the line of duty as this  department 
mourns the loss of  officer brice ha in the killed  doing what e loved. 
an evening of sorrow at the san  bernardino police department as  
officers here work the night  shift they shaild shared  yesterday was 
brice hanes, a  devote mormon who didn't drink,  smoke or curse. 
killed by a suspected drupg  driver who witnesses say blasted  
through a red light.  

1:47 11/5/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mourners gathered tonight to  remember two young women whose  
bodies were found along a  walking trail in montecito  heights. their 
killer hasn't been caught. >> police tell us they are  working around 
the clock to find  the killer. meantime, for the first time  tonight, an 
entire community is  coming together to mourn. 

0:26 11/5/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators now say  18-year-old feifel mohamed had a  
manifesto in which he detailed a  plan to die some of the students  
to their death and lure police  into an ambush. 

0:36 11/5/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pursuit, a driver fired at  officers and apparently took his  own life. 
this is where the driver, wanted  for a car pool investigation,  
crashed into a wall, then took  off on foot firing but not  hitting the 
highway patrol  officers in pursuit. 

0:29 11/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a search is on tonight for a  rare bird stolen from a pet  store. this is 
the second bird taken  from that ped pet store this  year. 
surveillance video captured one  man walk into the store for a  
while. 

0:28 11/5/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a man is  accused of molesting a  13-year-old girl he 
met online. carlos florres was picked up at  a home yesterday. 
police say he first contacted  the girl through a dating app  called 
hot or not and convinced  her to meet him. 

0:33 11/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former raider and a first  round draft pick anthony smith  is 
convicted on three counts of  murder while a mistrial is  convicted 
on a fourth homicide. that comes from the 1999  abduction of two 
brothers from a  car wash. their bodies turned up the next  day. 
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0:25 11/5/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

armed, masked and caught on  camera. tonight, investigators in  
highland are looking for these  burglars who hit three homes in  
four days last week. in the video, you can see one of  the guys 
cocking a handgun just  before breaking into one of the  houses 
there.  

0:21 11/5/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they are very popular among  thieves, third row suv seats and  
tonight los angeles county  sheriffs have a lot of them and  they're 
located right now in  lancaster. 

0:44 11/5/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family, friends and an  entire community struggling to  understand 
what may have led a  teenager to stab his 15-year-old  sister to 
death. aspen gerts was pronounced dead  last night at her home. 
police arrested her brother, one  year younger walking by and  
carrying the alleged murder  weapon. 

0:28 11/5/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

apology accepted, that is  the -- edward kaban's dashboard  video. 
yesterday, the passenger edward  golden said he was sorry, but  
kaban's lawyer says he doesn't  think he's sincere. 

0:40 11/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sexting scandal at a  colorado high school. possibly this involves 
hundreds  of students there. at the school gym tonight, they  heard 
from school administrators  and authorities about the  accusations 
of taking and  trading nude photos of high  school students. right 
now, police are trying to  figure out if students were  coerced into 
taking the photos. 

0:37 11/5/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

terrifying moment for a new  mother. the woman was robbed while  
breast-feeding her baby at a  part. elena was sitting on a park  
bench in new york when a man  holding a knife walked up behind  
her, pushed her and her  6-month-old daughter to the  ground. the 
robber then took off with  her iphone and her bag and the  baby's 
lip was scratched and  bloody. 

0:18 11/6/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now at  11:00, breaking news in an area  of rialto 
that is on lockdown. high powered assault rifles  were fired in their 
direction. no one was hurt, but the  officers say they were driving  
by this large horse property  near tamarind and baseline road. right 
now, several people are  being detained.  

0:32 11/6/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now to a story still  developing in barstow where a  family is 
desperate to find a  family member who vanished last  week. he 
never showed up for a job  about a week ago. his family says that 
daniel was  driving his 2012 white nissan  altima. we also learned 
that the teen  dropped in on a relative in reno  just the day before 
he went  missing.  

0:31 11/6/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, two police  officers will be charged with  murder for the 
shooting death of  a 6-year-old boy in louisiana. marshall norris 
greenhouse and  lieutenant derek statford were  booked on 
second-degree murder.  

0:38 11/6/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a string of  car break-ins caught on camera  in 
sherman oaks. video shows two people sneaking  into a private 
parking garage on  kester avenue. the thieves smashed the 
windows  of two cars and stole several  items.  

0:22 11/6/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former disneyland  employees is admitting he tried  to trade park 
tickets for sex  with a minor. the 24-year-old entered a plea  of 
guilty, he was arrested  during a sting operation in  which he 
arranged to have sex  with a 14-year-old in exchange  for 
disneyland tickets.  

0:38 11/6/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre case in san  bernardino county. deputies move in to bust 
a  couple reportedly having sex in  public, and one of the deputies  
is almost run over.  
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3:40 11/6/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she was a devoted church  volunteer until someone took her  life 
when she walked home from  mass on christmas eve. tonight for 
the first time, nbc  4's hetty chang reveals the  surveillance video 
that may lead  to her killer. 

0:19 11/6/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

watch your wallet. a well orchestrated group of  pickpockets 
recently hit the  beverly center. security cameras show a woman  
taking items from another  woman's purse while two men  served 
as lookouts.  

0:20 11/6/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now let's take a look at  this video, a rare bird stolen  from a pet 
store in lake forest,  is back. we showed you the surveillance  tape 
last night here at 11:00. a man taking a parrot from  omar's exotic 
birds on eltoro  road.  

1:22 11/9/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bodies burning in an suv so  badly burned it's hard to tell  how 
many.  the man who rushed to the  burning suv. gadi? he was 
parked down the street  and when he saw the fire he ran  over and 
grabbed a garden hose. by the time he got there, it was  already 
too late. a horrifying mystery in this  quiet neighborhood. questions 
over where did this  suv come from and who was the  driver and 
why did they choose  this driveway and who were the  three people 
found burned  inside.  

0:44 11/9/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news from  highland park. police searching for 
the person  who stabbed a woman on a bus. chris is live in news 
chopper 4. 

2:10 11/9/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a u haul is stolen, but it's  what's inside that is heart  breaking for 
families of  murdered children. precious and irreplaceable  personal 
items for a  fund-raiser. new details about the recovery  of some of 
the those stolen  memories. 

0:22 11/9/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in redlands hope video  will bring them to a trio who  pulled 
off a well planned home  invasion robbery. first a woman checks to 
see if  anyone is in the home and two  men are seen on the 
security  video breaking into the house.  

0:27 11/9/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives search for victims  after this disturbing video  showing 
care givers abusing  patients in rancho cucamonga. two women, 
both employed are  clearly seen abusing several  adults with 
varying levels of  disability police arrested the  two women.  

2:00 11/9/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what caused officers to open  fire on a plan in lake balboa. 
beverly? reporter: the lapd said they  encountered the man around 
1:00  p.m. acting erratically in the  street. they are working to figure 
out  why they discharged their  weapons. the coroner comes to 
arrive to  remove the body of the man who  was killed. it makes no 
sense that his buddy  is dead.  

0:33 11/9/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stunning new video shows what  a police officer saw as he was  
run down by a stolen suv. it happened in oklahoma. the officer was 
trying to set up  spike strips when the suv came  directly at him and 
you can hear  him yelling to stop before he  fired two rounds.  

0:35 11/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly 40 years after a long  beach police officer was  murdered, 
we have new clues in  the cold case that could bring  his killer to 
justice. this was a sketch of a man they  called bobby. detectives 
have linked this man,  bobby, to a car which is similar  to this one. 
officer lewis was gunned down as  he approached the vehicle 
where  men were beating the driver  inside in 1975.  
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1:36 11/10/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, campus chaos,  fists fly at a high school in  
hawthorne. and heady chang is live  there with more.  >> reporter: 
well, police are  still investigating what led up  to all of this. they 
confirmed to nbc 4 tonight  they arrested three students. this was 
not just one fight,  police investigating several  fights that seemed 
to spiral out  of control. 

1:58 11/10/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a disturbing discovery,  a body found inside the  refrigerator. 
tonight, neighbors say they know  the man who was found there  
because they had several run-ins  with him before. nbc before's 
beverly white has  more.  >> reporter: that is right,  confirmation 
came from the lapd  press relations. detectives worked this scene 
on  west 57 late into the evening  and call it unusual. the cleanup 
crew found the dead  man after an eviction notice was  posted on 
this unit before. neighbors say they were certain  they knew the 
deceased. 

0:20 11/10/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a home break-in, this one  caught on camera. tonight, the search is 
on for  the man in this video who pried  off a screen and struggled 
with  the window there. he goes on like this for several  minutes 
until the window  shatters. and then he runs away. 

0:22 11/10/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police say this man is  wanted for a double murder in  
riverside. police believe he was involved  in the death of the two 
men  almost three weeks ago, both  were killed near seventh and  
campbell. 

2:07 11/10/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

$8.8 million, that is how  much l.a. county will pay the  family of the 
unarmed man shot  and killed by deputies. but for that settlement, 
that  record is little compared to  their loss. nbc's gadi schwartz has 
more.  >> reporter: yes, well, this  family is still very upset for  their 
loss. this case has actually been  going on for sometime. it has 
been tied up in appeal. but finally the county board of  supervisors 
have awarded that  $8.8 million settlement in a  decision against 
the sheriff's  department. 

0:41 11/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the man best known for  his work in charlie brown  admitted he 
tried to put out a  hit on a person in san diego  county. he tried to 
hire a hit man to  kill the sheriff and made  several threats against 
the  owner of a mobile home where he  once lived. 

0:25 11/10/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning for residents  in the san pedro area, someone  is 
targeting women and has hit  several times in the past six  months. 
detectives say he exposed  himself and groped at least  three 
women since april 

0:26 11/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 11-year-old boy wins a  bike at a halloween celebration  only to 
have it stolen moments  later. he just won the bike at ted  watkins 
park, when the man  grabbed the bike and said he  wanted to give 
his daughter a  ride 

0:28 11/10/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the search continues for  the person wanted for the fatal  
stabbing of a person at highland  park. one man was detained after  
investigators released the  photo. last night they approached the  
victim who was sitting at the  back of the bus, the two men, an  
argument started. 

0:34 11/10/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now back to the scene of  breaking news in long beach  where 
there is a homicide  investigation going on, chris  cristi has more.  
>> reporter: yes, in long beach  police are smothering this area,  
looking for four suspects who  got away.  

0:25 11/10/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

washington, d.c. police  arrested one of two women caught  on 
video groping a man and  twerking at a gas station. you can see 
one of the women  dances almost on top of the guy  while the other 
one gropes him  several times. 
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0:25 11/11/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crew accused  of hitting local restaurants  against southern 
california is  now behind bars. deputies caught three men at the  
stanton location, but the  targets were widespread,  covering at 
least five counties,  including los angeles, orange,  and san bern 
dean know. they used power tools and made  off with as much as 
$200,000.  

0:39 11/11/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies tell us they have  been flooded with tips as we  brought 
you the story of the  stranger who made off with a  bicycle a boy 
won as a prize. tonight the 11-year-old has a  new ride. 
investigators tell us this man  took the bike after his given  away, 
and now the people who  originally donated that bike  have 
graciously provided a  replacement. 

0:35 11/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it has to be one of the most  frightening things in the sky. a laser 
attack. a news chopper crew says they  were nearly blinded by 
one, but  they turned the tables.  

0:22 11/11/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was an odd site. a man tried to elude the police. shots were fired. 
officers opened fire when the  man allegedly pointed a rifle at  
them. this was after police say he had  robbed a sporting goods 
store. his name hasn't been released.  

1:13 11/11/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight nbc news obtained  exclusive video that shows how a  man 
died in police custody. a confused man was picked up and  tazed 
20 times in virginia. wurz this excessive force or  justified?  

0:20 11/11/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man tries to steal a  police officer's gun. this is some of the 
pushing and  shoving that took place just  before she pulled out a 
stun  gun, but the shot couldn't  penetrate his coat. the backup 
aroois and the man is  taken into custody.  

0:26 11/11/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now breaking news. a possible stabbing at a  denny's. gill is in 
chopper 4. this is the 1400 block of  west pacific coast in the harbor  
area. one person was injured and  transported to a local hospital. 
they are investigating the  stabbing inside. that's the latest. back to 
you in the studio.  

0:16 11/11/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking  news right now from the second  
chopper. an atm robbery. we're told a person using the  atm was 
robbed. they are not hurt but police are  searching the area for the  
robber.  

0:51 11/12/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and video of a driver going  the wrong way on the 57 freeway. that 
driver on the run from  sheriff's deputies. it's hard not to focus on 
the  white car. a viewer sent us this freeway  photo as all the other 
cars are  going the other way. 

0:27 11/12/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we are learning more  about the men found in a  burned-out 
suv. the two men were 19 and 20 year  olds. and as we told you 
last night,  the man in the passenger seat up  front was a 26 year 
old from  orange. their names haven't been  released yet. 

0:21 11/12/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a shooting at a  marijuana dispensary in san  bernardino. both 
the shooter and victim ran  away on north i street west of  second 
street. investigators aren't saying much  about it at this point, but 
we  are told that officers are  talking to a gunshot victim at  loma 
linda hospital. 

0:24 11/12/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman dragged down the  street. a cracked windshield is 
evidence  of where the car hit the woman. officers say she was 
dragged for  several feet before the vehicle  finally stopped.  

1:49 11/12/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new clues in the death  of the two young girls whose  bodies 
were found. a series of search warrants were  served today. we 
have new information tonight. >> reporter: this has become an  
unending concern for this entire  community. whoever killed these 
girls is  still out there, but tonight  some signs of progress in this  
investigation.  
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0:22 11/12/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre liquor store  rampage and it's caught on  camera. a 
stranger walks into the store  cool enough and the employee  says 
something that really sets  him off. he destroys the cash register  
and throws a coffee mug at the  clerk's head. 

0:23 11/12/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what led up to a shooting  between family members that left  a wife 
wounded, her husband  dead. a man shot his wife and killed  his 
mother-in-law. news chopper 4 was overhead  shortly after it 
happened inside  a home in west 55th street. 

0:43 11/12/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight family and friends  gathered to remember and remind  
people about the murder of a  much-loved neighbor, joseph  gatto. 
his son, assemblyman mike gatto  appeared at the memorial. 
police don't have much to go on,  only the description of a person  
of interest. 

1:49 11/13/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gunman on a shooting spree  here in southern california  
targeting people in at least  three separate locations. police believe 
he killed three  people tonight. nbc 4's beverly white has been  
tracking all of this looking for  the connections. she is live in land 
caster where  it started.  >> reporter: this is an  investigation just 
getting  started. this unidentified gunman they  believe had an 
agenda and it  started here in lancaster. concerned relatives led 
him to  the gunman's first likely  victim, an elderly woman found  on 
green rock avenue.  

0:19 11/13/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

disturbing threats, a high  school student was arrested  after police 
say he told his  teacher he was going to shoot  her in the face and 
watch her  die. investigators discovered the  15-year-old boy 
threatened to  shoot police officers. 

0:18 11/13/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators in anaheim are  trying to figure out who it was  that 
left an explosive device at  a lowes parking lot. it was at 150 0 
lemon street. 

2:55 11/13/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

at 18 years old he had his  whole future ahead of him. high school 
grad with dreams of  being an emt and that changed  after one 
night out with  friends. exclusive details and never  before seen 
evidence released  for the first time in hopes  someone watching 
tonight can  ease the pain of a south l.a.  family.  >> reporter: 
piercing panic, one  moment joyriding in south los  angeles and the 
next bullet  holes and heartache. marsha jones.  >> i just want to 
know why. 

0:30 11/13/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man wanted for stealing a  bicycle from an 11-year-old boy  has 
a long criminal history. police say 26-year-old gabriel  is on parole 
for drug violations  and possessing concealed  firearms. now he's 
accused of stealing a  bicycle moments after the boy  won it at a 
raffle. 

1:50 11/16/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

when two men attempt to rob a  liquor store, a customer tries  to 
intervene and it cost him his  life. beverly white has more on what  
happened and the gunman on the  run tonight. beverly?  reporter: 
they are looking  for three men in their late  teens to early 20s. they 
are on the run and they are  looking for one of the three men  
described as the killer wearing  a black hoody and he had a  tattoo 
on his left cheek. deadly gunfire in tequila's  liquor store after a 
heist by  two young men. a clerk and a good samaritan  tackled 
them and an accomplice  jumped into action.  

0:35 11/16/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have just learned that a  woman shot by police in san  
bernardino pointed at them what  turned out to be nothing more  
than a pellet gun. here's a picture. police got a call about a  
burglary in a home and when they  arrived they saw two women  
running down the driveway. 
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0:42 11/16/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 10-year-old girl comes  face-to-face with an intruder  inside what 
is supposed to be  the safety of her home. for the first time she is  
talking about her terrifying  encounter. investigators are searching 
for  this man.  

0:42 11/16/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the surveillance video you  see here is remarkably clear. it is from a 
san francisco  mission district and shows two  officers. they chased 
down and beat a  suspected car thief. they are calling this a  
disgusting reminder of what  happened to rodney king here in  los 
angeles.  

0:25 11/16/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight there is a newman hunt  for the driver suspected of  leading 
police on a three-hour  chase through l.a. county. a $500,000 
bench warrant is in  effect for this 48-year-old  after he failed to 
show up for  several court appearances. 

4:52 11/16/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

almost every day there is a  police pursuit somewhere and  about a 
third of them do not end  well. safety is always their top  priority, but 
innocent people  still get hurt. tonight the nbc 4 news team is  going 
to introduce you to a boy  whose life-changing injuries led  to 
changes in police pursuit  policies.  

0:35 11/16/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let's go over the scene of  breaking news in east los  angeles. man 
gunned down just in the  last few minutes in east l.a. this is the 
wellington heights  neighborhood. a major crime scene being set  
up. l.a. county sheriffs on the hunt  for two shooters.  

0:42 11/17/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we'll switch to compton  where a family found a sort of  bomb 
device or explosive near  their house.  >> reporter: that is right,  
colleen, you're looking at 156th  street and 5th avenue, the  
compton police were called after  a family went through their  
house and found that device. we understand the device appears  to 
be inactive but the sheriff's  department with the bomb squad  out 
here is checking it out just  to make sure. they have a couple of 
homes  evacuated. 

1:53 11/17/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglary  spree in the south bay. a community on edge after  
burglars target several homes  and cars in palos verdes  estates. 
but they may not realize they  were caught on camera. nbc 4's 
hetty chang has more.  >> reporter: colleen, they  believe the 
burglars have struck  at least a dozen times in the  past two weeks. 
charles malone says he can't  remember the last time he has  
heard of any crime in the palos  verdes neighborhood. 

0:24 11/17/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is coming into the  store a smash and grab at a high  end 
boutique. a masked man making off of with  more than a dozen 
expensive  handbags on melrose. this happened in september, he  
is seen with a sledge hammer  shattering the display window as  
he quickly stuffs about 30  purses worth nearly $40,000 and  
makes a run for it.   

0:23 11/17/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the search is on for  thieves who went into an auto  shop and 
made off with something  like $2,000 worth of equipment. this 
surveillance video shows  them breaking in near the pico  robinson 
area. 

1:53 11/17/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now, wanted in  connection with a hit-and-run,  the person has 
just been caught. nbc 4's beverly white is live in  sun valley tonight 
where she  just spoke with the victim's  family, beverly? >> 
reporter: well, chuck,  detectives have yet to reveal  why they 
arrested the person  today. but tonight, the family of her  alleged 
victim, a local handyman  says his life will never be the  same. last 
saturday in sun valley a  driver kept going after mowing  down a 
man collecting  recycleables 
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0:15 11/17/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you, a former corona  teacher is accused of having sex  with 
a student. anthony perez is accused of  having sex with a student 
at  pollard high school. police say there could be more  charges 
and encourage people to  give them a call if they have  information.  

0:36 11/17/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're hearing from a  janitor who was viciously  attacked at a 
high school. jose benetis was viciously  attacked right in the face 
with  paint balls.  >> i tried to cover my eyes, i  put my hand there 
and saw a lot  of inglewood. 

1:39 11/18/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, at 11:00, a tourist is  stabbed, and two out of town  heros rush 
in to help. stop the attacker from getting  away. live from hollywood 
in highland, with more on this for us.  beverly. reporter: tonight this 
is a  crime scene t scene of an attack by a large kitchen knife. just 
beyond the tree in the  cell phone video. watch, as two off-duty 
officers  subdue a knife wielding suspect.  

0:32 11/18/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that suv belonging  to a missing ucla graduate  student has been 
found. that discovery was made around  4:00 this afternoon, near 
the  mt. whitney tlal, but no sign of michael david myers. he told his 
friend he was going  hiking on november 5th.  

0:23 11/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just learned what  caused this big back-up, this is the 
southbound two freeway in  glendale, two people got in a  dispute 
while they were driving  on the freeway. and at one point, we 
understand  the passager got out and walked  away.  

0:24 11/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gun violence leaves a a woman dead and a man fighting for his  
life. south l.a., officers say that  someone opened fire on a woman  
near 97th street around 7:30  tonight. the woman died on scene, 
and the man was rushed to the hospital  in critical condition.  

0:16 11/18/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a triple shooting has  please searching for a gunman,  three 
men were in a garage  around 8:30 tonight, all of a  sudden, a man 
came up and opened fire. all three victims are expected  to be 
okay.  

0:16 11/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a house fire and this could  be a case of arson. flames were 
shooting out of the  home, this around 6:30, no  injuries, button -- 
but arson  investigators were called in.  

0:39 11/18/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives identified  victims, and two of them were  shot before the 
car caught fire. family members tell us the brew  tality of the final 
moments adds to their outrage.  

0:37 11/18/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a person is dead and another  injured in a love triangle, we  are 
told a woman was driving  with her ex-husband and her new  
boyfriend in the car. they got out and there was a  shoving match.  

0:30 11/18/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after two years the driver of a tour bus that crashed is  finally 
charged with vehicular  manslaughter. he was behind the wheel 
two  years ago with a bus loaded with people coming from big bear  
lake.  

4:59 11/18/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a wild one, this guy  headed on the 5 freeway and now  we are 
coming up on this is  going to be montbello here, he  is doing 
speeds of 75 miles an  hour. he was parallel to the road. we saw 
him go airborne at one  point, scraping the under side  of the car 
and now he is under  the surface streets, weaving  through the 
neighborhood.  

3:25 11/18/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, one of the hardest  things for any parent is the  loss of a child. 
they lost their son last year,  he was a rising rap star, gunned down 
before hitting his prime. his case has gone cold and his  killer on 
the street. for the first time tonight, nbc  4 talks to his parents.  
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1:44 11/18/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back up to chris christie,  let see if they find the  suspects after the 
high speed  pursuit in downey. chuck, we have two suspects  in 
custody, one guy at large and he may be armed and dangerous,   

2:16 11/19/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i don't know what we're  going to do. >> reporter: here send 
tributes  tonight a police officer just  coming off his shift gunned 
down  outside the police station. an emotional out pouring tonight  
at surprising new clues emerge  about the suspect. friends, fellow 
marines and  colleagues gathering tonight to  remember and honor 
his service  to their community. >> reporter: this is the  backside of 
the downey police  department. it's still baffling why anybody  
would try to rob someone in the  back of this parking lot. 

1:53 11/19/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a family's desparate  search to find a missing mother. police 
just released this  surveillance video of the  66-year-old woman last 
seen in  resda and that was a few weeks  ago. beverly white has 
been talking  with the missing woman's son. 

0:20 11/19/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one-year-old baby boy was  found safe tonight after he was  
abducted by his mother. police tell us 26-year-old  martha martinez 
took her son  when child protective services  tried to remove him 
from her  custody this morning. 

0:23 11/19/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues tonight  for an armed robber who pulled  off a 
smash and grab inside  macy's at the south bay  galleria. he 
smashed display cases and  grabbed up about $5,000 in  watches 
an ran out. 

0:29 11/19/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues out in  the desert for a missing ucla  student 
his name is michael  meyers. the best lead that search teams  
have to go on right now is the  25-year-old's dodge durango that  
was found near the mount whitney  trail. 

0:51 11/20/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out to the scene of breaking  news. police searching for a hit and  
run driver who apparently hit a  motorcycle driver. chris, where are 
you?  we're at the corner of  normandy and manchester. this was a 
violent crash that  happened 15 minutes ago. investigators now on 
the scene  from lapd here at the scene. they're investigating this  
motorcycle crash involving a  mini van. 

2:19 11/20/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, a 16-year-old  teenager charged with the murder  of a 
downey police officer. there you see him in court  today. now we're 
getting new  information about the other two  suspects. they are 
brothers. one is 18, the other one 21. there's still a tremendous  
outpouring of support for that  officer.  

0:28 11/20/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video hope they can  find suspects walking out of oak  
park high school in ventura  county. their hands were full. 17 apple 
imac computer taken  from the computer lab there. students used 
those computers  for assignments and projects  which were all lost. 

0:29 11/20/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we also have details in redlands  when an innocent bystander was  
killed. there has been an arrest  tonight. apprentice grant sr. is 
accused  of killing a man. one of the stray bullets also  hit 
anticipate killed a woman  who was out passing flyers out  at an 
apartment complex on  brocton avenue. her family told us she tried 
to  duck behind a trash can but  didn't get out of the line of  fire in 
time.  

0:27 11/20/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you plan to do any bank,  the search is on for a thief who  stole 
$6,000 in cash for a man  walking out of a bank in  acentia. 
detective says this man snaps an  envelope full of cash from the  
victim just outside of schools  first credit union this  afternoon.  
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0:21 11/20/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thahs a frightening scene at  a high school football game in  miami. 
you can hear shots as people  ducked for cover. coaches told the 
play toes get  down on the field right where  they are. no one was 
hurt and no arrests  were made. 

0:27 11/20/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you put a man waving a  samurai sword in the mocs, and  you've 
got a frightening scene. it's one that played out in new  york city 
today. witnesses say the stranger came  in screaming and 
swinging the  sword wildly.  

0:25 11/20/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is charged with  stabbing a man earlier this  week. the police 
say the 54-year-old  attacked a russian man who was  visiting 
hollywood with his wife  and his two young daughters. that man 
was stabbed twice, just  before two offduty new york city  police 
officers stopped the  attack. 

0:24 11/20/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new allegations coming to  light about other bodies that  might 
have been buried in the  wrong place in simi valley. at least two 
more families  claimed their loved ones were  buried in the wrong 
graves at  simi cemetery.  

1:52 11/23/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a city wide man hunt after a young woman was beaten to death 
with a hammer. police say her boyfriend is the man they #r 
searching for. nbc4 goes live to east l.a. where that woman's family 
says they feel betrayed. everyone in this neighborhood wants the 
suspected it killer found and some vowing to find him themselves 
while others are hoping the deputies are closing in.  

0:45 11/23/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police are hoping surveillance pictures are hoping we can help 
find a thief. 10 banners belonging to the same real estate agent 
have been stolen from the pleasant valley field over the past year. 
now seven were taken in just the past six weeks. investigators 
have set up surveillance cameras and they grabbed an image of a 
man taking down a banner and then taking off on a bike.  

0:23 11/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and information about a mysterious death. a man found dead in the 
middle of a parking lot with two suspects running away from the 
scene. police say the man is homeless, but they have not identified 
him just yet.  

0:24 11/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men including a 16-year-old boy are charged with the murder 
of a downey police officer. ricardogalvez was shot and killed h his -
- in his own car. they are accused of killing the officer as he was 
sitting in his own vehicle outside the downey police department 

0:30 11/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the city of fullerton is paying out nearly $5 million in a settlement 
after the rough arrest and subsequent death of a homeless man. 
that money will be paid to the family of kelly thomas, a mentally ill 
transient. 

0:51 11/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new body cam video just released may shed light on what lead 
to a deadly shooting at northern arizona university last month. 
that's the suspect. he is a student at nau begging the officers to 
check on the victims 

0:23 11/23/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

wearing hooded sweatshirts two men entered a walgreens guns 
drawn and ripped out two cash registers. this is surveillance of the 
hollywood stick up in south florida.  

0:21 11/23/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and an armed robber dressed like darth vader is in jail after he tried 
to rob a florida convenience store, but he was stopped by the clerk 
in a little salad dressing.  

4:03 11/23/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is being called a shocking case of abuse. a woman known by 
many for saving animals accused of abusing more than a dozen 
dogs. some of them star ofed -- some of them starved to death. 
they have new details on the case and the evidence against her.  
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0:21 11/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a warrant out for the arrest of a los angeles county 
firefighter accused of groping a woman. the warrant was issued for 
richardlokin when he first didn't show up for a court date. 

0:30 11/23/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are warning of a spike in gas station skimmers. that's the 
device that can capture your credit card information at the pump. 
last year skimming cost $2 billion. one way to protect yourself is to 
avoid gas pumps that are furthest from the view of the attendant or 
pay cash inside. 

1:00 11/24/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news at  11:00, we are following a  
dangerous high speed pursuit,  that ended after the suspect  lost 
control. let go to news chopper four  

1:59 11/24/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we  have more breaking news, a scare in usc, and immediate 
response  from firefighters and hazmat  teams after an explosion 
on  campus.   nbc 4 is on the campus.  we want to point out, right  
away, there were no injuries  here on campus tonight. this turned 
out to be a minor  incident. the lafd will tell you they  prepare for the 
worst. but the battalion chief admitted to us that when they got the  
call of an emergency on campus,  that was his initial reaction.  

0:20 11/24/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

busy night  for breaking news, a man shot  and killed in norwalk, 
his body  found in a van along side a curb on flat bush avenue. that 
is just off the 605  freeway, the deputies found his  body just before 
are 4:00 this  afternoon, the homicide  detectives are on scene.  

2:24 11/24/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there you see, protesters and police facing off in chicago,  hundred 
waded in to the streets  after the release of a video  showing an 
officer shooting a  17-year-old, it happened a year  ago, but it was 
just released. we want to warn you the video is graphic. the 
disturbing dash cam shows  what happens to a teenager  walking 
down a road, he is  holding a knife, moments before  shot by an 
officer, not once,  but 16 times. we are monitoring what has been  a 
tense night in chicago. 

0:21 11/24/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reports of gunman on the  campus, forced the cancellation  of 
classes. sheriff's deputies got two  different calls about a man  
running around with a gun. 

2:07 11/24/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

customers stunned by what  went down inside a starbucks. a 
confrontation escalated and  when police arrived on skoen,  one 
man dead, and the weapon a  skateboard. we have live in santa 
ana. we have been talking to  investigators and they said that the 
20-year-old that used the  skateboard to hit the man over  the head 
came in to the police  station for questioning and has  since been 
released.  

0:23 11/24/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have just released  sketches of two men, wanted in  
connection with the death of a  homeless man. police were called 
to a parking  lot, where they found a man dead these are sketches 
that you see  on the screen of the men they  saw leaving the area 
after a  fight with a victim. 

0:24 11/24/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for an  attacker after a girl said she  was sexually 
assaulted by a    stranger in a bathroom. they say he had a buzz 
cut, pok  marks or tattoos under his eyes  and may have a tattoo 
on his  neck.  

0:34 11/24/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman is in the hospital  after she was apparently stabbed and 
beaten in her apartment, and the neighbor said she appeared  to 
be unconscious when the  paramedics came to get her.  
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0:42 11/24/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have dramatic video,  state troopers dodging bullets  as 
they hit the windshield in  the middle of a high speed  chase. take a 
listen. this video are just being  released from the chase in  
february. two of the troopers were trying  to stop a driver in the 
omaha  area, for a broken taillight. 

0:25 11/24/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this, another  high speed chase and shootout. a car 
crashes in to a school  bus, that bursts in to flames  and injured the 
driver. started when a trooper took fire from a driver after a traffic  
stop.  

0:31 11/24/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

warning tonight, if you are  headed to a wedding or you know  
someone about to get married,  there's a wedding bandit out  there, 
someone targeting bridal  parties in southern california.  

0:25 11/24/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they just wanted to pick up a movie and were in store for a  lot 
more. three men robbed a couple  outside of the seven 11 and  
stole their car keys and took  off.  

0:19 11/24/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a woman  wanted for a month now for  stealing 
a package outside a  home in torrence, police say  that they have 
the woman, this  is her, she took a ups box that  was left behind on 
the front  porch and got in a dark colored  toyota she is now 
caught. 

1:00 11/25/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

protests and arrests going  on right now in chicago after a  second 
night of demonstrations  there over the shooting death of  a black 
teenager by a white  police officer. tonight, we are seeing new 
video  for the first time. 

1:31 11/25/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an accident or potential  fire bomb? arson investigators are trying  
to get involved in a gas leak in  orange couldn't ty that seems to  be 
deliberate. nbc 4's gad di schwartz is live  with the dangerous 
discovery  today. reporter: this whole building  didn't explode 
fortunately. somebody took a 30-foot rubber  hose and attached it 
to this gas  line and ran it to the roof and  then down some vents in 
to an  office where people were  working.  

0:45 11/25/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family traumatized after  learning a loved one was buried  in the 
wrong grave and now more  families are coming forward  making 
the same claim. for two year the gallic family  said they assumed 
they were  visiting a family grave but they  were at somebody 
else's grave.   

3:02 11/25/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, new clues in a cold  case. a son watched his father die. 
now police hope the face he  cannot foreget is one you will  
remember. >  then a bedroom burglar. the home intruder creeping 
in  while you are asleep. >  5-year-old boises his father  gunned 
down days before  thanksgiving. now the boy provides clues that  
could bring peace to the family.  

0:48 11/25/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police takedown in  washington, d.c. sets off an  internal 
investigation. tonight, police are saying the  officers were justified 
when  they detained an 18-year-old who  tried to run away from 
them. it's the day they did it that  raised concern.  

0:27 11/25/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a burglar  crawls his way in to a bedroom  in 
new york and a man and his  children are sleeping nearby. look at 
the video. he creeps in to his room, grabs  a cell phone from the 
dresser  and takes off when the man wakes  up. 
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1:41 11/26/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11 :00, a police  searching for a man that  assaulted a 
woman on a sidewalk.  we are there with new  information from the 
l.a.p.d. reporter: yeah, we just  talked to the l.a.p.d., and they 
confirmed this was more than an  assault, it was a sexual attack. 
and we are being told that the  suspected rapist is still out  there. 
helicopters overhead, searching  for a violent attacker while  
neighbors are are in shock,  after some tell us they saw a  stranger 
grab a woman and try to rape her on the sidewalk.   

1:46 11/26/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family of four is out of  their home after a fire tore  through their 
home, and are  saying that it does not appear  to be a accident, but 
a cover up to a crime.  this is how they started  their thanksgiving. 
huddled in blankets after an  overnight fire completely  destroyed 
their homeÉ they were a guest of honor  at station 33 thanksgiving  
dinner. the daughters were given toys to replace those stolen from 
their  home overnight. it's a home they can no longer  go back to 
and the family said  is that the kindness and  generosity shown 
gives them  reason to be thankful.  

0:19 11/26/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a park is open again after  police evacuated it because of a bomb 
scare. authorities got something that  looked like a pipe bomb near 
a  park bench. and the park was shut down for  an hour. they used 
a robot to destroy the device.  

0:19 11/26/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there's a new phone scam  going around that targets  seniors 
in riverside county. several cases are being worked. the person 
tries to convince the victims that they need to send  money to pay 
for a warrant, as  you can guess, this is something that the sheriff's 
department  will never ask you to do.  

2:28 11/27/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one man in kust by custody,  three people killed, including  an 
officer. we're learning new informs  about the victims and suspect  
had gunmen. the shooting suspect is  identified as a 7-year-old  
robert lewis beard. he is in police custody. the dead officer is 
identified  as 44-year-old garrett swayze of  university of colorado, 
colorado  springs police department. nine other people were 
wounded  and lee an greg has more on how  robert lewis was 
captured.  

0:27 11/27/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dangerous situation. and the freeway in south l.a., a  brushfire 
broke out, bringing  traffic on the southbound side  to a halt. it 
shows just how close drivers  came to the flames just south of  the 
exit. it was just after 9:00 tonight.  

1:58 11/27/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

crime alert in norwalk. l.a. county sheriff's detectives  are 
investigating a violent home  break-in. a well was badly beaten. 
jamie has been in there since  the story broke.  

0:22 11/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the faa is investigating a  laser strike on a plane that  departed from 
san francisco. the crew on virgin america  flight 24 was about 4 
miles from  landing at new york's jfk when  the crew says a green 
laser hit  them.  

0:23 11/27/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man attacked and tried to  rape a woman in highland park is  still 
out there. there is new video police wants  you to see. police say a 
money attacked a  woman about 6:30 last night.  

0:27 11/27/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for a stolen  wheelchair that belonged to ace  did abled 
4-year-old is over. the little girl was born without  legs, heart 
condition and other  ailments. the wheelchair was found outside  a 
trash can near their  apartment. 
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0:28 11/27/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a driver  nearly hits people on the side  of the 
highway in connecticut. the dash cam video captures the  moments 
where a car comes out of  nowhere and slams into another  car 
stopped on the side. police say the car was going  about 85 miles 
per hour, just  inches away from hitting a state  trooper and two 
people.  

0:30 11/27/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a neighborhood is on edge  after several cars were torched. tonight 
investigators are still  on the hunt for an arsonist in  panorama city. 
this suv was destroyed. police say it is one of three  cars that 
burned along nordoff  street just after midnight.  

0:25 11/27/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in lynnwood. police are investigating this  car crash 
that we now know is  connected to a deadly shooting. police say 
the man who was shot  was driving himself to the  hospital when he 
crashed into  another car another alameda and  east imperial 
highway around  10:00.  

1:56 11/30/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i love my son so much. i just can't believe he's gone. now at 11:00, 
a hollywood  producer's son missing and  parents desperately 
searching  for him.  reporter: by all accounts,  27-year-old erick 
holder was a  visual effects producer for big  blockbusters. and he 
left work left his wallet  and bag and never came back and  now his 
family is doing  everything they can to try and  find him. night after 
night a mother and  father are posting flyers  desperate for any 
help looking  for their missing son. his family says he is a work  
ahaulic. responsible and loved his job  and mother even more.  

0:31 11/30/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now, a grandmother is  in a coma after trying to  protect her 
granddaughter from  an hit and run driver. the little girl, says her  
55-year-old grandmother push her  outf the way and took the brunt  
of the impact. that little girl has leg  injuries. the grandmother has 
severe  injuries.  

0:27 11/30/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting more  information about the man who  died after 
being hit with a  skateboard outside of scar  bucks. a man was 
seen harassing, him,  one with a skate bord. 

0:33 11/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is hurting and  they're outraged after learning  that the 
discarded remains of  their own daughter were found in  a cooler 
yesterday in the trunk  of a car.  

0:29 11/30/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and parishioners at a  catholic church are stunned. they found 
vandalism on the wall  sdwhz statues in lin wood. the graffiti was all 
cleaned up  but the search is is on for who  did they. they're 
worshippers of satan  according to the messages they  wrote or 
maybe on drugs.  

0:22 11/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and men caught on camera  during a terrifying hold up at a  pizza 
hut and they had guns  drawn with diners inside. six people 
managed to get out  safely. 

0:23 11/30/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two sheriff's deputy helped  rescue a little girl dumped in a  hole 
next to a fence and covered  with debris including chunks of  ash 
fault. two women walking by heard the  child screaming and called 
911. 

0:33 11/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators say a fire  broke out overnight when two  molotov 
cocktails were thrown  into the administration  building.  a neighbor 
called police after  hearing the breaking glass and  recorded some 
of the flames  shooting out the windows.  

0:44 11/30/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two ex-l.a. county sheriff's  deputies are serving their first  night of 
their sentence. they susy received six years. both were convicted 
in june for  violating the civil rights of  gabriel after they handcuffed  
and beat him in a jail visitors  center after he brought in a  cell 
phone.  
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0:45 11/30/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vulnerable and violated,  that's how a man says he feeled  after 
catching vandals shooting  up his own home. they opened fire with 
pellet  guns. you can see a car pulling up to  the house, turns off 
the lights  and the people inside start  firing. he says this is 
normally a quiet  neighborhood.  

0:22 11/30/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a photo of duct  taped dog. it's generating considerable  
interest on social media. and along with it is the  caption, this is 
what happens  when you don't shut up. 

0:24 11/30/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cody caldwell got stuck as  he was trying to break into the  home. 
the home owner lit a fire in the  fire place, not knowing that  
caldwell was in his chimany.  

0:39 11/30/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a san francisco officer  christopher made headlines last  year, 
they dubbed him the hot  cop of castro. and now he's facing 
charges  after surveillance video  captured him running away from  
the scene of an accident that  left him and two pedestrians  injured.  

0:22 11/30/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the videos a little tilted  but that's the guy we want you  to see. he 
tried to rape a woman in high  line park. this happened about 6:30 
last  thursday. we're told he followed her out  of a mcdonald's, 
knocked her to  the ground and tried to rape  her, she fought back 
as others  rushed in and she was able to  get away.  

1:30 12/1/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, breaking news,  a shootout in the streets. deputies 
opening fire on two  men, killing one of them. beverly white joins us 
with  new details on how this deadly  shooting unfolded. reporter: 
we're talking about  a pair of veteran uniformed  deputies in the 
area of imperial  highway when they encountered  two pedestrians. 
we're told they're part of the  gang detail, known as operation  safe 
streets and they enacted a  pedestrian stop and it went  sideways. 
take a listen.  

2:26 12/1/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man flashes a police  badge, frisked this woman and  pulls a 
gun on her but there's a  big problem, he's not a cop. now police 
say this woman is not  the only victim. here in hollywood where  
detectives are on the hunt.  

0:19 12/1/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now just in police looking  for a man who choked a woman on  
campus in a parking lot near  veteran avenue. suspect described 
as 6'2", thin  build, last seen wearing a black  puppy jacket.  

0:16 12/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a disturbing discovery  at the pike outlets in long  beach, a 
body of a man was found  on pine avenue by chilly's and  the 
outback steak house. the coroner will have to  determine your 
cause of a death.  

0:40 12/1/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

van nuys resident shows us  this video. and he said he had to 
cancel 30  different accounts opened in his  name but not by him.  

0:43 12/1/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, the woman at a  center of animal hoarding case. 
more than 70 cats were removed  yesterday. animal control says 
they were  living in deplorable conditions. neighbors complained of 
the  smell and the flies they  attracted.  

0:19 12/1/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a tip toeing  thief is caught in the act. ventura county 
deputies say he  broke in to an ox nard home and  stole several 
items. the home owners were sound  asleep. they're hoping the 
pictures will  help catch the crook. 

0:35 12/1/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a man hit and killed a  man in santa ana. detectives found a 
side mirror  and several pieces of a newer  blue honda accord on 
west first  street on sunday and that's  where 35-year-old jorge was 
left  for dead.  
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0:47 12/1/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and nothing of value was  taken. police say the person broke in  
through a window of the  register's office and then tried  to pry 
open doors in the main  building, broke the glass in the  windows 
once they were inside. 

1:50 12/2/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of  the things we know is this was  no random act, it was well  
planned, according to police  chief. now, it is still an active crime 
scene, you can see the lights,  this means that the bodies have  not 
yet been removed and the  investigation continues. what do we 
know about the  shooters.  

2:28 12/2/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

my colleague  that runs the bureau out here  has been on this story 
all day. what have you for us tonight? chuck, let me tell you, this  
was one of the most horrific  thing that i have seen in my  career in 
broadcast news. what you are about to see is  what my 
photographer saw. he got to the scene very  quickly. as they were 
trying to help a  number of very wounded people.  

0:21 12/2/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, amazing stories  out there today. four hours after the 
attack of  the irc, authorities chased an  suv to san bernardino, two  
suspects were killed in the  confrontation with police there. the 
residents had to take cover  when they heard the gunfire this 
afternoon.  

2:03 12/2/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well it was a huge  firefight down the road, a lot  of the neighbors 
were inside the home, and came out. one man took cover right 
behind  this pole he said bullets were  whizzing all around and the  
sound of the gun battle was  incredible. take a listen to this video,  
seen for the first time. a barrage of gunfire that stop,  and he crawls 
around his house  to avoid getting hit.  

0:24 12/2/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right will, once again,  the picture you are seeing just  to the side 
of us there, that is the irc, in san bernardino, very active crime 
scene, even  tonight. just a few hours after the  shooting. at this 
place, officers were  responding in riot gear to a  home in redland. 
law enforcement confirmed that  the home is linked to syad  farook, 
we understand that swat  is still there with robots as  well.   

2:04 12/2/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we know they  are behind us in the dark, we do not know what 
apparatus they are using, concerns about explosives had the 
police push back the  crews moments ago. this is a piece of the 
puzzle, a day of mystery. shortly the san bernardino mass  murder, 
police swarmed pine a  avenue in redlands they focused  on a 
home linked to the suspect. a grenade going off during this  
interview.  

0:17 12/2/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to remind you, again, it's a live picture of the irc. this is the 
place for the first  time we have a look at one of  the shooters who 
walked in to  the building at 11:00 this  morning and opened fire. 
right now, vicki is live in  anaheim where she spoke with a  relative 
of one of the gunman.  

2:05 12/2/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to hear and watch his  brother-in-law was to witness a  man that 
was truly in shock. a man that was almost numb, to  explain, he is 
married to farook's sister, he said his  wife did not have the  
courage to gather her thoughts  and join him here tonight. he 
knows that his  brother-in-law, and farook's  wife, took their 6 
month old  baby girl to a grandmother a's  home this morning 
saying they  had a doctor's appointment.  
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1:12 12/2/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, we are going to go out to the scene of breaking  news. this 
is that house in redlands,  the bomb squad is on scene,  there's a 
robot searching the  garage.  reporter: so we are right  behind the 
suspect's apartment. you can see activity is picking  up here. these 
guys are armed with guns  and there were several pipe  bombs 
and explosives that were  discovered throughout the day  over at 
the irc, now search  warrants are being executed at  the suspect's 
apartment 

2:52 12/2/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of people were vac  --  evacuated, it took hours and  they 
were reunited with their  families there. we spoke with those 
evacuated and the love ones that were  awaiting their arrival. here 
is robert. reporter: the door behind me  is locked, law enforcement 
has  left and the clergy has left as  well as the victims, friends and 
families they kept behind to  speak with. and now, they will go 
home, some hoping for full recoveries. 

1:29 12/2/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was hope  tonight that all five of the  wounded brought here 
will  recover from their injures. now, at last update, two were in 
critical but stable condition. two more were in fair condition, which 
is better. and the fifth was still being  assessed. now this evening, 
we had a  chance to speak with a young man that was in a car 
accident and  who was actually inside the  emergency room when 
ambulances  began bringing victims from the  mass shooting.  

1:54 12/2/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some of  the families are talking. along with the 14 victims who  
died, most of the 17 wounded are in the hospital, with the  families 
hoping for recovery. we are hearing from the sister  of a victim who 
was shot in the  back, she is still alive.  

0:43 12/2/15 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cell phone video inside the irc, or the inland regional  center 
captured the victims  waiting to be escorted out of  the building. 
take a look at this. follow the deputy, make a  left at the deputy.  

0:29 12/2/15 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have dramatic video  that shows police storming to  the 
inland regional center. you see them running through the parking 
lot and storming in with the guns drawn. moments later the woman 
texted  her husband saying it was a real shooting. she and a group 
of employees  remained locked in an office  until police gave them 
the all  clear.  

1:25 12/2/15 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are going to  go back up to news chopper four. we have been 
watching the robot  search a garage, keep in mind,  there were 
explosive devices  found at the irc this afternoon. some seniority of 
pipe bomb  according to law -- some type of pipe bomb, according 
to law  enforcement, is that what they  are looking for here? 

0:05 12/2/15 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you know, we hear law  enforcement talking about it  being a fluid 
situation, it is  12 hours plus after the attack. 

0:35 12/2/15 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the attack was one of the  deadliest mass shootings in  modern 
american history. it's the worst since 27 people  were killed in 
sandy hook  elementary school in connecticut in 2012. the 
deadliest shooting in the  u.s. was in 2007, at virginia  tech, 32 
people were killed. 

0:33 12/2/15 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to go back up here. this is the parking lot where  it's active 
situation. the parking lot is still full of cars. they are still on site, as 
the  investigation continues at the  irc, a pipe bomb was discovered  
here during a secondary sweep  and the officers are still here  this 
evening as well.  
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1:38 12/2/15 11:26p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple, a husband and a  wife that live near a church  that police 
surrounded in the  search and shooting this  afternoon, say they 
saw a man  with a gun several times during  the search. we spoke 
with the couple about  what they said they saw, 

1:19 12/2/15 11:28p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chuck what happened here today is strangers became  survivors 
and then became  bonded. we talked with a social worker  that was 
on the bus to be  reunited with her twin boys and  asked a man 
with a bloody shirt  what happened to him. he explained that he 
was in the  conference center with the  county department of 
health, or  a group gathering, there, and  she asked him what 
happened. and he told her, when two gunmen opened the door.  

0:42 12/2/15 11:29p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the other things that  came out of the news conference, it 
was a question that came up  with the last name of farook and 
malik, people wanted to know  about terrorism, was it an act  of 
terrorism. the chief would not say yes or  no, he would just say it 
was an  open question.  

0:59 12/2/15 11:30p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

once again,  this is live picture from news  chopper four, this is that,  
where the bomb squad is  investigating a garage, there's  a robot, 
you can see off to the  center of screen are, they are  going 
through the garage,  looking for more weapons, more  explosive 
devices.  

0:38 12/2/15 11:31p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let's check in with beverly  white who is live on the scene  with us. 
beverly. again, carolyn, we are not  far from the house where the  
search is happening in the  garage. and we are getting the images  
from overhead. the robot is getting a work out  tonight. we have 
season a lot of  apparatus go by, investigators  are making a move 
inside and  they brought in large hollywood  style lights to assist in 
the  search and indicating they are  going to be here for quite some  
time 

0:45 12/2/15 11:31p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to remind people,  that we will have crews staying  on 
scene overnight. it's a very active scene. as we heard the fbi agent 
in  charge say today, this is a  marathon investigation, involves not 
only the fbi and the atf,  but also several local agencies  san 
bernardino police, san  bernardino sheriff's department  and we 
saw swat teams in from  colton, it was mutual aid that  went out 
when the call hit this  afternoon.  

0:39 12/2/15 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let's bring in chuck henry again. chuck, as we continue to look at 
the scene here, what can you  tell us a bit about the irc, you are 
probably as close to that as anyone right now. there's still a lot of 
officers  on scene. a lot of activity there?  

1:13 12/2/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let just recap a  little bit here, we, again, 14  people killed at the irc 
today,  when gunmen walked in. we discovered it was one gunman  
and a woman. those were the two shooters  there. and they were 
involved in a  chase with san bernardino pd and ended up in a 
shootout in a  neighborhood at i believe san  bernardino avenue 
late this  afternoon.  

3:01 12/4/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we got word that the item in  question was safe as the  facility has 
now reopened. the reason why it was shut down  so quickly is 
someone spotted a  package going to the trr  suspect's address in 
redlands. nbc 4 learned that deliveries  there were all too common. 
consider this. a driver who wished not to be  identified told me that 
there  was a package delivered to that  rezlands home by u.p.s. at 
least  once a day for the last three  months. a community on edge. 
u.p.s. trucks stopped, workers  evacuate and the bomb squad  
arrives. the concern what could be in a  package on the way to a  
suspected terrorist.  
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0:49 12/4/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news. for more than 60 hours  investigators are 
moving from  the site of wednesday's deadly  shootout. let's go to 
news chopper 4. after an exhaustive  investigation and evidence  
collection, they have now begun  moving the suv off of san  
bernardino avenue east of tip  canoe.  

2:18 12/4/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

much of his past is shrouded  in mystery. what we are learning 
about her  raises the question, is she the  new face of terror and 
did she  radicalize her husband? lolita lopez joins us live with  the 
story. her sister in law describes  her as a girl next door, sweet,  
always smiling and a person you  would never guess would have  
ties to isis. we with a terrorism expert who  said husband and wife 
pairs are  rare, but with terror groups  recruiting, they will try just  
about anything.  

0:54 12/4/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

so the first time cameras were  allowed in the couple's home in  
riverside. their landlord letting us in to  show what investigators left  
behind. federal agents finished their  investigation and turned the  
property back over to the  landlord along with items like  baby toys, 
books and clothes for  their 6 month old child and at  least four 
copies of the koran. they had a detailed list of what  they seized 
including items we  are just now learning about like  a laptop and 
thumb drive and  cell phone found in a nearby  dumpster.  

2:40 12/4/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on your screen are the faces  of the 14 who were killed. the 
youngest just 26 and the  oldest was 60. tonight in several area  
hospitals, 20 others who  survived are sharing stories of  bravely in 
the face of violence. kate larson is live outside loma  linda hospital.  

0:36 12/4/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you. 14 families and their extended  families are mourning 
the loss  of a 31-year-old. her mother struggling to come to  terms 
with her senseless death. i can't believe it. he was my best friend. 
the family said she always  made them a priority.  

0:39 12/4/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

50-year-old juan espinoza of  highland. he was a fun person to be  
with and be around. i want people to be around  and someone who 
will leave a  legacy of love and hard work and  tolerance for his 
family and  friends.  

0:28 12/4/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

things are back to normal at  a pomona hospital after a  package 
caused a three-hour  lockdown. that was outside the medical  
center around 5:00 tonight. they untilled it was dangerous  and 
three hours later, the bomb  squad determined the package was  a 
flat screen tv.  

0:23 12/4/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more about the  assault weapons used in the  
attack. rifles performed by a friend. that man bought them legally in  
2011 and 2012 shortly after he  bought a hand gun. all four guns 
were used in the  shooting. one of the rifles appears to  have been 
modified. 

0:20 12/4/15 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who may have witnessed  an attempted kidnapping near  
gardena last week. detectives say 24509s where  somebody tried 
to grab a 7 and  3-year-old from a house. the girls managed to 
escape.  

0:42 12/4/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is an interesting  scene. we want to explain what you  have. the 
suv involved in wednesday's  shootout, it's now finally been  moved 
after 60 hours. they put it in that shed there  towards the center of 
your  screen at the san bernardino  sheriff's office. 
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2:09 12/7/15 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've all seen this  building so many times. that right there is 601 
south  figueroa. it overlooks l.a.'s financial  district. it also overlooks 
the 110  freeway that you're seeing  below. and now the big 
question, was  this considered a target in a  possible terror attack? 
a 52-story tower in the heart of  los angeles secure tonight. the 
building locked after-hours  with security monitoring who  goes in 
and comes out. sources tell our nbc news  investigator that 
sometime  before the san bernardino  massacre, two men, one 
who  appeared to resemble syed farook  were trying to gain access 
to  the building but were  unsuccessful. 

2:31 12/7/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here terror survivors are  sharing their dramatic  encounters, the 
moments the  shooters walked into that  conference room and 
opened fire. live in san bernardino with  their stories of survival,  
robert.  reporter: live in front of  the irc which bev was just  referring 
to, stories from the  conference room. the very same conference 
room  where these very same employees  received workplace 
shooter  training almost exactly a year  ago. across the street from 
the san  bernardino police department  tonight, a sign of gratitude 
to  the first responders who arrived  here five days ago.  

0:19 12/7/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have just confirmed  that corona police are  investigating syed 
farook's  older brother after a domestic  disturbance call. detectives 
did follow-up  interviews today, and they took  a woman into police 
headquarters  for more questioning. 

0:41 12/7/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

practicing in plain sight. we now know the husband and wife  
terrorists went to several gun  ranges in the los angeles area. the 
fbi says just a few days  before the deadly attack in san  
bernardino, syed farook went to  the riverside magnum range.  

0:25 12/7/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're also learning more about  the female shooter, tashfeen  
malik, and her life in pakistan  before she came to the united  
states in 2014. people in pakistan who knew her  describe her as a 
devout muslim.  

0:21 12/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we've got breaking news  and photos. this is from inside an air  
france flight just out of  california grounded now in  montreal. this 
paris-bound flight departed  from san francisco international  earlier 
today. it landed in montreal after  reports of a bomb on board.  

0:27 12/7/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dramatic pursuit leads to  a 90-minute standoff on the  streets of 
l.a. that's after police deployed  spike strips bringing the  suspected 
drunk driver to a  halt. it started just after 4:00 this  afternoon when 
police say the  man threatened an officer with a  hammer. he 
stopped on city streets after  losing a tire.  

0:32 12/7/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of those warnings you've  heard many times. be careful what 
you post online. here's an example. in orange county, police  
arrested a burglar who allegedly  targeted women using the photos  
that they put up on instagram  and social media sites.  

0:26 12/7/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre robbery in glendale  caught on camera. it started when a 
woman walked  into troy restaurant on south  glendale avenue. she 
pointed her hands in the  shape of a gun and demanded  money 
from employees. when they refused, witnesses say  she punched a 
worker and threw a  plate of chili cheese fries at  him.  

0:20 12/7/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's deputies are  looking for the man who  burglarized the 
home of a  survivor of the san bernardino  terror attack. take a look 
at this surveillance  video. it shows that man outside the  victorville 
home of natasha  torralba.  
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0:43 12/7/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

training for an active  shooter. some officials are volunteering  for 
additional training on their  own time and their own dime. well, this 
is one such training  program. this is in torrance, an active  shooter 
fires into a crowded  restaurant. the object is to see how quickly  
officers can respond and sharpen  their skills.  

0:32 12/7/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera. a dog stolen right from the  driveway of a home 
in ontario. it happened last night on acacia  street. take a look here. 
a security camera captured the  man snagging the dog named 
milo.  

0:39 12/8/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Now live at 11 o'clock there is a massive manhunt underway for a 
person who shot at offficers. 

2:07 12/8/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight for the first time FBI investigators are say the SB gunman 
may have planned to attack in 2012. 

1:03 12/8/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nothing can prepare you for the  moment you face a shooter. they 
heard a voice offering  help. all the way. you are going to make a 
left. come on. i will take a vote before you  do. be cool, okay? today 
for the first time, we  heard from the sheriff's deputy  who said he 
was willing to take  a vote for everyone in that hall  way.  

0:43 12/8/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic surveillance from a  nearby business. it shows the panic 
moments after  the terror attacks. you see a man in a blue shirt  
walk inside. he had just run from the center  and was screaming for 
help. a business owner saw them  dressed in dark clothing and  
walking through the parking lot.  

1:36 12/8/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 5-year-old boy found  stabbed to death and his mother  just 
arrested. beverly white just spoke with  neighbors and join us live in  
san bernardino.  

1:44 12/8/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they are told to serve and  protect and two of the  firefighters are 
charged with  beating a man on halloween. one is a former child 
actor. robert is in chatsworth with  what neighbors saw.  

0:45 12/8/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation is under way  in el monty following an  officer-
involved shooting that  sends one man to the hospital. the shooting 
happened before  6:00 outside this liquor store  in garvey 

0:17 12/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a groper is on the loose in  irvine. he walked into the 85 degrees  
bakery grabbed a woman's back  side standing in line. she and a 
friend tried to  confront him, but he grabbed  something from the 
counter and  walked out.  

0:15 12/8/15 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men held up a clark in  south los angeles yesterday that  
walked into a convenience store. they pulled out guns and  
demanded cash when the clerk  tried to fight back. one man hit him 
in the back of  the head and they got away with  an unknown 
amount of cash.  

0:26 12/8/15 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the sheriffs across the  country are urging people to  join the fight 
by carrying  licensed guns. the sheriffs are from new york,  florida, 
and kentucky and say  people carrying guns can be the  first line of 
defense in active  shooter situations.  

0:27 12/8/15 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

aburg is out on bail accused  of targeting six homes in  fullerton 6 
october. new cell phone video. man today. he stole women's 
underwear as  well as computer tablets and  purses and found his 
victims  using the meta data, the  information that is encrypted on  
a photo that wound up on social  media making finding their homes  
fairly simple.  

0:26 12/8/15 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who died in the custody  of chicago police, you can see  the 
struggle in the surveillance  video. officers are tadsing and  
dragging the 38-year-old from  his cell and he later died at  the 
hospital.  
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0:17 12/8/15 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying to figure out  who dumped this. hundreds of 
gallons of paint  cans in redlands illegally. they were dumped 
around green  spot road and florida avenue. redlands police said 
it's not  sure if it was all at once or  overtime. 

0:21 12/8/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a quick update on the  breaking news. a man and a woman were 
just  arrested for shooting at park  rangers. it happened around 
homes there. the homes are located next to  the harbor. residents 
were told to stay  inside while police combed the  area. the rangers 
were not hit.  

0:26 12/8/15 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

activists demanded that the  lapd keep drones grounded for  good. 
they disrupted this morning's  police commission meeting. they 
said that residents don't  want police watching over them.  

0:44 12/9/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. it takes two pit maneuvers to  bring a 
high speed chase to an  end. even more dangerous than we  
usually see. not only speeds of over 100  miles per hour, but the 
thick  fog we have seen around  california tonight.  

2:27 12/9/15 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one week ago tonight, we did  not know their names or their  faces. 
now a nation mourns these 14 men  and women killed in the terror  
attacks in san bernardino. nbc 4's jane yamamoto has the  
memorials tonight and new  information in the terror  investigation. 
jane, good evening.  

0:27 12/9/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspicious package near  lapd headquarters is nothing  more 
than debris after being  detonated minutes ago in  downtown l.a. 
the container was reported just  before 9:00 near spring and  first 
street between police  headquarters and the l.a. times  building.  

1:41 12/9/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two women in anaheim attacked  leads to a s.w.a.t. team  standoff. 
beverly white is live in anaheim  and the whole ordeal started  with 
a stolen purse? reporter: that's right,  robert. it was a violent purse 
snatching  here in anaheim that had them  searching for three men 
last  seen about 24 hours ago.  

0:22 12/9/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a terrifying  sight in orange county. a man armed with 
a machete  chasing after people in tustin. when officers arrived,  
44-year-old edward barricaded  himself in his home for over two  
hours.  

1:06 12/9/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a california  department of corrections worker  could face 
criminal charges  after being recorded in a  controversial 
confrontation.  

0:37 12/9/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parents on edge after a bomb  scare in carter high school in  rialto. 
they were worried because that's  one of the campuses that was  
inspected as a county health  worker. they searched for explosives  
after finding pictures of the  campus on his cell phone.  

2:44 12/9/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grieving mother looking for  justice. desperate to find the person 
who  killed her son. john shares the story and the  clues that could 
help catch the  killer.  

1:37 12/10/15 11:03p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news. a neighborhood and school on  alert. 
police are on the hunt for a man  a little birl said he snatched  her 
as she left campus. beverly white live in san  bernardino with new 
details.  reporter: san bernardino  police sergeant said they took  it 
seriously. seven hours later i the predator  is still at large. on a wet 
and chilly week night,  there is beingtivity on palm  avenue. 
someone was outside earlier  today to stop and render aid. when 
police say a man in a black  pick up parked nearby with a  school 
girl he just molested.  

2:55 12/10/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments in the san  bernardino terror attack. they will be 
searching a lake  tomorrow morning. we are learning more about 
the  man who bought the assault  rifles for the shooters. nbc 4 is 
live in riverside with  the latest information.  
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0:31 12/10/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are trying to figure  out why a 10-year-old boy was  
attacked in l.a. late this  afternoon before 4:00 outside  the front 
doors of the walt  disney concert hall. deputies say the suspect  
appeared to be a transient and  came out of nowhere and grabbed  
the 10-year-old on a field trip  that attacked him with a set of  keys.  

0:40 12/10/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for two  armed men and attacked the owner  
and took off. that homeowner is recovering  after he was pistol 
whipped  after 1:00 this morning. 

0:38 12/10/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that was the delivery rush  that intensifies before the  holidays. 
police are taking action to  prevent theft. thieves are finding an 
unwelcome  surprise in the packages.  

0:24 12/10/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

buena park police arrested a  suspect in the vandalism of a  sikh 
temple. a 20-year-old brodie durazo  admitted to spray painting  
graffiti and references to isis  in the parking lot on sunday. this 
happened just days after  the shooting in san bernardino,  they are 
providing extra  security and patrols 

2:05 12/11/15 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and suspect arrested after  breaking free from handcuffs and  
taking a deputy's patrol car for  a ride. it ended with problems with 
the  power lines. how a witness came to the rescue  of those inside 
the patrol car. reporter: that is right, that  badly damaged patrol car 
left  here on a flat bed truck a short  while ago. and as you 
indicated there was a  female prisoner in the back  detained. she 
somehow got behind the wheel  and took off. 

2:17 12/11/15 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the fbi now is getting  involved in a developing story  in the 
coachella valley. it looks like somebody  deliberately set fire to a  
mosque. nbc 4's kate larsen has more  following the terror attack 
just  days ago. reporter: chuck that is  right, after the fire broke out  
at the mosque that was the  immediate concern here, is it  revenge 
for last week's attack? i can tell you investigators are  on scene 
here trying to figure  out who and how the fire was  started and 
indeed if it was a  hate crime.  

0:30 12/11/15 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow, they will look  for critical evidence after the  terror attack. 
dive team members pulled two  different items out of the lake  
today but the fbi is not saying  how or if they are linked to the  
shooters, syed rizwan farook and  tashfeen malik. investigators say 
the pair tried  to hide cell phones to cover  their tracks, but it is not  
clear if it was dumped in the  lake.   

0:38 12/11/15 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, the search  on for twins, a brother and  sister 
kidnapped in irvine and  police believe they may now be  out of the 
country. authorities say the two were  picked up from school 
yesterday  by their mother on a day that  she didn't have custody. 
she is an attorney who used to  work as a child advocate  attorney 

0:39 12/11/15 11:11p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police released a tape  regarding a home invasion. a bmw 
approached the home around  10:00 a.m. yesterday. the man was 
seen ringing the  door bell two times, the men  approached and 
went inside and  held up a man at gunpoint.   

0:29 12/11/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is just about as  frightening as it can get. a family is held captive 
and  beaten in their own home. four gunmen even tried to choke  
an 84-year-old disabled person  after they got in the home, tied  up 
the family and used a taser  on them. somehow one of the family  
members escaped and got to a  neighbor's house and called 911.  
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0:57 12/11/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is a story we have heard  before. a sexual predator who works 
with  children as a party clown turns  on their trust. and tonight, 
police in santa ana  are looking for more possible  victims. galberto 
vargas could be  convicted of sexual assault  against two young 
girls.  

0:22 12/11/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a confrontation  at an elementary school in  alhambra 
triggers a lockdown,  police arrested this man,  jonathan torres for 
battery and  trespassing. he is accused of hitting and  spitting on 
the students there.  

0:10 12/11/15 11:34p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what a picture, we just got  word they have detained a person  of 
interest in the mosque fire. we'll have more coming up. tonight 
show is next.  

1:41 12/14/15 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a train attack, a  young rider is punched while  
passengers watch, and the  assault does not end there. we are live 
in long beach, with  what happened next. reporter: first of all, a  
warning, this video is graphic,  hard to watch. but it was posted 
online, it has been seen millions on of times  and that video also 
helped  sheriff's deputies crack this  case.  

0:17 12/14/15 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this is a deserted  college, and it will remain  closed tomorrow 
after a bomb  threat in finals week. six hours ago, administrators  
sent out a message to tell the  students to leave immediately.  

0:10 12/14/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the county environmental  health department, that's the  group 
that held the holiday  party where the shooting  happened 
reopened for the first  time since the attack.  

0:39 12/14/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the police officers  caught in the muddle of that  shoot-out 
with the terrorists  from san bernardino is telling  his story to nbc 4. 
it was apparent what they  intended to do. they were going to fight 
with  us. they were going to hurt more  people and we could not 
allow  that.  

0:36 12/14/15 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men came to his home  to  rob the homeowner of 40 years. he 
was watching television at  8:30 a.m., and heard voices, saw two 
men, grabbed his gun and  fired one shot in self defense,  killing 
one of the intruders,  and then called 9-1-1.   

0:19 12/14/15 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for this  man, seen if the area where  someone 
tried to kidnap two  young girls. he is called a person of  interest. 
someone tried to snatch the  girls, 7 and 3-year-old on  kranbrook 
avenue.   

0:29 12/14/15 11:18p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are working  now to identify the gunman in  that 
deadly shooting outside the standard hotel in downtown l.a. the 
hunt is on for this man. wearing a long black trench  coat, he is 
seen walking in to  the elevator, holding a cell  phone. 

1:36 12/15/15 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one moment we're taking a  final. next thing you know we're on the  
floor, lights out.  a new campus scare tonight. students told to hide 
as police  look for a possible gunman.  gadi schwartz live at 
chapman  university in orange where  students told him what 
happened  out there tonight.   

2:31 12/15/15 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now we're getting new  details about the threat that  shutdown 
the entire l.a. unified  school district today. that move triggered by 
an e-mail  sent to members of the l.a.  school board. robert kovacik 
live an the  headquarters where the district  will reopen schools 
tomorrow.  

0:23 12/15/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news out of  corona. a man gunned down near the 
91  freeway. news chopper 4 overhead. investigators just arriving 
on  scene there. the man's body was found inside  a car near ridge 
view terrace  and via santiago around 8:30  tonight.  
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0:22 12/15/15 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who was waving a knife  is shot and killed by officers  inside 
a long beach arcade last  night at light a line casino  game of kill on 
long beach  boulevard. 

1:25 12/16/15 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also, what triggered this  deadly confrontation with a  deputy. the 
man in the video has a knife  and now we know that he made a  
single call that started all of  this. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is live  for 
us in camarillo. reporter: this all started  when the man you're about 
to see  in the video, walked into this  7/11, asked to borrow a cell  
phone, and then called 911,  telling them a crime was about  to 
occur. 

1:47 12/16/15 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4 is tracking developing  details on the terror attack in  san 
bernardino. two weeks after the attack, the  husband-wife shooters 
were  buried in secret, pretty much  under the radar, while some of  
the victims have yet to be laid  to rest. beverly white joins us now. 
reporter: it's not known  where the funerals took place  for the 
husband and wife  shooters in the san bernardino  terror attack, but 
their bodies  recently released by the  coroner, were buried 
yesterday,  somewhere in southern  california.  

0:21 12/16/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a good look at this  video here. l.a. county is offering a  
$10,000 reward for information  about the person inside that  dark 
suv. the driver is wanted for the  murder of charles bell. 

0:27 12/16/15 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one person is still on the  run tonight after a high-speed  chase 
through montclair and  pomona ended in a crash. police say it 
started with a  vehicle burglary that led to the  pursuit and then this 
crash.  

0:32 12/16/15 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two threats in two cities  and new clues explain why make  e-mail 
threats shut down los  angeles schools. brad sherman says it's all 
in  the wording. the letter listed a different  number of accomplices 
for each  city. 

1:00 12/16/15 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county actor faces  the death penalty for killing  two 
people to pay for his  wedding and now for the first  time since the 
conviction, the  families are speaking out. not unexpected. it was 
just way too long. long overdue.  

0:51 12/16/15 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the streets of baltimore are  calm right now, but hours ago,  
protesters turned out to show  their frustration over the  mistrial in 
the freddie gray  case. the jury of 12 people, made up  of 8 blacks, 
and 4 whites,  failed to reach a verdict today  in the case of a 
baltimore  police officer, william porter. 

0:55 12/16/15 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is suing the long  beach police department for the  death of 
an unarmed college  student. in may, the 20-year-old ferris  marad 
took mushrooms and either  fell or perhaps jumped from a  second-
story window near cal  state long beach. 

0:25 12/16/15 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an armed robbery and it's  caught on camera. two men walk into 
the t-mobile  store in torrance. seconds later, one of them  chases 
a clerk into the bam back  room while the other holds a  customer 
and employees at  gunpoint, then demands they open  both 
registers. 

0:31 12/16/15 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the texas teenager known for  using the defense of being  affluent 
for a deadly drunk  driving accident is now a wanted  man. a judge 
ordered his arrest  because his probation officer  cannot find him 
and he thinks he  may be on the run. 

0:24 12/16/15 11:33p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what would the holidays be  without a to-do list? deputies found 
this to-do list,  the note lifted shoplift right  before kiss mom and tell 
her  she's loved.  
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2:55 12/17/15 11:00p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, a free-way and  drivers both targets. tonight new 
terror plots  revealed by one moon who knew  the san bernardino 
shooters'  double life. we have details about planned  attacks. 
we're live in riverside with  what the fbi has learned from  enrique 
marquez. what they have learned is  chilling. first of all he did not 
enter a  plea today and he'll be back in  court next week for a bail  
hearing. we've had an opportunity to go  over this criminal kplantd 
and  the details of those planned  attacks right here in southern  
california.  

1:54 12/17/15 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shocking discovery in a  home in orange county. a landlord 
opens a refrigerator  after the ten ants moved out and  fiepds the 
body of a woman fully  dressed inside. kate has details on that.  
right now investigators are  trying to figure out if someone  
murdered the woman and put her  inside the refrigerator or if  
perhaps she died of natural  causes or a drug overdose and  
someone hid her body in that  refrigerator.  

0:39 12/17/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a search on for the  driver who hit a 70-year-old nun  in the 
crosswalk of a church and  kept going. stsh raquel diaz was hit in  
burrell heights by a truck. senior diaz has been a nun for  over 50 
years and serves as the  religious director at  aassumption church.  

0:43 12/17/15 11:09p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors are filing murder  charges against a woman and a  
teenager after finding the  bodies of two children inside a  storage 
locker. tammy huntsman and her  17-year-old began onare facing  
murder charges.  

0:34 12/17/15 11:10p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 15-year-old youtube star is  charged with sexually exploiting  a 
12-year-old girl. steven fernandez a popular  skateboarder on 
youtube accused  of picking up a 12-year-old girl  in encino. the girl 
told officers that he  and his manager and another  border took her 
to a house for  sex. 

2:07 12/17/15 11:14p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for two years, two men,  killers, have been on the run. detectives 
believe those who  know are just too afraid to come  forward. 
tonight we share one family's  plea for that to change.  

0:40 12/17/15 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tomorrow, rifles and  revolvers shipped to the wrong  address. 
a man in new jersey arrested  after nearly a dozen guns were  
accidentally sent to his house  and he didn't send them back. they 
were sent to a trade show  but police say the box was  damaged 
and relabeled  incorrectly.  

0:21 12/17/15 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves are targeting. surveillance cameras in corona  got this view 
of star shower  laser lights on the front lawn. police say the lights 
are a hot  item because of the resale  valuing.  

2:18 12/18/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the big story here tonight,  panic at the mall. holiday crowds run for 
the doors  as this orange county mall and  understandably, that 
triggered a  massive police response.  robert is live where he  
talked with witnesses, robert? we're outside of  the main place mall 
here in  santa ana and there was no  weapon found and no shots 
fired. this apparently started when  teenagers were having a fight  
perhaps outside of a movie  theater. 

2:09 12/18/15 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he goes right over the curb,  overed median.  chris christie and 
news  chopper four as they recklessly  try to outrun the law this  
afternoon. we brought it to you live as  breaking news and now at 
11:00  we've learned more about what  set them off and the three  
family members. jane is in laguna hills where it  began 
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0:55 12/18/15 11:16p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family is depending  two l.a. sheriff county deputies  face 
criminal charges after they  say cell phone video raises  questions 
about the man deputies  shot and killed. this video may be hard to 
watch. this is the video that recently  sure faced and shows the 
deputy  struggling with 23-year-old noel  aguilar last may but family  
attorneys show it claims the  deputy pointing a gun on the  ground 
and the other shooting  aguilar.  

2:01 12/21/15 11:02p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

small in size but big in  presence. that's how some describe a  
beloved nun killed by a  hit-and-run driver. nbc 4's jane yamamoto 
is live at  headquarters. reporter: what lapd media  relations tell me, 
they now have  a different vehicle description  than originally 
released. tonight, many in the boyle  heights community are still in  
disbelief.  

0:18 12/21/15 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two teenagers  shot in san bernardino are  expected to survive. a 
chp officer patrolling the  area heard the shots fired and  thought 
someone might have been  targeting him. once officers responded, 
they  found the 15 and 17-year-old  boys.  

0:48 12/21/15 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new details are emerging  about the woman accused of  
running down crowds of people on  the las vegas strip. lakeisha 
holloway's family says  she was a thriving young woman  who 
recently just fell on hard  times. 

0:32 12/21/15 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no indictments in the jail  death of sandra bland. bland found in her 
texas cell  made headlines after dash cam  video surfaced of her 
arrest. she was pulled over by a state  trooper back in july for not  
signaling a lane change. this tape shows them arguing  over her 
smoking a cigarette.  

0:21 12/21/15 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the next time you're at an  atm, watch your back because  police 
say thieves are shoulder  surfing. they're watching you enter your  
pin so they can use it to take  your money before the atm logs  out.  

0:25 12/21/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family searching for  answers after someone gunned  down a 
father in the middle of  the day. andre curtis is in critical  condition. 
police say someone shot him  several times just blocks from  his 
home in the crenshaw  district.  

0:24 12/21/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bail denied today for  enrique marquez, the man  authorities say 
bought the  assault rifles used in the san  bernardino attack. 
marquez will remain in custody  while he faces terrorism-related  
charges.  

2:22 12/21/15 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for two  women who took on the role of  grinch 
in west covina. a camera appears to catch them  stealing christmas 
decorations  from a front yard. nbc 4's kate larsen joins us now  live 
with the emotional message  that family has for those  thieves.  

0:51 12/21/15 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video is surfacing  showing a deadly confrontation  with l.a. 
county sheriff's  deputies, and tonight the aclu  says it is enough to 
reopen the  case. 23-year-old noel aguilar died  during this struggle 
caught on  camera by a neighbor in long  beach.  

1:52 12/22/15 11:05p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now, we've got a  gunman on the run. detectives 
say he walked into a  south gate body shop and opened  fire killing 
the owner. gadi schwartz is live with what  investigators know 
about the  shooter.  

0:20 12/22/15 11:07p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two teenagers shot in  pasadena. right now detectives are  
searching for two men who drove  off in a dark car. officers found 
the victims near  los row bless around 5:45  tonight.  

0:46 12/22/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just days before christmas,  a family is grieving tonight as  
apparently another case of  domestic violence claims the  life of a 
young mother. the candlelight vigil marks the  spot in a long beach 
alley where  police found the body of  25-year-old jerica owens. 
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0:25 12/22/15 11:08p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hockey mask, a field hockey  stick and paintball grenade what  
santa ana police say a woman  armed herself with during a  would 
be shoplifting spree. witnesses say michelle lawyer  rare equipped 
herself and  threatened employees at this  sports authority.  

0:29 12/22/15 11:12p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sex tapes,  copyrighted movie scripts and  celebrity secrets. a 23-
year-old man is now charged  with stealing all that and more  in a 
massive hacking  investigation. federal authorities say alonzo  
knowles broke into the e-mail  accounts of entertainment sports  
and media figures although  they're not naming names. 

0:21 12/22/15 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

real estate heir turned  killer will be returning to l.a.  to face murder 
charges. his attorney reached a deal  today to extradite him from 
new  orleans to los angeles where  he's accused of killing his  
friend susan berman.  

0:43 12/22/15 11:13p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family accused of  stealing mail in laguna beach  and leading 
police on a pursuit  across freeways in two counties  appeared in 
court today. the father, mother and their  22-year-old son shared 
the  prisoner's bench in court as  they entered pleas of not guilty  to 
identity theft.  

0:24 12/23/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now breaking news at 11:00,  a man hunt is under way in  moreno 
valley. a witness says a man shot and  killed his father outside a 
home  just off lake valley drive. tonight, that home is just about  a 
mile from canyon springs high  school. 

1:45 12/23/15 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly one  break-in per day. it is a boom in burglaries so  alarming 
one south bay police  chief is on patrol tonight. jane yamamoto 
joins us from  palos verdes with video that  shows how the thieves 
are  getting inside. jane?  

2:10 12/23/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooter is on the run after  opening fire on police and  leaving 
families afraid to go  outside. the bullets hit the officer's  vehicle. 
nbc 4 gaed gadi schwartz. they found  themselves being followed 
by  three cars, five suspects and  coming under fire.  

0:27 12/23/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly confrontation. this in downey, a man was shot  and killed 
in a parking lot on  downey avenue. witnesses say they saw two 
men  drive away, but they didn't get  very far. 

0:18 12/23/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brazen gas station robbery  caught on camera and police are  
trying to identify these two men  and they were in camarillo near  
the 101 freeway and one of them  pulled out a knife and demanded  
money and they took off with the  cash and no one was hurt.   

0:25 12/23/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man injured in the san  bernardino terror attack is now  out of the 
hospital. nbc confirmed with the regional  medical center that the 
man was  released today in good  condition. that now leaves two 
people in  the hospital of the 22 injured.  

0:18 12/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a tense standoff with the  armed gunman is live over agoura  hills. 
news chopper 4 is live where  sheriff's deputies responded to  a 
call about a man chasing the  neighbor with a gun. he refused to 
come out for some  five hours until he finally  surrendered. 

0:20 12/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man walked into a ralph's on  huntington drive this afternoon  and 
used a note demanding cash  from a bank teller inside. no one was 
injured and police  aren't saying how much money the  robber got 
away with.  

0:43 12/23/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are hoping newly  released surveillance video will  lead them 
to a hit and run  driver who struck a woman and  her puppy.  it was 
on the corner of grand  avenue and slauson in redondo  beach. she 
never saw that driver  coming. she was knocked to the ground  and 
her puppy kyra pinned  beneath the car and killed.   
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0:15 12/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

christmas gifts other  birthday presents, nothing seems  to be off-
limits for this  package thief in glendale. the homeowner telling us 
the  crook made off with about 1,000  in gifts including those for his  
year-old daughter. 

0:38 12/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

package thieves seem to  thrive during the holidays and  one 
corona mother is fighting  back with a pungent form of  justice. 
micaela says she's had mail  stolen from her home six times  in the 
past year so she recently  started leaving decoy packages  in front 
of her house filled  with her baby's used diapers and  feces from 
her dog.   

0:29 12/23/15 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a baseball coach  and a teenager forced into a car  at gun point. 
this started at the batting  cages in kerny mesa in san  diego. a 
baseball coach and a teenager  told deputies that a man forced  
them into their jeep at gun  point and told them to drive. 

0:25 12/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's all caught on camera. a group of men walk inside this  store in 
texas and one of them  grabbeded a punch of jeans and  ran for 
the door and in the  process he trampled a 1-year-old  boy and 
then the crack jumped  into a waiting getaway car.  

0:21 12/23/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange countsy couple is  facing charges of fraud. they're 
accused of stealing $3  million from people they went to  church 
with. stephen mckinley are accused of  defrauding. 

2:28 12/24/15 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

missing on christmas eve a  young autistic boy disappears. a 
young autistic boy missing  on christmas eve.  kate larson joins us 
in long  beach for officers are knocking  on doors trying to find him. 
kate. long beach police  department put up their  helicopter about 
30 minutes ago  circling this neighborhood and  the l.a. riverbed 
wash which is  right over the hill behind me. neighbors and family 
members in  there with flashlights looking  for antonio miramontes 
who has  been missing for more than  12 hours. long beach police 
knocking on  doors tonight.    

0:37 12/24/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an inland empire man facing  murder charges. 38-year-old jason 
barton is  accused of killing his  girlfriend yesterday at a colton  gas 
station. police say he went to a home in  moreno valley and shot 
and  killed his father.  to hear the screams and watch  his daughter 
fall to the ground  in the street, i thought you  only heard that on the 
movies. i have never seen that right in  front of my house. to hear 
her say, daddy, my daddy  is dead. i was crying.  

0:19 12/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for the  gunman who shot a man multiple  
times and left him fighting for  his life in front of a cellphone  store 
in koreatown. we told you about this live at  5:00.  

0:42 12/24/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anxious and angry. a mother spends christmas eve in  court 
coming face-to-face with  the man accused of killing her  daughter.  
it feels like a bad dream. it needs to be over. i need somebody to 
tell me that  this sick joke is over.   

0:25 12/24/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc4 is trying to find out  about a car jacking suspect who  led 
police on a chase before a  crash in santa monica. he stole this 
black maserati in  west l.a. witnesses say he ditched the car  and 
tried to run but cops  tracked him down.   

2:11 12/24/15 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a son desperate to find his  mom is hoping for a christmas  miracle 
tonight. it's a story we first told you  about last month when a 
woman  visiting from kenya was reported  missing. jane is live in 
res ita  tonight. you have been following the  story since the mother 
vanished. the son hired a private  investigator? reporter: that's 
right. he is so frustrated. tonight he came out here to the  metro 
station. it's about two miles from where  his mom disappeared.   
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0:40 12/24/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeless man is enjoying  christmas a day early thanks to  gifts 
from the riverside police  department. steve mcqueen was the only 
eye  witness to the murder of a  riverside officer five years  ago. he 
was vital in convicting the  killer. 

1:10 12/25/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a violent  crime in pomona has police on  the hunt 
tonight. the man doused a woman in  gasoline and then lit her on  
fire. we have the newest information  from place.  lolita, in the past 
few  minutes, the pomona police  department put out a wanted  
poster for a man they suspect of murder. this is 51-year-old 
clarence  deer. he chased a woman from a home he shared with 
her, doused her with gasoline and lit her on fire,  possibly with a 
cigarette.  

0:17 12/25/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one person has been taken to the hospital in full cardiac arrest  
after a crash in beaumont. we're told one car was involved  with a 
police pursuit. two other people were hurt, one  suffered critical 
injuries, the  other moderate injuries. no word on what led to the  
pursuit.   

0:16 12/25/15 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one person is dead, another  wounded during a shooting. both 
victims were rushed to a  hospital. one of them later died from  their 
injuries. the second victim suffered minor injuries.  

0:18 12/25/15 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chp is looking for a  hit-and-run driver who hit a man this morning. 
witnesses say they saw a green  ford coup speeding away from  
that scene. a friend rushed the victim to  the hospital. 

0:54 12/25/15 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 12-year-old autistic boy  is home after he unexpectedly  
disappeared. his fascination of trains led  him to ride on the metro 
blue  line alone. he traveled from long beach all  the way to l.a. a 
sheriff's deputy spotted him  at a metro station 20 miles from his 
home.  

2:13 12/28/15 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, the search is on  for a gunman who chased down a  young 
father and shot him to  death in the middle of the  neighborhood in 
the hollywood  hills. nbc 4's jane yamamoto talked to  the victim's 
older brother and  witnesses who heard the gunfire.  reporter: well, 
that is  right, the neighbor heard the  gunfire here on sycamore. 
and the neighbor said he was a  good guy always willing to help  
others, and that may have been  what brought him here.   

0:34 12/28/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother is upset tonight  after police search for her  2-year-old 
daughter who has not  been seen since christmas eve . detectives 
say lucia perry  was taken by her buy owe her  father, she is 
wearing pink  nikes.   

0:37 12/28/15 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a woman hoping they find  who stole her family's  christmas.  
we're devastated. my kids lost all of their  christmas gifts. it just 
breaks my heart to know  people like that are out there.   

0:47 12/28/15 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she survived an attack, now  this employee of the regional  center 
is feeling like a victim  again. natasha terabo said that thieves  
made off with a lot of her  belongings and a wayne gretzky  jersey. 
she said it happened while she  attended a vigil for the victims  of 
the san bernardino attack.   

0:20 12/28/15 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a woman  who stole several wallets,  police say 
this woman just  walked into the apple valley  church and stole 
wallets from  purses on christmas eve.   

0:22 12/28/15 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 21-year-old woman is  accused of torching a car  belonging to 
her boyfriend. lopez was arrested by police now  facing arson 
charges.   
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2:38 12/28/15 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, the story of a daughter  who struggles to carry on after  her 
father is murdered at a  family-owned business. through tears, she 
tells nbc 4  hetty chang about the facts that  could lead to the killer.  
he was funny, like the  happiest man on earth.  reporter: he was a 
well liked  car mechanic. ricardo's life revolved around  his repair 
shop and his family.   

0:33 12/28/15 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

disturbing new video  catching a woman throwing a dog  across the 
street. now police are trying to track  her down. i have a warning for 
you now,  this video may be hard to watch. the surveillance video 
shows a  woman in fairfield carrying the  dog by the collar, look at 
that.  

0:31 12/28/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he was on the run for more  than two weeks, and tonight, the  so-
called affluenza teen, ethan  couch, is on the run in mexico,  
vanished after he failed to show  up for a meeting with his  
probation officer.  

0:27 12/28/15 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and teens in trouble after  spray painting these jets. somebody cut 
this whole in the  fence and spray-painted the  graffiti. 

0:24 12/28/15 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in beverly hills, a  warning about an old scam that  is gaining new 
life. scammers are faking car  accidents in order to get money  
from unsuspecting drivers 

0:18 10/30/15 11:08p deaths 

the actor who played al on  happy days has died. al was 96 years 
old when he died  of gall stone complications in  wisconsin. for ten 
seasons he played al,  the owner of the drive-in on  happy days 
along side ron howard  and henry winkler. 

0:31 11/23/15 11:09p deaths 

tonight his friends at the university of california los angeles ucla 
learned the fate of a grad student, michael myers, missing for more 
than two weeks and his body was located buried in the snow of an 
avalanche. the 25-year-old vanished after he went on a hiking trip. 

0:25 10/28/15 11:15p diversity 

nano, that is the name of a  group of hackers promising to  release 
the name of klu klux  klan members. anonymous, the group, says it  
will identify 1,000 klan members  across the u.s. but have not  said 
when those names will be  released.   

0:49 11/2/15 11:17p diversity 

outrage tonight over this  particular photo. what you see here, men 
burning a  cross and you can tell they're  dressed in the robes of 
the klu  klux klan, and one of those men  is the husband of an 
oklahoma  mayor. 

0:40 11/3/15 11:17p diversity 

allegations of racism at a  frat party. yale university fraternity  
accused of only allowing white  women into a halloween party  that 
happened over the weekend. one student posted on facebook a  
group of girls were turned away  from the party, based on the  color 
of their skin. 

4:42 11/10/15 11:09p diversity 

and a transgender badly  beaten on hollywood boulevard. but 
tonight, allegations are  that she stabbed somebody first. for the 
first time, robert  kovacik has more on this  surveillance video. he 
talked with the man who says  the lapd knows they got the  story 
wrong.  >> reporter: this is a high  profile case that has attracted  
two of the highest profile  attorneys in the country. the case is due 
in court this  week, but still, two years later  there are conflicting 
stories of  what happened here on hollywood  and vine. a brutal 
beating on the streets  of hollywood. the victim? a transgender 
woman named diego  hospitalized with broken ribs  and a broken 
eye socket. the police offered a $25,000  reward.  
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0:28 11/10/15 11:16p diversity 

and threats were made on  social media regarding a campus. they 
advised students to dial  911 if they need help. extra officers were 
also on  campus tonight, coming days  after protests. students 
angry about how the  administration handled claims of  racism. on 
monday. 

0:37 11/13/15 11:10p diversity 

it's being called discussing  and racist. that's a note written to a  
waitress on a receipt. customers at bamboo bistro wrote  tips for 
u.s. citizens only on  that receipt and left it for his  waitress from 
thailand here  legally. the receipt wound up on social  media. 

0:51 11/17/15 11:11p diversity 

and people are upset over an  anti-muslim song that was  
apparently worked into a middle  school lesson plan. seventh 
graders at spring view  middle school brought home a  song with 
lyrics similar to  fight song. but that was wrote with a lyric  that 
included quote, they may  only have one god but they can  make 
an explosion. end quote.  

0:19 11/26/15 11:09p diversity 
chicago protesters will  face-off with black friday  shoppers with a 
march. it's to shed light on police   brutality. video was released 
showing an  officer shooting a black  teenager 16 times.  

0:33 12/1/15 11:07p diversity 

civil rights activists want  the stabbing death now treated  as a hate 
crime. the group is demanding also  federal investigation. and they 
say the girlfriend used  racial slurs before tamber shot  and 
stabbed the 22-year-old. 

1:43 12/4/15 11:15p diversity 

a combination of fear and  mourning as the muslim community  
grieves with the rest of the  community. they are afraid of a 
backlash. beverly white is in china where  muslims are speaking 
out against  terrorism. reporter: that's right,  chuck. after san 
bernardino, it started  to feel like 9/11 all over again  and they're on 
the defensive  about their faith and each  other. 

2:23 12/23/15 11:06p diversity 

protesters with the black  lives matter movement arrested  after 
shutting down the 405  freeway near lax blocking  traffic on this, 
one of the  heaviest traffic days of the  year. nbc 4's kate larsen is 
where  they're facing felony charges.   

0:41 10/7/15 11:15p education 

a news lessonen islam is  causing quite a stir. a teacher told 
seventh graders  to do a history homework on  islam. they say the 
lesson has been  used for nine years and there's  been few 
complaints. >> sometimes there's questions  about the contents 
and materials  but we go through a really  thorough process. 

1:38 10/8/15 11:14p education 

porn, money and disruptions  in the clasroom. all filming is 
suspended and an  internal investigation underway. it comes after 
our six month  investigation uncovered major  interruptions as well. 
>> reporter: the school district  has touted filming as a win, win  for 
schools bringing in 2  million bucks a year. but the superintendent 
announced  he's stopping all hollywood  filming at schools. this 
comes after we unveiled a  pornographic film was film at  campus 
and r rated films were  approved for school officials. 

0:28 10/22/15 11:21p education 
on the subject of whether  schools in l.a. are spending  money to 
get ready for el nino. they're spending nearly 5  million checking 
campuses and  clearing the rains and gutters.  

0:22 10/29/15 11:10p education 

$6 million. that's what the lausd is being  paid. the two boys were 
students at  tellfair elementary school. he is already serving a 20-
year  sentence after being convicted  of sexually abusing 13 
children  over a four-year span. 

0:39 11/3/15 11:33p education 

is there any nudity? one of the many questions lausc  is asking 
production crews who  want to fillp. nbc 4 investigation scenes from  
a porn were filmed on campus. film crews are required to fill  out a 
checklist, nudity, drug,  weapons or offensive language. 
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0:25 11/4/15 11:15p education 
demand for change after more  than 40 teachers in the compton  
school district called in sick. today's sick-out, many of the  teachers 
have been calling for a  new board but that didn't  happen.  

0:45 11/5/15 11:08p education 

toxic concerns continue at  two schools in malibu tonight. despite 
assurances, parents want  the schoolboard to take action  saying 
their kids and teachers  are at risk. no one disputes there are 
cancer  causing btbs on campus. some of the parents collected  
their own samples from window  calkings at the schools and as a  
result, police were called to  investigate possible vandalism.  

0:21 11/11/15 11:33p education 
$100 million gift will help  ucla complete a secondary  school. they 
will provide college prep  courses for student in grades  six through 
12 and is set to  hope for the 2016 school year.  

0:20 10/30/15 11:16p Employment/Labor 

chevron cutting thousands of  jobs after the company says  profits 
fell on oil almost  two-thirds. chevron announced it will  eliminate 
about 10% of its work  force or up to 7,000 jobs. although chevron 
and exxon both  reported huge profits for the  third quarter, those 
numbers  apparently are down sharply  compared to a year ago.  

0:21 10/30/15 11:17p Employment/Labor 

wal-mart is hiring more than  3,200 seasonal workers here in  
california for the holiday  season. they're hiring sales associates,  
cashiers, and stockers and some  say they may be offering  full-
time gigs after that. wal-mart currently employs about  90,000 
workers in california 

0:26 11/4/15 11:32p Employment/Labor 
cal state university  employees have authorized a  strike but say 
they home it  doesn't come to that. union members over 
whelmingly  voted in favor of a strike if  contract talks don't pan out.  

0:24 10/5/15 11:34p entertainment 
if you want to play in the  happiest place on earth, it's  going to cost 
you. one option will cost $1,049, the  cheaper option is available 
but  has blackout dates. 

0:34 10/6/15 11:16p entertainment 

and the woman who accused  bill cosby of assaulting her at  the 
play boy mansion just filed  suit. she says that he assaulted her  at 
the mansion in 2008. attorneys for the comedian say  he was in 
new york when the  alleged incident occurred. 

0:24 10/8/15 11:10p entertainment 
skully will be out for the  post season after undergoing a  medical 
procedure. they did not go into any  specific details. they have 
advised the  87-year-old to skip the playoffs  in order to rest up. 

0:27 10/9/15 11:05p entertainment 
a lawsuit claiming nba star  scotty pippin attacked a patron  is 
dropped.  he was accused of attacking when he asked for an 
autograph.  

0:17 10/9/15 11:08p entertainment 
new tonight after  shialabeouf taken into custody  at the austin city 
limits music  festival.   

0:32 10/9/15 11:09p entertainment 

and bill cosby grilled  during a deposition.  a lawsuit claims cosby 
assaulted her at the playboy mansion in  the '70s when she was 15 
years  old.  a defamation lawsuit filed by  three women is now 
moving  forward. 

1:32 10/12/15 11:03p entertainment 

a report surfaces that steve   sarkisian. fred? >> the headlines 
reads they  fired sarkisian. fired today as football coach at  usc 
after being unable to defeat  the demon thats have plagued  him. 
his's going through a divorce,  sold his house, and now his  inability 
to stop drinking has  cost him a job. he was a drinker at 
washington,  but now it's spired out of  control. a embarrassing 
condition.  
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0:18 10/12/15 11:33p entertainment 

playboy readers may soon buy  the mag cyst for the articles. "new 
york times" is reporting  that "playboy" will no longer  publish nude 
photos of women. the reason -- easy access on the  internet. just 
not completely nude.  

2:39 10/13/15 11:00p entertainment 

breaking news. former nba news, lamar odom is  fighting for his life 
after he  was found in a nevada brothel.  >> we're joined live with 
new  information. robert? >> reporter: the owner of the  brothel tells 
us when a woman  left lamar odom's room at 6:00  this morning, he 
was just fine. she said good-bye to him and he  acknowledged she 
was leaving. when two women returned around  3:00. e! news on 
the ground in las  vegas right now, but tonight we  turn to their 
headquarters on  the miracle mile as they deliver  the very latest on 
lamar odom's  prognosis. 

2:25 10/14/15 11:05p entertainment 

friends and family are rallying  around lamar odom. he remains in 
the hospital and  remains breathing on a  ventilator. conan. 
reporter: sheriff  investigators say that part of  their investigation 
seems to  include the fact that lamar odom  was under the 
influence of  cocaine and other drugs at the  time of his collapse.  

0:37 10/15/15 11:08p entertainment 

the dodgers fall a run short in today's do-or-die game five,  bringing 
the season to a bitter  end. as you tweeted, what a waste. >> what 
a waste, indeed. not a good night for the  dodgers. for the second 
year they have  been knocked out of the  postseason. a lot of 
people talking about  what happened in the fourth  inning. andre 
ethier screaming at don  mattingly. we'll talk about the meltdown  
and why is hernandez crying to  our camera.  

2:07 10/15/15 11:08p entertainment 

as for basketball fans, it  was a matter of keeping the  elation and 
the deflation under  control. the lapd out in full force  following last 
game's parking  lot fight in a put a fan into a  hospital. did the 
officers run into  trouble this time around? beverly white live at 
dodger  stadium with the answer. beverly? >> reporter: the dodger  
postseason game to a screeching  halt without a single report of  
parking lot violence among fans  according to the lapd. hope never 
waynes for dodgers  fans, even after they lose to  the new york 
mets. 

0:24 10/15/15 11:16p entertainment 

the children of lamar odom  are speaking out for the first  time 
since their father was  rushed to the hospital. e! news obtaining a 
statement  from odom's two children,  thanking people for the  
outpouring of prayers and  support for the former lakers  star. 

1:38 10/16/15 11:04p entertainment 

some improvement for lamar  odom, the nba star is reportedly  
breathing on his own and  speaking. we have the latest on his  
condition. he's off life support at this  point? >> that's right. sunrise 
hospital in las vegas is  saying nothing about lamar  odom's 
condition but oranges  indicate the former star is  showing signs of 
improvement.  

1:51 10/19/15 11:04p entertainment 

our  sister network, e-news saying he was discharged from a los  
angeles hospital and tonight,  headed to los angeles. we have the 
latest on the road  recovery and the latest on his  condition. that is 
right, we just got  off the phone with ken baker,  who is making his 
way back to  los angeles from las vegas,  covering the story. and 
here's what he has been able to confirm to us tonight.  

0:34 10/19/15 11:20p entertainment 
new footage from the highly  anticipated nexts is giving fans a taste 
of  what is coming. they released just a bit of it. trying to keep the 
excitement  building.  

0:22 10/20/15 11:05p entertainment 

new tonight,  legendary game show host is  recovering after hitting 
his  head. he was walk near his home. it was not clear if it was one  
of the city's uneven sidewalks. bob barker who is 91 needed  
stitches and walked out of the  hospital on his own.  
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0:25 10/20/15 11:08p entertainment 

bill cosby has replaced  hissing long time lawyer in a  sex abuse 
lawsuit. they filed papers siting the  change. the new lawyer was 
defending  bill cosby in a suit filed by  the river side county woman 
that claims he abused her at the  playboy mansion.  

0:28 10/20/15 11:12p entertainment 

right now, seattle seahawks  running back, fred jackson is  
recovering, after his corvette  collided with a light bulb. initial 
reports said that  jackson was racing fellow  teammate, marshawn 
lynch, but  the police say those reports are unfounded. he later 
tweeted that he lost  control of the car and marshawn  just 
happened to stop by to  check on him. jackson was not seriously  
injured.  

0:43 10/21/15 11:33p entertainment 

now as you probably heard,  today, october 21, 2015, is back to the 
future day.  >> the day marty mcfly travelled 30 years into the 
future in the  hit 1985 movie back to the  future 2. when mcfly 
entered 2015 doesn't  look like it does today. 

3:23 10/27/15 11:13p entertainment 

tonight the i-team gets  answers about movie crews in  classrooms. 
a porn movie filmed on one  examples and students invited to  the 
x-rated premiere. >> makes millions leasing out  schools to 
production companies  and made a big deal about  shutting it down 
after we  exposed that porn was filmed at  one of their schools. 
lausd finally sits down to talk  about the problems, the changes,  
and the future of filming at  l.a. schools.  

0:29 10/27/15 11:18p entertainment 

a soap opera star was  arrested for assault in arizona.  >> i didn't 
do anything, man. i didn't do anything. >> police body cam video 
those  shows casey allen moss, an actor  on nbc's days of our lives 
being  taken into can you tell custody  for assault, disorderly 
conduct  and resisting arift.  

2:19 11/2/15 11:02p entertainment 

and this was no way to return  home from a concert tour  tonight. 
johnny mathis found all of this,  his home destroyed by a fire. 
dozens of firefighters worked  quickly to stop the flames from  
spreading in that area. now for the first time, nbc 4 is  live with a 
very firsthand look  at the damage.  

0:25 11/3/15 11:17p entertainment 

tonight, the hospice worker  who cared for the late bobbi  christina 
brown is charged with  impersonating a nurse in the  months 
leading up to her death. the woman was working without a  license 
while caring for brown  at the georgia hospice 

0:29 11/4/15 11:09p entertainment 

director quenlin tarantino's  remarks, equating police  shootings to 
murder have drawn  considerable reaction. tonight police chief 
charlie  beck weighs in. emtarantino should have chosen  his 
words better. he took exception to the use of  the word murder.  

2:17 11/5/15 11:14p entertainment 

she is used to serving up  winners, but this new video  shows 
serena williams serving up  justice in san francisco. robert is live in 
the news room  right now with more on how the  surveillance 
cameras captured  the tennis star chasing down  what appeared to 
be a thief? >> that's what it appears to be. tonight, san francisco 
police  are urging serena williams to  come forward and file a police  
report. this all started when serena  left something on a chair when,  
in her own words, the craziest  thing happened to me at dinner. 

0:39 11/13/15 11:09p entertainment 

a well-known actress  attacked. her alleged attacker a homeless  
man is behind bars. she says the man told her he was  going to kill 
her. she says he pinned her down,  punched her in the phaseout 
side  of her home last night. 
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2:23 11/16/15 11:06p entertainment 

charlie sheen is getting  ready for a highly anticipated  live 
interview scheduled to  happen in a few hours. he is supposed to 
talk with matt  lauer on the "today" show. we go live to the 
hollywood  hills with the latest on what  sources believe his 
personal  announcement will confirm.  

0:29 11/16/15 11:16p entertainment 
now the fast and furious star  paul walker was responsible for  his 
death in 2013. that's after walker's daughter  meadow filed a 
lawsuit claiming  that the sports car had a design  defect. 

1:08 11/17/15 11:12p entertainment 

charlie sheen going public  on the today show today,  confirming 
what was rumored  about his private life that he  was living with hiv. 
he admits he had unprotected sex  with two people since then. but 
he claims both knew about  his condition.  >> have you since the 
time of  your diagnosis told every one of  your sexual partners 
before you  had had a sexual encounter that  you were hiv 
positive? >> yes, i have.  >> no exception? >> no exception.  >> 
but at least one  ex-girlfriend says that was not  the case. bree 
olson says he never said  anything to her.  >> now because of him, 
any time  somebody hears my name they  think of hiv.  >> and just 
a short time ago,  her manager said that the actor  was not hiv 
positive at the time  of their relationship. under california law he 
could  face a misdemeanor charge and up  to six months in jail if 
he  willfully exposed somebody to  hiv.   

0:25 11/24/15 11:18p entertainment 

now we have more breaking  news, just in, the nfl is now  reporting 
tonight that st. louis rams wide receiver, steadman  bailey is in 
critical condition  after he was shot twice in the  head. the shooting 
happened we are  told in miami earlier tonight.  

0:24 11/25/15 11:10p entertainment 

another member of paul walker's family is going after  porsche. the 
star died after a porsche he  was riding in crashed in 2013. 
walker's father claimed the car  lacked safety features that  could 
have saved his son's life. hi daughter filed a similar  lawsuit. 

0:25 11/25/15 11:10p entertainment 

the children of radio legend  casey kasem are going after  their 
step mother in a wrongful  death lawsuit. his children accuse jean 
of  elder abuse and claim she caused  emotional distress by 
limiting  access to their father before  his death. the long-time host 
of "american  top 40" had dementia and severe  bed sores when 
he died last  year. 

0:25 11/30/15 11:33p entertainment 
and a a legal battle over  mental health. an l.a. judge ruled the  91-
year-old billionaire is  getting the proper health care. and the 
girlfriend claimed he's  is mentally incapacitated.  

0:32 12/1/15 11:08p entertainment 

and a twist in the  disappearance of a hollywood  producer now 
missing for exactly  one week. they now believe there is no  foul 
play involved. he was last seen by colleagues  leaving hydraulics 
movie studio. 

0:22 12/4/15 11:18p entertainment 

swallow the missing gardena  movie producer. he was found alive 
in mexico. he was discovered in the city of  la paz. his family 
reported him missing  after he walked away from his  office without 
his wallet and  other personal items.  

0:13 12/7/15 11:33p entertainment 

well, here it is. it's all lit up. hogwarts castle. part of the new 
wizarding world  of harry potter here at  universal studios. tonight 
they're lighting it up  for the first time. tomorrow morning there's 
going  to be a big announcement about  the grand opening.  

0:26 12/11/15 11:15p entertainment 

the older brother of reality  tv star cavallari. he was found about five 
miles  away from his car almost two  weeks after he disappeared. 
no suicide note, no evidence of  drugs or alcohol was found. the 
medical examiner is now  waiting on toxicology test to  determine 
the exact cause of  death.   
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3:21 12/14/15 11:00p entertainment 

tonight the force awakens  hollywood, unprecedented  security for 
the epic premier of "star wars," the most famous  street in the world 
shut down. we are live in hollywood,  where bomb sniffing dogs 
sniffed every car going in and coming  out of the area.  

0:25 12/15/15 11:34p entertainment 

the winner of "the voice" is  jordan smith. team adam.  america's 
vote crowned jordan  smith the season 9 winner of  "the voice" 
tonight. he's 22 years old. a pop and gospel singer from  kentucky. 
is he taking home $100,000. a record deal and a new car. his win 
marks the third time  that an artist from adam  levine's team has 
taken the top  prize.   

0:37 12/17/15 11:06p entertainment 

opening night for star wars as  hundreds of moviegoers are  
evacuated minutes before the  movie's debut. now we've learned 
that this was  a false alarm. news chopper 4 was overhead when  
the audience was welcomed back  inside. we talked with some 
frustrated  moviegoers.  

0:38 12/17/15 11:33p entertainment 

fans are flocking to see the  star wars movie tonight and  southern 
california, no  exception. not giving anything away. i was crying. it's 
up in the air. you think they liked it? our cameras caught big crowds 
at  the tlc kr chinese theater. 

0:38 12/18/15 11:17p entertainment 

you wait a long time for  something and this happens, the  
audience at a showing of "star  wars" got an unwelcomed surprise  
in the middle of the film. somebody took out their cell  phone, you 
can hear the audience  got testy in there when the  digital 
projection equipment  somehow slipped and caused the  movie to 
actually jump ahead by  five minutes. 

0:20 12/22/15 11:14p entertainment 

actor and musician drake bell  was arrested for drunk driving. 
police say he was swerving and  speeding on glendale streets  
overnight. 29-year-old was pulled over and  officers smelled 
alcohol on his  breath. 

0:22 12/25/15 11:20p entertainment 

steve harvey tweeted this  photo with this caption, merry  easter, 
y'all. poking fun at his mistake  earlier this week. on sunday he 
mistakenly  announced miss colombia. miss philippines took the 
crown.  

0:23 10/6/15 11:33p Environment 

this is a giant sun fish  that washed to shore in cordova  last 
weekend. several kids spotted it on the  beach. a sun fish like this 
can weigh  up to 2,000 pounds, hundreds of  people came out to 
get a look. giant sun fish are most often  sighted during el nino  
conditions. 

0:30 10/7/15 11:33p Environment 

imagine buying an energy  efficient, cost effective home. students 
from several colleges  for building this home with a  zero net 
balance. meaning it runs totally off the  power of the sun. it will 
compete by other  creations by college students  all across the u.s. 
this will be on display in  irvine through october 18th.  

2:15 10/9/15 11:05p Environment 

and a rescue mission on hold after an entangled whale.  katie 
larsen live where she  spoke with the rescuers who were trying to 
free the whale.  >> reporter: one of the rescuers with the national 
oceanic and  atmospheric administration told  me this year 40 
whales have been entangled in california which is more than 
normal.  only six of those have been  freed successfully and  
unfortunately so far today's  whale is not one of them. 

0:26 10/13/15 11:20p Environment 
we have new video tonight. you're looking at a very rare  
occurrence. nearly 40 short-finned pilot  whales moving together off 
the  coast of dana point.  
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0:43 10/15/15 11:17p Environment 

neighbors in irvine are  worried after a coyote attacked  a father 
and his 3-year-old son  at dusk. the two were in their garden pit it 
bit the boy on his knee. the dad got a puncture wound to  his 
buttocks. neighbors say the incident has  them worried about going  
outdoors.  

0:23 10/16/15 11:03p Environment 
if you were in san  bernardino county it measured  3.5 about nine 
miles south of  big bear lake. this is what it looked like on  the 
seismic cam. no damage and no reports of  injuries.   

0:23 10/16/15 11:20p Environment 
for the first time in 30  years poisonous sea snakes have  been 
spotted on california  beaches, in the silver strand  beach area in 
oxnard, another  effect of el nino conditions. 

0:33 10/19/15 11:17p Environment 

is there anything that can close a beach as fast as a shark  
sighting? well that is what happened today in new port beach. 
lifeguards posted this picture  of an eight foot hammerhead  shark, 
seen near the pier around 11:00 this morning. 

0:33 10/20/15 11:15p Environment 

let's talk about earthquakes, will the big one hit l.a.? two authorities 
have differing  opinion on that opinion. geophysics professors are  
saying, it's a 99.99%, almost  100% chance, that an earthquake  
with a magnitude of 5 or more  will hit southern california in  the 
next three years. 

0:40 10/20/15 11:16p Environment 

a warning issued across  southern california, because of  the 
increase in coyote activity  here. a police in san diego county are 
trying to figure out that is why the illegal traps were set up in at 
least two neighborhoods  there. traps so dangerous and inhumane, 
they are illegal to sell, buy,  or use in california. 

0:23 10/30/15 11:07p Environment 

rescuers are making headway  trying to free the whale trapped  in 
a net off the coast of  lagoona beach. the whale is still tangled up in  
the net. we're told the rescuers have put  away a significant 
amount of the  net. 

0:33 11/3/15 11:14p Environment 

you may remember hollywood's  famous mountain lion. there he is. 
p-22. the lion king of los angeles. made a shocking appearance  
halloween night. a wild sighting. what a group of friend stumbled  
upon. saturday night. sitting by their cars.  

0:26 11/5/15 11:11p Environment 

a sick coyote that has been  turning up at a pasadena  
neighborhood has residents on  edge. an nbc 4 viewer sent us this  
video of the coyote spotted  again today. neighbors say they tried 
to  scare it away, but it keeps  coming back. the sick animal has 
been living  in the backyard of a vacant home  for a few weeks. the 
pasadena humane society says  they haven't been able to catch  
the animal.  

8:58 11/9/15 11:08p Environment 

it has been a year around  playground for tens of thousands  of 
southern california children  and teenagers. now a new revelation. 
the nbc 4 i team found evidence  that kids who attended this  
popular camp may have been  exposed to radioactive waste and  
toxic chemicals from a former  nuclear and rocket testing  facility.  

0:13 11/18/15 11:01p Environment 
all right, the ground is  moving again. it's a 2.5 earthquake, it  
happened just minutes ago. we are making calls right now,  in the 
area, so far, no reports  of any kind of damage.  

6:29 11/19/15 11:11p Environment 

new developments tonight  after an ie team report called  camp 
cover up. it reveals how tens of thousands  of kids might have been 
exposed  to contamination at a famous  camp for kids and religious  
retreat center outside of la. the owners of that camp say  they'll do 
comprehensive new  test to check for contamination  on their 
property. that announcement comes after  the owners of the camp 
learned  that the i-team was about to air  another report. joel and 
his team continue to  uncover la's nuclear secrets 
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0:13 11/26/15 11:04p Environment 
a little shaking this  holiday. a 3.0 hit eight miles east, at  5:30. no 
reports of damage or  injuries.  

0:18 11/26/15 11:17p Environment 
high tides parking lots are  underwater. meanwhile, high tides have  
are -- have been topping out a  foot higher than usual. looking live 
right now at  the santa monica pier, we are  tracking the forecast.  

0:46 12/21/15 11:14p Environment 

coyotes are becoming a more  common sight and problem in  parts 
of orange county. tonight the huntington beach  city council 
approved a plan  that allows them to be trapped  and killed. the 
city's coyote management  plan was approved unanimously. 

0:36 12/22/15 11:12p Environment 
a baby gray whale washes an  shore in santa monica. scientists 
are working to  determine how it died. it was first spot this had  
afternoon near tower 12 just  north of the pier.  

0:26 12/22/15 11:33p Environment 
it's looking like a west  coast delicacy will not be  served in time for 
christmas. california's season of dungeness  crabs is on hold 
because there's  a massive toxic algae boom out  in the pacific. 

0:25 10/1/15 11:10p foreign news 
the taliban is claiming  the -- 13 people dead in  afghanistan. the 
plane seen here was  attempting a landing near the  border with 
pakistan. that is an area where many  militants are based.  

0:41 10/5/15 11:07p foreign news 

and new tonight, the wife of a  marine killed in the crash of a  
transport plane in afghanistan,  now she wants to tell us about  her 
husband and their family. >> words can't express how much  i miss 
him and i wish i just had  five more minutes. 

0:23 10/16/15 11:32p foreign news 

and now this just in,  mexican law enforcement  officials are closing  
in on  elchapo spotted in the north  west region of the country with  
injuries to his face and leg  after making a run for it. in july he made 
a run after  escaping from prison through a  tunnel and is still on 
the run.   

0:14 11/6/15 11:33p foreign news 
this just in, the presidents  of china and taiwan shake hands,  
marking the first top-level  contact between the formerly  bitter cold 
war foes since they  split in civil war 66 years ago.  

1:25 11/12/15 11:00p foreign news 

breaking news at 11:00, a  u.s. drone puts a sudden end to  a 
worldwide manhunt. jihadi john, the symbol of isis  beheadings is 
apparently no  more. >> we are monitoring new  developments. >> 
at this hour the pentagon has  not yet confirmed he's been  killed. a 
senior u.s. official tells us  that jihadi john was directly  targeted by 
this airstrike in  syria, adding, this is not about  vengeance but 
accountability.  

2:21 11/13/15 11:00p foreign news 

breaking news, panic on the  streets of paris after a series  of 
coordinated terrorists  attacks there. as many as 140 people killed,  
most in a theatre where a band  from southern california was  
performing. according to the associated  press, as many as 70 u.s.  
citizens known to be in france  have not been accounted for.  >> 
nbc 4's kate larson spoke  with a member of that local band  but we 
want to begin with robert  with the very latest after a  night of terror 
and death,  robert? >> chuck and colleen, it is  morning in paris 
after the  deadliest violence on its soil  since world war ii. it's about 
8:00 in the morning  in paris and from what we  understand, the 
country's  borders are still closed, closed  for the first time in its  
history.  
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2:54 11/13/15 11:02p foreign news 

thank you very much, robert. the terrorist struck in the  heart of 
paris not far from the  identical tower, notre dame  cathedral and 
more. it happened at the bataclan  concert theater and 112 people  
and two terrorists were killed. a rock band from right here in  
southern california was on stage  at the concert hall when the  
terrorists opened fire. nbc 4's kate larson is live in  studio city with 
what one of the  band members is saying tonight,  kate? >> 
reporter: chuck, i spoke to  josh, one of the band's  co-founders. 

0:27 11/13/15 11:06p foreign news 

after the explosion outside  the soccer stadium in paris,  spectators 
came down out of the  stands and some went to the  middle of the 
field, others  evacuated but all showed their  patriotism 
spontaneously singing  the french national anthem. 

0:30 11/13/15 11:33p foreign news 

just moment ace go, the  vatican condemned the attacks in  paris 
calling it an attack on  peace for all humanity that  requires a 
decisive response. french authorities closed the  borders, 1500 
additional  soldiers mobilized and looking  for possible 
accomplices. we'll continue to bring you  developments over the 
weekend on  air and online.   

0:42 11/16/15 11:04p foreign news 

war planes have launched  another round of war planes  targeted 
in syria. this is the third round of  bombings since the attacks in  
paris. washington, d.c. is on high  alert because of the propaganda  
video. it said more attacks this time  in d.c. france identified 27-
year-old as  the mastermind behind the  attacks that killed 129 and  
injured 350 more.  

0:57 11/16/15 11:05p foreign news 

a north hollywood man is  sharing with us what it was like  to 
witness this night of terror  in paris. johnny was in the soccer 
stadium  when the bomb went off and what  he saw outside he will 
never  forget.  

1:11 11/17/15 11:00p foreign news 

breaking news, gunfire and  explosions in paris as police  conduct 
early morning raids,  targeting the mastermind of  friday's attack, 
while two  flights are leaving, diverted  due to bomb scares.  here is 
what residents heard  right outside their windows. [ gunfire ] >> 
quite a volley of gunfire,  and many explosions coming from  saint-
denis, that is near the  soccer stadium near friday's  terror attack, 
right close to  where it is located.  

0:33 11/17/15 11:33p foreign news 

massive police and military  operation in the paris suburb of  saint-
denis targeting the  suspected mastermind between  those attacks 
on friday has  taken a turn tonight. police now say two people are  
dead, a man and woman. 

2:32 11/18/15 11:01p foreign news 

and chilling new video from  isis that makes new york a new  target 
for terrorism. time square, a year round  popular place, especially 
during the holidays where millions will be gathering to ring in the 
new  year n an unusual move, late  tonight, new york city officials 
addressed fears from that newly  released isis video.  

0:33 11/18/15 11:04p foreign news 

as a new  day begins in paris, it's not  clear if the master mind 
behind  friday's terrorist attack was  killed last night in a raid on  an 
apartment. a female terrorist blew herself  up.  -- eight people got 
out alive of the building.  

0:25 11/19/15 11:07p foreign news 

the young long beach student  who was killed in those paris  
attacks. her mother tells us the fbi  wants to bring her body back to  
the u.s. next week. but the thanksgiving holiday  could delay that 
another week.  

0:23 11/19/15 11:07p foreign news 

they're surprised the suspected  master mind of all those attacks  
was hiding right under their  nose. 27-year-old abdelhamid 
abaaoud  was killed yesterday. european intelligence officials  
thought he was in syria with  isis. 
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0:51 11/20/15 11:09p foreign news 

tonight, the family of an  only american who was killed in  a terror 
siege in a hotel in  mali is releasing a statement  about their loss. 
the maryland native was among  the 20 people killed when 
gunman  stormed the radisson hotel in  mal i, killing some and 
holding  about 170 hostages. terrorists had their hostages  recite 
passages from koran were  muslim.  

0:58 11/25/15 11:03p foreign news 

a southern california band  is talking about the night that  is sered 
in to their memories. the eagles of death metal were  on stage 
when terrorists opened  fire in a crowded paris theater  killing 89 
people.  i'm still standing up, and i  can see the gunman and he 
looked  at me and he shot at me and  missed.   

0:28 11/26/15 11:10p foreign news 
they seven for more suspects  in the paris terrorist attacks. three 
raids outside of brussles, and no arrests. one house was targeted 
in  particular. police are continuing to hunt  for the fugitives.  

0:20 11/27/15 11:15p foreign news 

two weeks after the horrific  terror attacks in paris, the  french came 
together to pay  tribute to the 130 people  killed. each of their 
names was read  allowed in a solemn ceremony. some of the 
survivors were still  in wheel chairs.  

0:17 11/27/15 11:15p foreign news 

meanwhile, funeral services have  been set for the student killed  in 
the attacks. 23-year-old died while having  dinner with her parents 
in a  paris bistro. her funeral will be held next  week at 1:00 in at 
afternoon 

0:31 12/21/15 11:06p foreign news 

one of the six americans  killed in a suicide bombing in  
afghanistan identified tonight  as a new york police detective. the 
bombing happened near the  u.s. run bagram airfield. the attacker 
rode his motorcycle  into a convoy of forces and blew  himself up.  

0:42 12/23/15 11:15p foreign news 

the british prime minister  is now looking into the reason  why 
airport security denied a  muslim family their trip to  disneyland. 
mohammed tariq mahmoud said his  family had their luggage on 
the  plane when customs called them  back into the ticket counter  
that's when they were told some  of them could not board a plane.  

0:25 10/7/15 11:07p 
funerals and 
memorials 

family members and friends  came out to remember a loved  one. 
they came to light candles and  remember a 38-year-old fath  shall 
of two. he was killed last night during  a car to car shooting. 

2:12 10/19/15 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

heartbreak, it a vigil for a  high school couple known for  their 
kindness, sweet hearts  killed in a horrible accident. we were at 
tonight's vigil.  

0:31 10/23/15 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a high school couple, sweet  hearts, killed when their truck  flipped 
over in hacienda heights  were honored tonight before the  high 
school football game. the recent graduates were  described as the 
ideal couple. 

1:58 11/6/15 11:04p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a moment of silence tonight  on honor officer bryce hanes,  who 
was killed by a speeding  driver that police say was under  the 
influence. beverly white is live tonight as  the popular officer is  
remembered.  

0:25 11/10/15 11:16p 
funerals and 
memorials 

and honoring former pitcher  tommy hansen who died last  night. 
this evening, they kept the  lights on at the evans sports  complex. 
he played five seasons with the  major leagues, and one with the  
angels 

0:43 11/12/15 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

it was another  heart-wrenching funeral for the  father and friend 
killed in the  line of duty. this is hillside, hills dale  memorial park. 
officer haines was described as  a gentle giant.  
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0:40 12/4/15 11:17p 
funerals and 
memorials 

mourners filled a chapel for  noemi gonzalez who was killed. loved 
ones gather and those who  who knew her said she was an  
amazing woman. the parents offered condolences  to the families 
of the victims.  

1:57 12/7/15 11:03p 
funerals and 
memorials 

thank you, gadi. a solemn night in san bernardino  as hundreds of 
people gathered  across the city to honor those  killed in the terror 
attack. nbc 4's beverly white joins us  live in san bernardino where 
the  memorial near the scene of the  shooting continues to grow. 
beverly. reporter: that's right,  carolyn. the memorials to the 
shooting  victims may never eclipse the  one right here closest to 
the  crime scene. but tonight as more is learned  about the 
individuals, the  tributes are becoming more  personal.  

0:33 12/8/15 11:05p 
funerals and 
memorials 

for years jenny worked in the  same department with most of the  
victims. they were not just coworkers. they were family. they are 
not just victims. they had lives and families. we were a family to 
each other. and now we have a big hole.  

1:05 12/9/15 11:05p 
funerals and 
memorials 

for the first time we are  learning more about one of the  victims. a 
young woman who helped to  organize the holiday party where  
she was killed. she was the best girl that a  dad could have. she 
made me feel so special  being around her and everything. i will 
miss her so much. she was a great girl.  

0:34 12/10/15 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

while all of that is going on, a  special tribute in colton to  remember 
those killed in the san  bernardino shooting.  

0:15 12/10/15 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

students at cal state fullerton  held a vigil for the victims as  well. 
one of the victims, 31-year-old  nguyen graduated from there. this 
ceremony was for peace and  unity in the wake of the  tragedy.  

0:32 12/11/15 11:09p 
funerals and 
memorials 

this is a sad night as a  family prepares to say good-bye  to one of 
the 14 killed in last  week's terror attack in san  bernardino. loved 
ones gathered tonight at a  private viewer at montecito  memorial 
park. the 60-year-old wanted the  american dream.  

0:19 12/11/15 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

and 58-year-old damian meins  is remembered for how he  
passionately served his  community his entire life. he was 
especially devoted to his  high school alma mater,  riverside notre 
dame.   

0:23 12/11/15 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

and this was 46-year-old  harry bowman, a loving father  with two 
daughters. he only recently started to work  for the county 
department of  public health and that is why he  was at the party 
last wednesday. co-workers say he was one of  those people 
always willing to  give a helping hand, anything to  help others.   

2:30 12/17/15 11:03p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a heart broken mother is  among the many who will meet  with the 
president tomorrow in  san bernardino. tonight she's sharing her 
story  with us, including the very  moment she learned her daughter  
died in those attacks. sierra's funeral is set for  saturday.  

0:26 12/28/15 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a memorial is  growing for a church deacon  killed in a crash. he 
died doing something he loved  doing every day. the 50-year-old 
was headed to  the red line station overnight  when a car t-boned 
his car on  hollywood boulevard. 

0:35 10/1/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama offered  sympathies to the families of  the victims. 
>> we will be learning more  about the victims. their eyes set on the 
future,  and america will wrap everyone  who is grieving with our 
prayers and love. but our thoughts and prayers are not enough. 

0:31 10/5/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

and president obama will be  in roseburg, oregon. it was a vigil held 
for the  victims, the white house says  that president obama will be  
meeting with the victims'  relatives during his visit on  friday.  
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0:19 10/5/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

currently, california and  other states have laws against  revenge 
porn and sex-tortion. she plans to introduce a bill to  make it a 
crime in the near  future. just search for internet safety.  

0:59 10/7/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

people magazine, known for  its headlines and celebrity  exclusives 
is taking on the  topic of gun violence. the latest issue not only pays  
tribute to the victims but  people's editorial director is  encouraging 
you to take action. >> every time something like  this happens, we 
always ask  ourselves, how did it happen  again?  

0:28 10/7/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

small drones like the ones  over my shoulder get you great  
pictures from above but  sometimes they get in your way. senator 
introduces bill to make  drone flights restricted to  everyone. the faa 
has seen an increase in  close calls with aircraft.  

0:24 10/8/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

and voting to oust mayor  larry ramos. it was a unanimous vote to 
strip  him of his title of mayor but  we've learned he will remain the  
a counsel member. another counsel member will fill  in as mayor 
protem and then  they'll vote.  

0:41 10/9/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

taking action to protect  you.  l.a. mayor eric garcetti signing an 
ordinance requiring  retrofitting in thousands of  buildings 
considered at risk.  more than 13,000 apartment  buildings with cut 
under garages will have to be strengthened to  withstand strong 
earthquakes.  

0:49 10/9/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

parents say an area is no  longer safe.  we are talking about a park  
right there along ventura  boulevard.  a crowd gathered to voice  
concerns about an increase in  homeless people sleeping in and  
around the park and violent  threats.  >> she went back to where 
she  was sleeping and took the knife  out.  she said i'm going to kill 
you. 

0:28 10/12/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11:00 the most  dramatic move yesterday to deal  with 
excessive water users. the city of los angeles is  considering a plan 
to cut their  water off completely. the full council will discuss  this 
threat on wednesday. 

2:27 10/13/15 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

who won? that is the question pundits are  asking after the first  
democratic presidential debate  tonight. if time on screen is an  
indicator, it was a toss-up  between hillary clinton and  bernie 
sanders with sanders  getting in, perhaps, the best  line of the 
night. we're live from las vegas with  highlights and reaction.  >> 
reporter: hello. from the wynn hotel in las  vegas, of the five 
candidates on  the stage, only one of them had  experience in a 
presidential  debate, and it showed. >> when you say anything to 
get  elected?  

0:23 10/13/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

crossing guards in marino  valley will continue on the job  
protecting students at busy  school intersections. the city council 
had been  considering the idea of cutting  funding for crossing 
guards. we learned after a strong  response from parents tonight,  
that plan was taken off the  agenda. 

0:37 10/14/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is time now to include  colleges as part of free public  education. 
bernie sanders tonight at the  avalon night club. tickets $25 apiece. 
earlier today he taped an  appearance on the "ellen" show.  

0:27 10/16/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

if you own a drone uncle sam  wants to know about it. later this 
year the federal  government will require anyone  who buys a 
drone to register it  with the department of  transportation, the new 
rule  comes as accessibility and price  has made them available to  
anybody and problem is they are  being flown into area where they  
could collide with an airplane.   
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1:52 10/19/15 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

police escort mayor garcetti, away from a frustrated town,  after a 
meeting that didn't go  as planned. we are live in south -- in  south 
l.a..  the church was a hotbed of  civil disobedience, when an hour 
in to a town hall meeting,  things went sideways. as the mayor 
spoke. it's a very, very difficult  job to be a police officer. black lives 
matter activists  were frustrated.  

0:21 10/19/15 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

new at 11 sex party  allegations, tonight, i.c.e.  officials are 
investigating  accusations that a supervisor  was planning sex 
parties on  government time.  

0:30 10/19/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

did a high school student  really manage to hack his way in to cia 
director's personal  e-mails accounts? that is what the fbi and 
secret  service are now trying to find  out. it looks like a high school  
student hacked in to cia  director's aol account and  posted what 
appears to be names  and e-mail addresses of current  and former 
intelligence  officials online.  

0:50 10/19/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

well, we know tonight that new  trees are going up in san  
fernando, but some of the  residents say they can never  replace 
the 50-year-oldpalm  trees that were chopped down  over the 
weekend. the city recently approved the  plan to add the drought 
tolerant trees.  

0:50 10/20/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

we just checked on a meet   -- on a meeting in anaheim over the 
short-term rentals. many are tired of renters  bringing noisy tourists 
in to  the neighborhood. they shared the frustration in a packed city 
council meeting. >> i don't like them, i still  don't like them. >> we 
don't have any sense of  community anymore. ten out of the 28 
homes in our  track are now vacation rentals. 

0:52 10/20/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the mayor is responding  tonight, less than 24 hours  after 
protesters disrupted a  community meeting and forced him to leave 
early. >> black lives they matter! >> the mayor needed a police  
escort after the event was  interrupted. the group wants the mayor 
to get rid of the police chief, who  they say has encouraged a  
culture of racial profiling.  

0:48 10/20/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight, parents confront city leaders of what they call a 
dangerous intersection, after a  student was hit by a car. dozens of 
people showed up in  pink shirts. to call attention to what  
happened to 10-year-old  electricitiy garcia. 

0:28 10/20/15 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

wisconsin congressman paul ryan  said he is ready to take over as 
speaker of the house. but he has demands for his  fellow 
republicans. ryan said that the gop has to  unify now and not after a  
speaker is selected. 

0:33 10/21/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the historic hollywood  bowl is popular venue for  concert going 
but some of the  home owners in the area say the  sound levels are 
off the charts, saying the sound feels like a  constant party that 
never seems  to end. 

0:25 10/21/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

using water will cost you  more if you're a ladwp customer. the 
department has lost $110  million in revenue so they have  decided 
to raise your water bill i an average of $2 a month to  mike up for 
the shortfall.   

2:14 10/28/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

onto decision 2016. gop presidential hopefuls  tangled in a spirited 
debate in  colorado tonight. for the first time, the debate  did not 
center around donald  trump. it's clear that this contest is  far from 
over. as all of the candidates vie for  the a chance to shine in the  
spotlight. nbc 4 conan nolan watching all  of this tonight.  >> 
reporter: contrary to the  building it was to the donald  trump, ban 
carson show after  wall although both were on the  receiving end of 
tough  questions. 
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0:30 10/28/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

debt collectors anxious to  get their hands on your money  may be 
lying about california's  am nest elaw about traffic  tickets. they are 
telling people they  don't qualify for amnesty when  they do. the 
amnesty covers up to 80% in  fines so drivers can get their  
licenses reactivated.   

1:53 11/3/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

frustration and anger  tonight. about dwp bills. people demanding 
answers why  watt r rates could go up across  l.a. beverly white 
spoke to both  sides in the heated debate.  

0:20 11/3/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the los angeles department of  water and power has a new way to  
catch water wasters. smart meter. the meters record when water is  
being used and for how long. 

0:55 11/3/15 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 
big change for people who use  a popular park. parents are 
outraged. accusing the city of kicking  kids out of the park.  

0:30 11/3/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

relief could be on the way. los angeles and city council  looking at 
proposals to cut. advocates are urging the city  to one proposal 
would slash the  fine for an expired parking  meter ticket in half 
from $68 to  $23. for a first time violation.  

0:16 11/3/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

teenagers buying booze. it could happen legally. apparently there 
is a new  initiative to lower the drinking  age in california from 21-
18. if it gets enough signatures it  could be on the ballot left up  to 
voters to decide.  

2:07 11/6/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

ben carson is fighting back  tonight against what he calls a  media 
witch-hunt. it surrounds his claim that he  was offered a full-time  
scholarship to west point.  

0:19 11/9/15 11:34p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama's plan to  protect million undocumented  
individuals blocking the  immigration initiative and part  of that was 
to protect children  deported if they were brought  here illegally.  

0:48 11/10/15 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight, we had the fourth  republican presidential debate  with 
eight candidates on stage  in milwaukee, wisconsin. the setting 
was a theater and  the candidates were allowed more  time on 
subjects that focused on  building the economy, foreign  policy and 
taxes. and as in previous debates,  things got a bit heated when it  
came to immigration with donald  trump against calling for a wall  
on the border.  

0:42 11/16/15 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the battle over orange  county's county run homeless  shelter 
comes to a head. the board of supervisors will  hold the hearing to 
open the  shelter in a vacant building off  the nofr 91 freeway in 
anaheim. they will house 200 people, but  opponents are 
concerned about a  possible up tick in crime from  the shelter.  

0:55 11/20/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the clinton campaign will  not comment about a laugh  factory 
skit roasting the  presidential candidate and  claims someone 
called with a  threat to remove that video. the hollywood laugh 
factory  recently taped a bit in which  the comedians roasted hillary  
clinton as if she was in the  audience.  

0:44 11/23/15 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

and new at 11:00 here, missing and dead pets because of an 
increase in the number of coyotes in huntington beach. the 
residents there want the city to do something about it. tonight the 
city held a meeting to get public input about the problem.  

0:37 11/23/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

after donald trump said he was open to the idea of requiring special 
id's for muslim-americans. one response is going viral. the marine 
posted a photo of the military id on twitter with the caption "i am an 
american muslim and i carry a special id badge. where's yours. # 
muslim id." 
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0:24 11/24/15 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

it could take a month to fix  a gas leak. that is what they told the  
county bored of supervisors  today. a foul odor coming from an  
addative from the leaking gas  has sickened people in the area. 
they proposed adding another  chemical to mask the odor.  

0:23 11/26/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

now, this man causing a scare at the white house. as the president 
and his family  enjoyed thanksgiving dinner. he climbed over the 
fence and on to the grounds. the secret service quickly  arrested 
the man. 

1:54 11/26/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

a lot of high profile security  was brought out. in georgetown, it was 
peaceful,  but there was a police presence  near the four seasons 
hotel. they were responding to a  tradition, free food for first 
responders and other public  service working today.  

0:28 11/30/15 11:20p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of carson is taking  steps to ban drones near a  proposed 
new football stadium. they don't have the stadium yet. the san 
diego chargers and the  oakland raiders are considering  a move to 
carson. 

0:56 12/1/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

and more frustration for  porto ranch residents. they were told that 
a smelly gas  leak may not be fixed until  april of next year and they 
got  an apology from the city but  still no quick solutions here p. the 
leak is coming from an  underground well and already  forced 
hundreds oz move out of  their homes and thoiz that stay  are 
worried about long-term  health effects. 

0:25 12/1/15 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

the drone ordinance was  passed 4-0, which means drones  will not 
be allowed to fly lower  than 400 feet of any large  venue, including 
a possible new  nfl stadium slated for the area.  

0:36 12/7/15 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a bold statement from  republican presidential  front-runner donald 
trump  tonight, calling for a ban on  all muslims entering the united  
states.  total and complete shutdown  of muslims entering the 
united  states until our country's  representatives can figure out  
what the hell is going on.  

0:57 12/8/15 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

the fallout has not stopped. donald trump doubles down on the  
suggestion that there should be  a complete shut down of all  
muslims entering the united  states until the government can  figure 
out what's going on.  

0:29 12/10/15 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

protesters call it spying and  they want the lapd to deep their  
drones out of the sky. lapd spying coalition marched to  the 
mayor's house and say  residents don't want the police  watching 
them from the sky.  

0:46 12/14/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 
and new tonight, donald  trump interrupted again. protesters got in 
to a scuffle  with supporters at his campaign  rally in las vegas.  

0:28 12/14/15 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

a violent jihadist message was  overlooked by screeners when she 
appied for a visa, had the  facebook post been seen, she  most 
likely would never have  been admitted in to the country. nbc news 
said it was missed  because malik sent them as  private messages 
to her sister. now the white house is  considering a review of social  
media profiles as part of the  process. 

2:18 12/15/15 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

radical islamic terrorism  came into effect more so than in  the past.  
the attacker in san  bernardino was an american  citizen.  we have 
people across this  country who are scared to death.  southern 
california at the  center of tonight's gop debate. defense and 
security dominated  this final republican  presidential debate of the 
year. and nbc4's conan nolan joins us  now with the showdown in 
the  vegas strip.   

0:16 12/16/15 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

the white house says  president obama will be in san  bernardino 
this friday, to meet  privately with the terror  victim's families. the 
stopover,en route to hawaii  and mr. obama's christmas  vacation 
with the first family.  
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2:46 12/18/15 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

happening now at 11:00,  president obama is still in san  
bernardino as he continues to  meet with the families of the  
terrorist shooting and this is a  live picture of air force one on  the 
ground at san bernardino  international airport.  live outside indian 
springs  high school where the president  met with some of the 
families  tonight.  

0:26 12/18/15 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

the drive over to the san  bernardino international  airport, which 
used to be an air  force base is not going to take  long at all and as 
beverly said,  patrick heelly is set up there  for us.  they landed at 
7:40 tonight  and spent a couple hours. they obviously extended 
their  stay here. patrick healy live where the  president should be 
rolling in  any moment now, patrick?  

4:53 12/18/15 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's a very short  drive where the president  conducted the meetings 
with the  first lady, maybe a few hundred  yards literally north of the  
airport. there are a few turns to get to  the tarmac but we should 
expect  to see the motor cade in the  next minute or two i would  
guess. this has been a significant  evening. there are some who 
would hope  the president would come sooner  and stay longer. 
they are still getting that wish  with this visit being extended  an 
hour and a half beyond what  was scheduled and again, the  first 
lady was with the  president every step of the way.  

0:51 10/7/15 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

a city woman is recovering  one month after getting  salmonella 
poisoning at a  popular restaurant, fig and  olives. and it was only 
because she made  a reservation using her name and  phone 
number that the health  department was able to track her  down 
and she was able to get the  specific treatment she needed. 

0:44 10/13/15 11:17p 
Health and 

Medical 

a 4-year-old boy bitten by a  rattlesnake will not soon forget  the 
deal. two days in the hospital, a  dozen doses of anti-venom. 
paxton clark is home. he's a survivor. he was playing in his  
grandmother's backyard last week  when his parents say a baby  
rattlesnake bit his fingers. 

2:01 10/22/15 11:06p 
Health and 

Medical 

part of a large hospital  that treats a lot of celebrities  is shut down 
after a cockroach  infestation. live with what they say is to  blame 
for the roaches being  where they don't belong. >> reporter: the 
kitchen has  been shut down for two days. we spoke to three 
employees who  said we were the first to tell  them about the roach 
that's were  found. that limited information, a  concern for others. 
>> call the exterminator. 

0:23 11/12/15 11:18p 
Health and 

Medical 

more than 100 women are now  suing over faulty birth control  
packaging that they say caused  them to get pregnant. the suit filed 
in philadelphia  is the latest to accuse  endo pharmaceutical of  
negligence. 

0:44 11/12/15 11:18p 
Health and 

Medical 

apparently, getting a flu  shot has residual benefits you  may not 
know about. researchers in canada say flu  shots can help fight off 
all  kinds of diseases later in life. mice that got flu vaccines early  in 
life were less likely to get  chronic illnesses as they aged. 

0:34 12/1/15 11:33p Housing 
well, there was a big  victory for more than a dozen  families in boil 
heights. tonight they're signing an  agreement that's going to allow  
them to stay in their  neighborhood. 

0:40 10/1/15 11:33p lifestyle 

a puppy now needs a new home. his nickname is chip, in honor  of 
the highway patrol officer  that was injured in the chase. the puppy 
was in the car while  the officer opened fire. the driver was caught 
in  fontana. 
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0:29 10/2/15 11:33p lifestyle 

well, if you have been to a  dodger game, you have heard her  
work. now she is planning her closing  act. \m \m dodger organ ist 
is retiring. a youthful 79, she said that  it's time to relax at her 
home. she still plans to take in a few dodger games.  

0:19 10/6/15 11:06p lifestyle 
a popular car club found a  new home tonight as hundreds of  
enthusiasts showed off their  ride at the palmdale parking  place. 
they moved out when police  threatened to bring in tow  trucks. 

0:21 10/6/15 11:33p lifestyle 

we feel safe in saying this  was a different kind of chase  tonight. 
this new video just in. this little pony was the subject  of a police 
pursuit in north  ridge, the officers used a  chopper to find and help 
stop  the pony. police are still looking for the  little pony's owner.   

0:46 10/8/15 11:33p lifestyle 

new tonight, remember that  french bull dog that chased away  
three bears from her yard over  the weekend? well, apparently the 
word didn't  spread. that's because a bear returned  to the same 
neighborhood. the bear did take a dip in the  swimming pool, 
casually climbed  into a tree and eventually  walked away. 

0:22 10/15/15 11:33p lifestyle 

a wild scene at a montana  high school, caught on camera. that's a 
bear. students and teachers got a  surprise when this uninvited  
visit dropped by. the bear took a stroll through  the halls, all the 
while school  was in session. classes went on as usual. 

0:33 10/19/15 11:09p lifestyle 

and new details tonight, a  jailer with the sheriff's  department can 
add hero to his  resume. he saved dozens of people  trapped in a 
burning bus. he was headed to work when he  saw the bus in 
flames.  

0:43 10/22/15 11:33p lifestyle 

the tournament of rose it's  has its royal court and tonight  the court 
has its queen. >> the 2016 rose queen is erica  karen winter. erica 
is a 17-year-old senior at  flintridge prepper to school. she lives in 
pasadena. colleen tells me she is a big  kings fan.  

0:52 10/28/15 11:16p lifestyle 

today a pure suit unlike  anything. military jets are scrambled to  
chase a 200 foot long runaway  blimp, a unmanned surveillance  
inflatable trailing a cable more  than a mile long. [ bleep ], [ bleep ]. 
>> as the blimp moved along it  was cutting some power lines to  
20,000 home and businesses  below. 

0:36 10/28/15 11:21p lifestyle 

a big thanks tonight and a  shout out to our viewers. on tuesday we 
told you about  extreme overcrowding at the east  valley animal 
shelter. tonight we are happy to report  40 dogs and cats found 
permanent  homes today. forever homes, many more  applications 
have been filed out  there as well. 

0:26 10/28/15 11:33p lifestyle 

talk about a big oops over  the 5 freeway. look at this photo posted 
on  reddit. it's been a long on going debate  over how people 
should pronounce  loss feliz. the misspelled sign has been  
replaced. 

0:24 10/30/15 11:08p lifestyle 
university officials don't  oppose a prank or maybe a crime  of 
opportunity because of  halloween, but someone has their  mascot 
and they want it back. 

0:20 10/30/15 11:17p lifestyle 

tomorrow if you plan to go  trick-or-treating in a costume  that 
requires wearing a mask,  beware because many businesses  
could keep you out. in a crime prevention move many  businesses 
are banning masks. 

0:27 10/30/15 11:20p lifestyle 

look at this fantastic halloween  costume and the fun part of this  is 
this is a teacher, ashley  gallagher at walnut. students there are 
learning all  about weather, and the drought  in california. that's the 
kind of feature i  never had. congratulations. you are one of the 
award winners  today. have a great weekend, guys. back to you. 
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0:55 10/30/15 11:33p lifestyle 

father mur eta has gained a  lot of attention worldwide after  the 
halloween costumes he has  made for his son went viral. let's see 
what ryan miller did  for his son jeremy. there it is. swrar my has 
spinal bifida, and  he is confined a wheelchair. 

0:27 11/2/15 11:33p lifestyle 
a san diego mother is under  fire for this video. she was out trick or 
treating  with her kids when she came to a  house, handing out full 
size  candy bars.  

0:17 11/4/15 11:33p lifestyle 
it is beginning to look a  lot like christmas. the tree was cut down in 
upstate  new york today. the tree will arrive in  manhattan on friday. 
the 83nd annual lighting  ceremony is all set for december  2nd.  

0:43 11/10/15 11:33p lifestyle 

you have to remember where  you put your jewelry, otherwise  you 
may just flush it down the  toilet. charissa walter put her  
engagement ring in a tissue  while she cleaned the bathroom. you 
know what happens next, she  flushes the toilet and moments  later 
a frantic woman is calling  for help.  

0:13 11/12/15 11:34p lifestyle 

and honors for these l.a.  city firefighters and paramedics  for their 
courage and bravery. they were honored with a medal  of honor 
and special  commendations. >> it could get white-knucklish  on 
the way to work. >> coming up next, "the tonight  show", starring 
jimmy fallon.  

0:31 11/13/15 11:05p lifestyle 

support for the people of  paris is swarming social media. many 
images calling for peace  and prayer. one post quotes from the 
koran  saying whoever kills an innocent  person, it is as if he has  
killed all of humanity. you can add your thoughts with  the hashtag 
pray for paris. with so many worried about loved  ones and friends 
in paris, those  in paris can say they are safe  allowing you to 
check on family  and friends.   

0:47 11/20/15 11:14p lifestyle 

police are looking for a good samaritan that helped two women  
inside a burning car. he along with seven others  pulled the women 
from a car that  was fully engulfed. it was a team effort. and if it 
wasn't for all the  people who were out there to  help, these two 
women wouldn't  be alive. white say he is doesn't  consider himself 
a hero.  

0:29 11/23/15 11:21p lifestyle 

only days away from one of the biggest shopping days of the year. 
lines are already backed up and forming outside some southern 
california stores. retailers like this one here, folks in montclair are 
camping out in front of a best buy in hopes they will score some 
best deals. 

0:25 11/23/15 11:33p lifestyle 

crowds are lining up and they #r camping -- crowds are lining up. 
they are stuffing bags with dressing and the fixings. the thousands 
will give a thanksgiving dinner. the turkey give away kicks off 
tomorrow morning at 8 a.m.  

2:59 11/25/15 11:06p lifestyle 

calls of support flooded in to  the newsroom after we broadcast  the 
story of a 4-year -old girl. here she is on our monitor. she was born 
without legs but  her custom wheelchair that is  used to get around 
was stolen. since we brought you that story  at 5:00, she has come 
to know  the kindness of strangers.  nbc 4 is live in santa ana with  
the gift that makes a huge  difference a little girl's life.   

0:38 11/26/15 11:17p lifestyle 

a mother is grateful this  thanksgiving after an out  pouring of 
generosity for her  4-year-old girl, she was born  without legs and 
depends on a  wheelchair made for her. it was stolen from her 
complex,  and so her charity donated  $10,000 to help replace the  
wheelchair.  
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0:16 11/26/15 11:33p lifestyle 

a thanks giving tradition  for thousands in l.a. volunteers cooked 
more than a  ton of giant turkey legs. 500 pounds of mashed 
potatoes  and 80 gallons of gravy. at the laugh factory, turkey  was 
served with a side of  comedy. the laugh factory has been  hosting 
these feasts for 36  years.  

0:14 11/26/15 11:33p lifestyle the laugh factory has been  hosting these feasts for 36  years. 

0:25 11/26/15 11:33p lifestyle 

here is something funny. we want to show you the video. these are 
officers dancing. caught on camera, you know why?  they got good 
news, they found  out that they were getting sent a thanksgiving 
feast.  

0:14 11/27/15 11:16p lifestyle 
a holiday spirit with a  dazzling display of lights. the l.a. zoo lights 
will be open  every night through january 3rd  except for christmas 
eve and  christmas day.  

0:16 11/27/15 11:32p lifestyle 
time for the hollywood  christmas parade. comedians penn and 
teller will  be grand marshals this sunday. the u-shaped three-mile 
route  goes along hollywood boulevard,  sunset and orange.  

0:24 11/30/15 11:20p lifestyle 

and two vans and a car, it  almost looks like they're  levitating and 
then they fall to  the ground. this is from china. turns out a steel 
cable got  caught up in a street swiper  which created a trip wire 
and  sent them airborne.  

0:18 11/30/15 11:33p lifestyle 
santa lit the christmas tree  downtown. and the all american boy's 
choir  recently pictured in the special  "a charley brown christmas"  
performed as well.  

0:36 12/1/15 11:14p lifestyle 
a new planned parenthood  clinic opened in west hollywood  under 
extra security. county wide, we're told they get  about 2,000 phone 
calls and  about 1,000 walk in visitors a  day.  

0:32 12/1/15 11:20p lifestyle 
dash camera captures a  police officer's close encounter  with a 
dear. and want to give you a heads up  the video may be graph frk 
some  of our viewers. this is in kent county,  kentucky.  

0:28 12/10/15 11:33p lifestyle 
a girl gets a specially  designed wheelchair and  returned. she 
opened a few presents before  the police officers association  
handed the family a check for  over $28,000.  

0:33 12/14/15 11:33p lifestyle 

this story has a happy  ending, a little kitten has a  big following on 
social media  after a rescue that took  metaphor than 28 hours. 
new video shows the kitten stuck in a pipe in a parking lot. a 
plumbing company was called in and document today rescue, a  
post that has followers as far  as florida, around 10:30, the  kitten 
was pulled out and one of the rescuers took him home.  

0:45 12/18/15 11:33p lifestyle 
a woman in washington state  is sharing the force after  buying 
hundreds of tickets for  "star wars" and gave them away. 

0:44 12/21/15 11:33p lifestyle 

two lapd  officers made christmas merry  for a veteran in venice. 
they were first called last  friday to conduct a welfare  check on 94-
year-old herman  perry. it turned out he was fine and  the officers 
went on their way. later on, the two officers  realized mr. perry had 
no  christmas tree in his apartment,  so they decided to get him 
one. 

0:27 12/22/15 11:14p lifestyle 
a surfer gets face to face  with a shark and comes away with  quite 
a story.  i was actually my face was on  the surfboard, that close.  

0:22 12/22/15 11:19p lifestyle 

a coyote slips flow a  terminal in south carolina. cameras capture 
the coyote  running wild inside leaping over  carousels and the 
baggage claim  area. animal control finally trap the  coyote near the 
tsa checkpoint 

0:37 12/22/15 11:33p lifestyle 
and an nba star and comedian  teaming up and playing santa to  
spread some holiday cheer today. chris and kevin hart stop odd by  
target in culver city where they  took 300 children shopping.  
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0:38 12/23/15 11:33p lifestyle 

for one moment today the  terror attack that killed 14  people in san 
bernardino is not  what two young boys thought  about thanks to 
the rialto fire  and police department,  12-year-old colin and  12-
year-old ethan were treated  to a shopping spree for the  holiday 

0:39 12/24/15 11:16p lifestyle 

the l.a. mission as always  is bringing holiday cheer to the  
homeless on skid row. thousands of families were  treated today to 
a christmas  meal and plenty of christmas  spirit. \m want to wish 
you a merry  christmas \m song, food and toys for the  youngsters 
in abundance today. one young woman says she has  lived her 
whole life on skid row  and credits the mission with  helping her 
turn her life  around.   

0:19 12/24/15 11:33p lifestyle 

new tonight, a christmas eve  delivery. a baby born at a circle k 
store  in moreno valley. the father is cutting the  umbilical cord. the 
firefighters helped to  deliver the boy and later joined  the family at 
the hospital for a  photo. mom and baby are doing fine  tonight. 

0:19 12/24/15 11:33p lifestyle 
taking a trip is old saint  nick's. his busy night continues. a live look 
at the santa  tracker. it looks like santa is over  canada. he's now 
delivered well over 6  billion gifts. i hope he stops here!  

1:59 12/25/15 11:05p lifestyle 
christmas that a family will never forget. they had to pull into a gas  
station to give birth to the  baby boy. here's how their unforgettable  
christmas unfolded.   

0:34 12/25/15 11:08p lifestyle 

an organization called  operation warm wishes provided  families 
with a pancake  breakfast buffet, toys and  presents for homeless 
children,  and even free laundry and dry  cleaning services for 
families 

1:51 12/25/15 11:12p lifestyle 
every sunday we show the  connections and acts of kindness of 
southern californians. we have a look back at some of  our favorite 
stories this year.   

0:48 12/28/15 11:33p lifestyle 

the countdown has  begun, just four days until the  rose parade 
and the bowl game.  and the tribute to the man  they always call 
mr. rose  parade. raul rodriguez, the mastermind  of the past 38 
years, always  part of the floats. he rode on a lot of the floats  he 
designed. he died earlier this year and  was honored as part of the  
kickoff to the first-ever  festival.  

2:24 12/24/15 11:06p poverty 

new tonight a home for the  homeless. a church in highland park is  
opening its doors and rolling  out sleeping bags on new year's  eve. 
they're providing shelter from  the cold.  reporter: adrian, tonight  
inside of this church those who  have found themselves without a  
home, without a bed, without a  family are finding warmth and  
comfort sleeping on the pews 

0:20 12/24/15 11:09p religion 
final preparations for the  christmas midnight mass at the  cathedral 
of our lady of the  angels. a crowd turned out earlier for  the 
christmas eve mass. 

0:34 12/25/15 11:07p religion 
a special christmas visit  for inmates this holiday. gomez held a 
mass at a central  jail in downtown l.a. today. it allows inmates to 
participate in the holiday ceremony despite  their sentence.   

0:38 10/5/15 11:21p safety 

thank you. you might want to hold off on a  that bowl of cheerios. 
general mills has issued a  recall after some of the boxes  labelled 
gluten free were not. the recall effects honeynut  cheerios july 12th, 
2016 and  july 25th, 2016 and cheerios  july through july 2016.  

0:21 10/7/15 11:16p safety 
beach goers warned not to go  in the water. there could be run off 
that  could possibly make you sick. they issued an advisory for all  
los angeles county beaches  through friday morning.  
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0:18 10/7/15 11:20p safety 

long beach health officials now  confirm an elderly man has died  
from west nile. mosquitos carry the disease. they tell you to drain 
any  standing water to reduce your  risk of being exposed to the  
virus.  

0:33 10/8/15 11:07p safety 

popular beaches are closed  after a shark siting in orange  county. 
the waters off surf side and  sunset beach as well as cheekau  
beach, after a surfer reporting  seeing 10 foot shark in the  water. 
they say the water seemed be to  acting aggressively. 

0:22 10/8/15 11:08p safety 

students can expect to see  stepped up security on campus  
because of possible threats. the school district doctor'sed  the 
threat, it reads there, was  some graffiti in the restroom,ed  a 
ministrators say they do not  believe the threat is credible  but are 
taking precautions.  

0:30 10/9/15 11:18p safety 

orange county beaches back  open again tonight one day after a 
shark sighting sends everyone  to dry land.  police were warned to 
stay out  of the waters at surf side and  sunset yesterday.  that's 
after a sighting of a ten foot shark about 60 yards  offshore. 

0:20 10/13/15 11:34p safety 

october is domestic violence  awareness month. nbc4 and 
telemundo 52 together  held a phone bank this evening  to help 
provide help and  resources and we received  several hundred 
calls. 

0:23 10/21/15 11:10p safety 
a warning about candy that  could be laced with extisy with  the 
words nintendo on it or  superman s. police urge parents to throw 
out anything that looks questionable on halloween.  

0:31 10/21/15 11:17p safety 

new tonight moreno valley  residents got a crash course  
premiuming for what is coming. the city is prone to flooding so 
police and fire planned their  action how they will respond  when 
rains hit.  >> i found the information  useful knowing the city has 
sand bags readily available at fire  stations is a very helpful tool. 

0:49 10/23/15 11:15p safety 

new at 11:00 as you get  ready for halloween next week  this. has 
to do with contact len  lenses that can cause eye damage  even 
blindness. ten southern california  businesses have been charged  
with illegally selling cosmetic  contacts without prescriptions. many 
of them are contaminated  with dangerous pathogens that  can 
cause infection. 

0:26 10/23/15 11:33p safety 
dangerous pills that look  like xanax. there is a warning that says  
they could be fake. look at this. can you tell which is real and  
which is the fake? the real one is on the left  side. 

0:43 10/27/15 11:09p safety 

a warning for pet owners in  big bear. someone might be poisoning 
dogs  with anti-freeze there. police say dogs will eat the  anti-freeze 
because it had  something of a sweet taste. one woman says her 
german  shepard puppy suddenly became  sick and died a day 
later.  

0:23 10/28/15 11:14p safety 

for someone with an allergy,  anneny pen or a similar  injection can 
mean the  difference between life and  death. tonight sanofi is 
recalling  hundreds of thousands of  injectionors because they may  
not deliver the right dosage. 

0:44 11/2/15 11:08p safety 

and health officials working  on a plan to fight a mosquito. they 
updated neighbors about the  nation tiger mosquito. the experts 
say they have the  potential to transmit exotic  diseases like yellow 
fever and  they are more aggressive. 

0:45 11/2/15 11:08p safety 
e. coli is not to be taken  lightly. thousands of pounds of ground  
beef are being recalled. usda flagged some 167,000  pounds, all of 
the beef comes  from omaha from american beef.  
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0:27 11/3/15 11:15p safety 
warning if you had crab on  the men to. warning people to avoid 
crabs  caught between the oregon  border. high levels of acid were 
found  in grabs. the acid is a toxin. symptoms, vomiting. 

0:29 11/3/15 11:15p safety 

new developments in the  e.coli outbreak at chipotle  closed 43 
restaurants in oregon  and washington state. mostly in portland and 
seattle. the difficult process of  locating the supplier, who  
distributed the tainted produce  where they think it came from. that 
is under way right now.  

0:17 11/9/15 11:22p safety 

a warning about the toxic  risk of cooking with vegetable  oil. 
heating vegetable oil releases  chemicals related to cancer,  heart 
disease and dementia. frying foods in olive oil,  butter or lard is 
healthier.  

0:25 11/12/15 11:33p safety 
kids for generation have  been playing with this soup. campbell's is 
recalling  spaghettios. there is a risk that small  children could 
choke on plastic  found in the can. recalled are 14 ounce cans.  

0:33 11/13/15 11:05p safety 

the paris attack prompted an  alert from the los angeles  county 
sheriff's department. deputies say there is no  specific threat but 
encouraging  people to report any kind of  suspicious activity. here 
is a live picture from  staples center where additional  security was 
in place for  tonight's concert for justin  bieber. extra patrols will 
remain for  the clippers and lakers game and  you'll notice extra 
security at  the grove for the tree lighting  ceremony.   

0:44 11/13/15 11:33p safety 

just how concerned should we  be? we put that question to a  30-
year veteran to the l.a.p.d.  and swat and expert in tactical  training.  
>> the problem is it's sporadic. what we need to do is step up to  
the plate. everyone here has to up their  game.  >> will it happen 
here? 

0:28 11/19/15 11:08p safety 

tonight hundreds of police  officers rushed to places like  the los 
angeles memorial  coliseum as part of a counter  terrorism drill 
designed to  engage response time. helicopters in the air, armed  
officers on the ground, tonight  the lapd emphasized dealing with  
simultaneous attacks at  different locations similar to  what we saw 
in paris this week.  

2:01 11/20/15 11:06p safety 

it's been week since  residents complained about a  smell making 
them sick. beverly white is live where  southern california gas has 
been  ordered now to relocate  residents. beverly? well, chuck, the 
locals  complained that the chemical  additives lingered even after  
the natural gas floats away. so tonight, socal gas is taking  steps to 
separate the citizens  from the smells.   

0:26 11/20/15 11:16p safety 
this is a first of its kind  announce. of tesla motors. they're recalling 
the entire  fleet because the seat belt in  the car could disconnect. 
that's about 90,000 vehicles  worldwide. 

0:25 11/20/15 11:16p safety 
the e. coli outbreak has  spread beyond oregon and  washington at 
this point. right now, 45 people in six  states, including california,  
have become sick. 

0:20 11/24/15 11:33p safety 
if you shop at costco, e. coli  has been linked to the chicken  salad, 
they say just toss it out if you have purchased it. they have ended 
making and  selling the chicken salad.  

0:31 11/25/15 11:18p safety 

new at 11:00, the kissing  bug, a potentially deadly insect  made its 
way to california  according to the centers for  disease control. now 
the blood-sucking bug  attacks humans and pets biting  them on 
the lip. that's how it got its name or  around your eye, which can be  
extremely dangerous. 

0:22 11/26/15 11:16p safety 

well, tonight a northern  california farm is recalling a  vegetable. it's 
the celery and onion mix  that is believed to be the  source of the 
bacteria. that mix comes from taylor farm, in the san francisco east 
bay  area. 
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0:30 12/1/15 11:16p safety 

and we have new details in  that e.coli scare. the problem is 
contaminated  celery from a company in central  california. it 
include 155,000 items sold at  costco, subway and walmart. 19 
people have been sickenened  so far. 

0:19 12/8/15 11:07p safety 

happening now, the air forces  searching for two men from  
afghanistan who have been  training in georgia. the men never 
showed up for a  training session. they have been in the u.s. for  
more than a year and broke a  screen before they arrived here.  

0:47 12/8/15 11:13p safety 

we are getting our first look  at the gas leak causing odors  and 
health problems from a  facility in aliso canyon. it's invisible, but 
this is from  an infrared camera and the dark  purple represents the 
gas in the  air. the attorneys are suing the gas  company on behalf 
of the  community meeting.  

0:40 12/8/15 11:17p safety 
pacific high school at center  of a tuberculosis scare. one person 
tested positive for  tb. the case was discovered in  oxnard, but one 
parent who has a  son at the school said he is not  worried.  

0:18 12/8/15 11:33p safety 

another hit for chipotle. college students said they got  sick after 
eating at the  restaurant. chipotle said it's norovirus and  not e coli. 
they closed down with an  inspection revealed violations  with the 
temperature of cooked  chicken.  

0:49 12/9/15 11:10p safety 
environmental activist erin  brockvich is trying to help the  residents 
living with the gas  leak problem in a liso canyon. she addressed a 
crowd in porter  ranch. fumes from the leak are making  them sick.  

0:22 12/9/15 11:18p safety 
right now an outbreak of the  norro virus. at chapman university, 
they want  to make sure it doesn't spread. there eight confirmed 
cases of  the stomach virus. four dozen more showing  symptoms.  

0:32 12/10/15 11:10p safety 

new developments in the  massive gas leak in porter  ranch. they 
are banning all flights  below 2,000 feet over the gas  leak area. 
they are worried it could be  ignited from the engine of a  passing 
plane.  

0:31 12/10/15 11:33p safety 

hover board are making the  hot holiday gift, but airports  and 
airlines and an online  retailers is banning them. a hover board is 
catching fire  in the mall there. the federal safety regulators  are 
looking into several fires  possibly sparked by the lithium  battery.  

0:51 12/11/15 11:17p safety 

parents are concerned about  a gas leak and i pulling their  children 
out of school at porter  ranch school. many of the parents 
demanded  that the school district  relocate students away from the  
gas leak in the northwest san  fernando valley.  

5:25 12/14/15 11:12p safety 

an nbc 4 found a big  development in the walk of our  reports. we 
revealed how a nuclear and rocket test site could threaten  the 
health of thousands in  california. we have the story. joel? some of 
the areas leaders  have signed these letters,  calling on the state to 
make  sure that the santa susana field lab is fully cleaned up 
without  delay. it's a place that some people  believe is literally 
killing  them.  

0:32 12/16/15 11:07p safety 

nearly 2,000 students and  their parents are going to find  out 
tomorrow if they have to  switch schools mid year. the l.a. unified 
school district  board is going to vote on  whether to relocate 
students in  the porto ranch area. the porto ranch community 
school  is about two miles from the  storage facility where 
neighbors  say the leak has been a health  hazard since late 
october. 
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0:24 12/16/15 11:33p safety 

beware of exploding bottles. that's a warning from trader  joe's 
tonight, the grocery store  recalling a soft drink, pulling  the triple 
ginger brew from all  store shelves after getting  several reports 
and complaints  that the glass bottles are  suddenly exploding.  

0:38 12/17/15 11:09p safety 

the frustration continuesed  at a porter ranch town hall  meeting 
over a gas leak from a  storage well in the canyon. a leak that's 
been going on for  months now. a woman who survived the  
chernobyl accident nearly 30  years ago said she came to  america 
to avoid this.  

0:24 12/17/15 11:17p safety 
uniformed police officers are  patrolling the entrance to  disneyland. 
there are random screenings of  metal detectors. they plan to add 
bomb sniffing  dogs. 

0:24 12/21/15 11:16p safety 

the cdc is investigating more  cases of e. coli linked to  mexican 
restaurant chain  chipotle, but it's unclear if  these new cases are 
connected to  the outbreak that started in  october. so far, five 
people have become  sick in this new outbreak in  kansas, north 
dakota, and  oklahoma.  

0:25 12/21/15 11:16p safety 

a holiday candy warning for  anyone who suffers from food  
allergies. mars is voluntarily recalling  its dove chocolate 
snowflakes  after a customer found a  snickers inside one bag. the 
concern is thousands of  other bags may contain nuts,  wheat, and 
eggs.  

0:39 12/24/15 11:09p safety 

a holiday dilemma for  thousands of families because of  the 
massive natural gas leak. for than 2,000 families are out  of their 
homes. hotels are booked solid. that means dealing with the  
fumes and installing air  scrubbers to make the situation  a little 
more bearable. 

0:23 12/25/15 11:15p safety 
sidewalks along the las  vegas strip have pedestrian  bridges, but a 
woman drove her  car into a crowd of people on  sunday, some say 
more needs to  be done.  

0:21 10/5/15 11:03p severe weather 

all right. thank you, kim. heavy rain, flooding and a lot  of hail had 
quite a punch in  southern california today as  thilarge storm 
system moved  through our area. this is in temple city where an  
entire cul-de-sac is under  water. 

0:58 10/5/15 11:04p severe weather 

here is a six-hour doppler  loop that shows you thinks have  slowed 
down. we had trouble spots today. a funnel cloud, you may have  
seen the picture, nine miles  southeast of san pedro. and a right at 
the mountain of  the deserts. 

0:38 10/8/15 11:07p severe weather 

some of these communities  were 18 degrees warmer than  
yesterday. some hitting triple digits,  others close. a heat advisory, 
10:00 tomorrow  morning. through 8:00. the santa ana mountains 
and the  valleys of san bernardino  county. they could go niev to 
103. and have to check on the elderly  and be mindful of your pets  
tomorrow. 

1:09 10/9/15 11:02p severe weather 

and we have breaking news out of west l.a.  our heat wave causing 
power  problems for thousands of  people.  people dining in the 
dark,  police directing traffic and  some of you without power  
perhaps watching us on the nbc  l.a. app.  >> reporter: a large 
swath of  west l.a. without power this  evening.  at one point 
upwards of 10,000  without power.  

0:56 10/9/15 11:03p severe weather 

meantime hundreds of  thousands of fans are bracing  for the heat 
at two of the  biggest games in town.  the dodgers versus the mets 
and  usa versus mexico.  meteorologist anthony yanez is  tracking 
the heat wave.  >> this afternoon was absolutely brutal.   
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1:44 10/14/15 11:00p severe weather 

a lightning alert. dozens of strikes and rain out  there. we are 
tracking a storm moving  through the area. as you can see, it's 
coming  down pretty hard there. chris coleman is tracking  this 
monsoon-like condition. fritz?  

2:32 10/15/15 11:00p severe weather 

strong showers send mud  rushing down mountains,  stranding 
hundreds of drivers,  closing roads and shut downing  the 5 
freeway. >> we have team coverage on the  closures and the 
cleanup. we begin with jane yamamoto and  the massive, massive 
mess on  i-5. jane? >> cars and trucks are being  pulled out 
tonight. take a look behind me. we are overlooking caltran's  night 
operations on the  southbound side of interstate 5. bulldozers 
clearing away mud on  the roadway. because of all of this, a  
section of the grapevine shut  down in both directions on the  5. 

2:11 10/15/15 11:03p severe weather 

take a look. scenes like this of disastrous,  biblical weather playing 
out in  neighborhoods and roads of the  lake elizabeth and lake 
hughes  area. patrick healy for us. >> reporter: one of the vehicles 
that is stuck, the water and mud refusing to relinquish their  hold 
after the flash flooding. tonight, the daunting task of  moving the 
mountains of mud and  rivers of runoff, unleashed by  flash 
flooding, the life, which  this end of the antelope valley  has not 
endured in years. jodi harris, trying to get to  the stables where his 
horses are boarded, but now overrun with  mud. 

0:34 10/15/15 11:05p severe weather 

coming to the rescue, a good samaritan in a camouflaged  truck. a 
handful of students were  dropped at a school. the driver picked up 
12 children and gave them a ride to their  parents, waiting on the 
other  side of the road. >> i have an opportunity to help people out. 
i love to do it. they're all going to come here  and pick up their kids 
and give  me a hug. and i'm going to be happy.  

1:13 10/15/15 11:05p severe weather 

fritz coleman joins us with more on today's flash floods and  
another possible threat. fritz? >> we're still active tonight in some 
spots but well out in the  high desert. 29 palms, yak cavalli 
northward. this is a wide sweeping flood  advisory. flooding is 
possible. and the lands between the 15 and the 40. look at some of 
the trouble  spots we experienced earlier  today. 

0:46 10/15/15 11:07p severe weather 

incredible videos and pictures,  thanks to you, our nbc 4  viewers.  
this video is from today's  storm, thanks to a viewer  capturing cell 
phone video. it's coming down so hard. it almost looks like a  
snowstorm.  

2:00 10/16/15 11:00p severe weather 

now at 11:00, removing tons  of mud and digging out after mud  
slides shut down free ways,  trapped vehicles and swept  through 
neighborhoods.  >> some evacuations at elizabeth  lake have just 
been liftd. >> mounds have been moved  300,000 cubic yards of 
mud,  enough moved, just three hours  ago residents who left got 
the  green light to return.  >> tonight not enough progress  to bring 
down the road block. 

0:32 10/19/15 11:02p severe weather 

skies turned dark in a hurry. and a downpour. this man walked us 
through what  was of left of his basement. right here, everything is  
turned to the side. and right here, a -- the desk  over here is turned 
over.  

0:56 10/19/15 11:03p severe weather 

i'm not surprised they were  scared. it was a really odd and intense  
bit of moisture that went from  glendale to downtown los  angeles, 
and all the way to the  l.a. harbor. let go in closer. let's look at the 
amount of rain that fell between 4:30 and 5:00, almost an inch in a 
half hour.  
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1:25 10/22/15 11:02p severe weather 

hurricane patricia has  strengthened into a potentially  cat 5 storm. 
it is taking aim at mexico's  pacific coast and tourist  magnets like 
apart vallarta. fritz is here tracking the storm  for us. >> this is a 
nasty storm. about 200 miles west of the  mexican coastline. this 
thing has ganlds about 25  miles in strength over the last  couple 
hours now.  

0:19 10/22/15 11:18p severe weather 
usually when it loses its  central, we often get the  residual 
moisture that rides up. a little early to tell if that  will happen. we're 
not picking it yet. 

1:23 10/23/15 11:00p severe weather 

hurricane patricia makes  land fall, slamming to mexico's  pacific 
coast with winds and  rainfall that have the potential  to create life 
threatening flash  floods.  >> for most of the day, this was  the 
strongest hurricane ever  recorded. tonight it is weakened but still  
a powerful rainmaker. let's go to chris goldman for  the latest >> in 
the last five minutes  weakened even further. still a powerful storm. 
let's look at now a category two  storms, just issued by the  national 
weather service.  

2:12 10/23/15 11:02p severe weather 

hurricane patricia is also  creating a sense of uncertainty  tonight 
for families here in  southern california with loved  ones in mexico. 
and social media has been one  way to get through. nbc 4's jane 
yam moto is live  for us at lsx where many flights  into and out of 
mexico are  canceled. jane.  >> reporter: that's right. all the flights 
in and out of  puerta vallarta canceled, three  airports directly in the 
path of  the hurricane. and a 27-year-old with a  southern california 
connection  documenting those dangerous  conditions. 

0:37 10/23/15 11:04p severe weather 

you can hear the you will  howing winds from this cell  phone 
footage shot by a family  member of a telemundo anchor. tonight 
the family says they are  not seeing severe damage but at  sunrise 
it would be much  different. 

1:13 10/23/15 11:04p severe weather 

 nbc 4's gadi  schwartz is in mexico. in just a few hours he will be  
making his way to the coast.  >> reporter: it looks like we  are 
staying in mexico city  tonight. our taxi driver got a text  message 
from the president of  mexico that says hurricane  patricia is now 
making land  fall. they are saying that 15,000  people have been 
evacuated. and they are saying everyone  needs to leave that 
area,  everybody here in mexico getting  that on their phones. 

1:02 10/23/15 11:06p severe weather 

we have a team of reporters  covering this hurricane. nbc's 4 
mccullom medina is also  in mexico city with more on the  storm 
and the government's use  of social media in the evident  to save 
lives.  >> reporter: the winds are  beginning to pick up here in  
mexico city, the effects of the  hurricane. but the real impact is right 
on  the coast. look at this video coming to us  from colima one of 
the port  cities on the western coast of  mexico being hit extremely 
hard  by the hurricane. 

1:57 10/27/15 11:02p severe weather 

coastal communities are  brycing for unusually high tides  and surf 
right now. crews are out there hard at work  putting up sandbags 
up and down  the coast from l.a. to orange  county. we have more 
from seal beach.  >> reporter: we have been  talking with people 
here in seal  beach. they tell us about their  concerns but most not 
concerned  enough to pick up sandbags for  their homes what 
everybody is  talking about is this large berm  being built right now. 
they hope it's enough to broke  author homes. the full moon over 
seal beach  shines bright on tonight's  pounding waves.  
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1:06 10/27/15 11:04p severe weather 

what's causing this.  >> fritz coleman is tracking  conditions for. 
fritz, when do you think we are  going to see the worst of it.  >> the 
worst will be during high  tides for the next several  mornings. s that 
combination of spring  tides and a northwest swell. spring tide 
happens when the  pull of the sun on one side of  the earth and the 
pull of the  moon on the other cause as tidal  bulling. 

2:11 10/29/15 11:00p severe weather 

dangerous winds are picking  up concerns about wildfires. we have 
a red flag warning to  tell you about. >> fritz coleman is in the  
weather center. first, robert kovacik? >> reporter: a very unique  
problem, colleen and chuck. you mentioned wind driven  wildfires 
hour. about a wind driven house fire? that's what the los angeles 
fire  department tells nbc 4 they had  to deal with tonight. there was 
a fire inside of this  home. the windows popped out due to  the 
intensity of the blaze. 

0:52 10/29/15 11:02p severe weather 

we see the american flag waeg in  the wind. fritz is tracking the 
wind. >> we clocked the gusts over the  last three hours. 30 to 40 
miles an hour. we were peaking at  73-mile-an-hour gusts. we have 
a red flag warning that  will last until 6:00 in the  evening. in the 
mountains of l.a. county  alone, including the santa  monicas, we 
have a high wind  warning through noonl. friday already in effect. 
these are gusts northeast on  southwest. 60 miles an hour. the 
downed trees or power lines. we've seen it already. how windy will 
it get? what about the warm temperatures  for halloween? we'll 
have all that for you.  

1:03 11/2/15 11:00p severe weather 

wind, rain, and snow. and temperatures take a real  plunge. it's the 
first cold storm of the  season here in southern  california. the radar 
still green out  there tonight. we have a team tracking where  the 
rain is headed. let's start in the weather  center. all right. the bulk of 
this moisture from  this relatively dry frontal  system has done work. 
there's a smattering around. along coastal orange county,  
probably south of san joaquin  hills, a little bit of action. 

1:27 11/2/15 11:01p severe weather 

and we've been keeping up with  the wind and the rain tonight. 
we're now in pasadena where wind  advisories are in effect through  
most of the night. that's right. here in pasadena we saw wind  gusts 
as high as 39 miles per  hour. it's starting to feel like  winter is on 
the way. and look at this video shot  coming down big bear.  

0:13 11/2/15 11:02p severe weather 
we've been seeing a lot of  rain here. snow is a headliner in 
northern  california. some of the folks in lake tahoe  expecting more 
than a foot of  snow in parts of the sierra  through the night 

0:30 11/3/15 11:00p severe weather 

rain. lightning. snow. we have seen it all in southern  california to. 
night the temperatures drop low  enough to put us on freeze  
watch. we also saw some record  rainfall today. and enough snow 
to open at least  some resorts in the state early. the real show in 
the form of  all that lightning today. this is time-lapse video sent in  
by an nbc 4 viewer. more strikes lit up the sky at  the coast of 
huntington beach.  

1:19 11/3/15 11:00p severe weather 

five-hour doppler loop. all started 2:00. lumbering north to south. so 
slowly at 10 miles an hour. that a lot of areas had a lot of  action for 
a big period of time. what we are looking at? west of san diego. 
most of the action. half inch hail in the purple. 2 3/4 inch rainfall 
falling per  hour. heck of a rate.  
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0:33 11/16/15 11:00p severe weather 

dangerous winds and trees  down, power knocked out and  
thousands are still in the dark  on a very cold night. a lot going on 
and tracking  two weather warnings for us. fritz? they clocked on 
the last  three hours and not as gusty,  but they are beefing back 
up. 51 at catalina airport. past the i-5 corridor. it's a wind area that 
is always  bad west of the 5 on the ventura  county border. 86 
miles an hour. over the last three hours and 91  miles an hour 
earlier today.  

1:43 11/16/15 11:00p severe weather 

gusty winds knocked down this  large tree in studio city  blocking a 
street there. crews are working to clean up  the mess.  gadi 
schwartz is live in  studio city where wind has made  a mess of 
things. this is the middle of a  residential street. the 75 foot tree 
toppled over  and you have to be careful where  you park your car. 
trees and branches like this are  falling all over l.a. tonight palm 
branches line  sidewalks and streets.  

1:04 12/9/15 11:01p severe weather 

there is a fog advisory that  runs from l.a. to orange county. this is 
video out of costa mesa. the fog delaying flights in and  out of lax. 
john wane, santa monica and long  beach airports. fritz is here with 
more.  

0:17 12/10/15 11:17p severe weather 

take a look at this. fresh snow in the sierra. here's a look at 
truckee. hotels in the area say thanks to  a lot of snow this year, 
they  are seeing an increase in  reservations. they are almost sold 
out for the  christmas and new year holidays. 

0:37 12/11/15 11:01p severe weather 

we have breaking news right  now. you are looking at it. the large 
dark area. because of the wind and a power  outage in rosemead.  
reporter: a huge neighborhood  completely in the dark at this  hour, 
this is a portion of  rosemead, between san gabriel,  the entire 
neighborhood is  completely blocked out. the little lights you do see 
are  cars moving around, getting no  electricity here, about 5,000  
edison customers affected by  this power blackout.  

0:15 12/11/15 11:02p severe weather 

those high  winds are making for dangerous  driving conditions 
tonight. strong winds bringing down this  large tree in altadena, 
crews  removed this tree but it is an  example of what to watch out 
for  the winds. 

0:08 12/11/15 11:02p severe weather 
and more strong gusts, here  in apple valley you see the wind  
whipping around the trees and  the flag is out there, as well.   

2:00 12/11/15 11:02p severe weather 

and today's heavy surf is  really only the beginning,  southern 
california with high  surf advisory. monster waves peaking at 13 
feet  in some areas. jane yamamoto is live, with rip  tides and a lot 
of potential  problems.  reporter: chuck, that is  right. dangerous 
conditions out here  tonight just within the past  hour high tide 
rolled in. and people who have lived here  for years say they have 
not seen  waves this big in a long time. huge waves crashing 
against the  pier tonight.   

0:43 12/21/15 11:00p severe weather 

now at 11:00, a winter storm  blasts cold and wet weather  across 
southern california  tonight. the rain just getting started as  it moves 
in. let's go right to fritz  coleman. he is tracking the storm. guys, this 
is not the only  chance for rain we're going to  have this weekend. 
so far it's misting and light  rain breaking out, sort of  prefrontal 
rain. up into the i.e., we're starting  to see snow levels centered  
about 5,000 feet.  
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1:30 12/21/15 11:01p severe weather 

from the valley to the coast,  the wet weather is soaking  
neighborhoods. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is live in  long beach. 
reporter: we've seen that  heavy drizzle giving way to rain  all along 
the coast from here in  long beach, clear out to the  valley. a dreary 
drive down the 101 as  bands of rain soak woodland  hills. this first 
night of winter, not  a great evening for a bike ride. but in the 
parking lots of the  san fernando valley, those who  checked the 
weather forecast  before heading out knew what to  grab.  

0:15 12/21/15 11:17p severe weather 
the storms that have brought  the rain here made for some  snowy 
conditions up north. take a look. there were spinouts and crashes  
across three interstates near  lake tahoe.  

1:40 12/22/15 11:02p severe weather 

tonight a second storm is on  its way but the story right now  high 
winds and chilly  temperatures. nbc4 jane yamamoto is in  
palmdale.  the wind still kicking up  here tonight. nbc4's weather 
team says it will  be one of the coldest and  windiest locations in 
l.a.  county tonight. palm trees getting a blast  strong gusty winds 
tonight.  

0:37 12/23/15 11:02p severe weather 

we turn our attention to  deadly and extreme weather where  at 
least seven people are killed  as storms rip through the south  and 
the midwest. now we're going to show you one  of a series of 
powerful tornados  and this one in mississippi and  that semi under 
the overpass  there no match for the twister. 14 tornadoes touched 
down  tonights as four people lose  their lives in mississippi. 

0:25 12/24/15 11:03p severe weather 

new video, a tornado forming  in the sky before ripping  through 
parts of northern  california. take a look. the tornado touching down 
in  folsom. it knocked down trees and  partially tore roofs off 
houses. the national weather service is  investigating a second 
tornado  that may have formed. 

1:28 12/25/15 11:00p severe weather 

a cold and windy christmas  night. strong winds whipping across  
southern california forcing  everyone to bundle up.  tracking the low  
temperatures, and the wind. but we begin with the people  outside 
coping with the weather. reporter: if there was ever a night to be 
inside where it's  warm, it would be tonight. both the lakers and ice 
skating, huge draws for crowds out  braving the cold. the frosty 
temperatures had  people bundled up before heading into the 
staples center.   

0:25 12/25/15 11:05p severe weather 

severe weather continues  across the south. a tornado touches 
down in  alabama. the powerful funnel hit parts of birmingham. 
authorities say several homes  are destroyed, but the number of 
people displaced is unclear. 

0:23 12/28/15 11:02p severe weather 

another  very cold night across southern  california. this is video 
from the palmdale  area where the temperature is  near freezing. 
and it could actually dip below  that in the next few hours. in 
hisperia, you have freezing  temperatures.   

0:22 10/22/15 11:17p technology 

facebook has a knew warning  for you. they will now alert you when  
your account has been used for  actors. basically, criminals from 
other  countries working to steal your  information. here's what it 
looks like. and it promise you to change  your password. 

0:20 10/30/15 11:17p technology 

the next 24 hours a large  asteroid will pass earth. of course, on 
halloween. nasa is calling it the great  pumpkin. it's about 300,000 
miles away  from earth, which is slightly  further out than the moon. 
scientists say that's pretty  close, but not close enough for  you to 
see without a telescope.  
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0:17 11/23/15 11:17p technology 
a warning from dell about a security hole in the recently shipped 
laptops that could make it easier for hackers to access private 
data. dell has not said how many computers are affected here. 

0:29 11/27/15 11:15p technology 

a rocket has been found off  the coast of great britain. the rocket 
from hawthorne base  corporation blew up after lift  off from cape 
canaveral. a chunk of debris was spotted  near a group of island off  
britain's far southwestern  coast.  

0:49 12/11/15 11:18p technology 

you probably heard of  the popular music app shazzam,  and now 
that same app is working  to track earthquakes. they are trying to 
detect  microquakes by matching them  with patterns that are 
already  in the data base, pretty much  like shazam does with 
music. microquakes pretty much go  undetected because they 
don't  register on the charts.  

0:29 12/21/15 11:08p technology 
they're celebrating. the fourth time was a charm for  spacex. the 
company successfully landed  a rocket upright on earth  tonight. 
spacex launched the rocket  carrying 11 satellites into  space.  

2:03 12/22/15 11:00p technology 

breaking news. a mystery fireball now  confirmed. it's part of a 
russian rocket  streaking across l.a. skies.  just moments ago, we 
found  this video on nasa's website of  what could be that russian  
rocket, it's the only one  launched yesterday from  kazakhstan 
headed to the  international space station.  within the hour, the  
strategic air command confirms  to us the fireball in the sky  tonight 
is part of a russian  rocket launched monday.   

0:24 10/5/15 11:05p Transportation 
homes in the dark and nav  grating intersections with no  lights. left 
in the dark from a storm  related power outage. news chopper four 
spotting  drivers on some very dark  streets. 

0:34 10/5/15 11:33p Transportation 
we have new information  tonight on the american airlines  pilot 
who died during a late  night flight, 57-year-old  captain michael 
johnson had been  flying for about 25 years. 

0:20 10/6/15 11:16p Transportation 

and a medical emergency  forced the united flight enroute  from 
houston to san francisco to  put down in albuquerque. the co-pilot 
was taken to the  hospital and passengers  continued on their flight 
late  but okay.   

0:23 10/13/15 11:33p Transportation 

as you pack for your next  flight, the faa is now issuing a  warning 
about batteries in check  the luggage. spare lithium batteries like  
these might ignite and start a  fire. right now this is only a  
recommendation from the faa. it is not mandatory. 

0:25 10/14/15 11:33p Transportation 

and new tonight, yes, that  is a bee keeper who was called  in to a 
dallas airport after a  thousand bees were found in an  airplane. 
according to american airlines,  one bee flew into the wing and  
was followed by about a thousand  of his buddies.  

0:44 10/15/15 11:33p Transportation 
it's one thing when an  obnoxious person is booted off  after a 
flight. but some american airlines  passengers were ticked off when  
a woman claims she was kicked  off for no apparent reasons. 

0:26 10/16/15 11:02p Transportation 

this section of highway 58  will remain closed as over 200  scars 
and trucks buried in mud  and debris. drivers were stranded 
between  mohave and tehachapi, no word  when the highway will 
reopen.   

0:14 10/16/15 11:03p Transportation 
interstate five open once  again after lanes were closed 24  hours 
after mud left cars and  trucks really stuck.   

0:29 10/16/15 11:06p Transportation 

and the 101 freeway is back  open after a major traffic  accident 
shut it down for three  hours during rush hour. the back up 
stretched for miles,  nothing moving. so the freeway looked more 
like  a parking lot. 
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2:55 10/16/15 11:12p Transportation 

freight trains car derail  flipped on their side, 31  injuries, one 
fatality. nine months later an  investigation continues. tonight the 
son of the engineer  who died in that crash speaks  only to nbc 4. 
>> on the morning of february  24th, a metro link crash that  would 
injure 33 passengers but  claim the life of just one glen  steele the 
train's engineer.  >> my father should have never  had to suffer 
imagine being an  engineer and you come around the  corner and 
a truck is abandoned.  

0:12 10/16/15 11:15p Transportation 
the national transportation  safety board investigation  looking into 
this crash will  take a full year. we're told a report expected  some 
time in march 2016.   

0:24 10/16/15 11:33p Transportation 
we're tracking this u.s.  airways play for its final  flight, merged with 
american  airlines. it is currently over straw  berry, utah. all future 
flights will fly  under the american airlines  banner.   

0:32 10/20/15 11:14p Transportation 

this one doesn't happen every day. video showing a united airlines  
flight pulling back from the run way, suddenly the guy at the  
bottom of the scene is seen  running out on try to stop the  plane. 
58-year-old mark raymar told a  judge, he thought he was going  to 
miss his 40th high school  reunion in ohio.  

0:30 10/21/15 11:06p Transportation 

it has taken days to clear  just a mile and half stretch of  highway 
58 and tonight traffic,  not mud is flowing again in both directions 
after last thursday  aegs flash flooding. the mud stranded 200 cars 
and  trucks, had to be dugout of that rock-hard mud.  

0:37 10/29/15 11:06p Transportation 

shortly after taking off  from l.a.x., a coach passenger  walks up 
into the first class  section of los angeles to a  philadelphia flight to 
complain  about people with money. and as he becomes more and 
more  agitated, passengers say he  makes alarming statements  
about 9/11. 

0:47 10/29/15 11:17p Transportation 

drama video at a florida  airport. a passenger jet caught fire a  few 
moments before takeoff. passengers on some of the other  planes 
shot these images and  video of the dynamic airline jet  on fire. this 
is at the ft. lauderdale  airport. more than 100 passengers were on  
the plane preparing for takeoff  to caracas, venezuela. 

0:47 11/2/15 11:05p Transportation 
and new at 11, a preflight  confrontation gets people booted  from a 
plane. a viewer sent us a video showing  airport police escorting 
some of  the people off a spirit airline  before takeoff to dallas.  

0:26 11/6/15 11:06p Transportation 

and you can count on seeing  increased security at lax in the  wake 
of the russian jet that  went down in egypt. authorities still suspect 
the  plane may have been blown up in  mid-air by a bomb. if you're 
traveling to lax, you  can expect to see extensive  baggage checks 
and more security  precautions.  

0:23 11/6/15 11:19p Transportation 

here now is a live picture  from news chopper 4. we have a traffic 
alert on the  101 freeway through this  weekend. up to three lanes 
are going to  be closed in both directions  from downtown los 
angeles, to  hollywood, as crews will be out  to repave the freeway 
from 11:00  p.m. until noon now through  sunday.  

2:21 11/17/15 11:01p Transportation 

and another situation  possibly linked to those  bombings, two 
planes diverted  because of separate threats. the flight from l.a.x. 
diverted  to salt lake city. the other flight, to nova  scotia.  >> 
reporter: colleen, first the  flight took off here from  l.a.x., the 
second one took off  from dulles. the fbi says they still do not  know 
if the same person called  in both of those bomb threats. now, 
you're about to hear from  passengers, a couple from santa  
monica who decided despite the  terrorist attacks in paris to  
continue with their travel plans  to france. 
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0:34 11/19/15 11:04p Transportation 

there are unanswered  questions about what happened to  gate 31, 
terminal 3 at lax this  morning. who was the person trying to  board 
a jet blue flight. bomb squad was called in to  search the plane. the 
passenger eventually  reboarded the plane and left new  york. 

0:27 11/20/15 11:33p Transportation 

nevada officials moving  forward with a plan for a high  speed rail 
system linking las  vegas to southern california. this week, the high 
speed rail  authority in nevada selected  express west to build a rail  
system that will link las vegas  to palmdale.  

1:52 11/23/15 11:00p Transportation 

now at 11:00, america on alert. a warn around the world just days 
ahead of thanksgiving. cautioning travelers about the increased 
terror threats.  nbc4 is live at lax where security has been 
increased and travelers out there are on edge. robert? we have 
seen it right here colleen and chuck. we are now standing at the 
nation's busiest airport and it will stay the nation's busiest airport 
until november 30th. 2.1 million passengers coming in and out of 
l.a.x. long lines are already a given. but what is already a hectic 
travel holiday for so many is now compounded for some and is 
becoming high anxiety.  

1:48 11/25/15 11:00p Transportation 

now at 11:00. on the roads and in the air. l.a.x. is the busiest airport  
this holiday weekend.  live at l.a.x. where you see  the evidence of 
the growing  number of travelers out there. she's keeping a close 
eye on the  situation. beverly? right. the crowds are thinning out as  
people determined to make it  home or to family onning  thissinging 
this are getting  where they are going. 

0:42 11/25/15 11:18p Transportation 

an nbc news investigation  discovered a majority of airport  
employees, unlike the  passengers, never go through a  daily 
security check point. this raised the possibility of  an insider threat. 
workers like these at jfk in new  york swiped their security  cards, 
enter a pin and then walk  in unlike the passengers and the  flight 
crews for that matter  that also have to go through a  physical 
security screening  process. 

0:17 11/27/15 11:14p Transportation 

you may want to think twice  before bringing e-cigarettes to  lax. all 
electronic smoking devices  are banned from checked luggage. 
officials say that ban is mostly  a safety measure because the  
cigarettes can catch fire even  when they are packed away.  

2:00 12/1/15 11:04p Transportation 

and this is a traffic  nightmare already effecting the  morning 
commute hours away. mile after mile of red tail  lights and here is 
the problem,  this is a tanker truck, it  exploded with some 8,000 
galbs  of fuel creating a fire so  intense it actually melted the  truck.  

0:45 12/15/15 11:08p Transportation 

new tonight, what it was  like for passengers on a flight  that ended 
with just about  everything going wrong. the southwest jet with a 
busted  nose wheel damaged wing and  passengers injured at 
nashville  international airport.  

4:30 12/15/15 11:12p Transportation 

battling traffic is  definitely a reality here in  southern california 
made worse  by accidents and the  construction out there. but 
investigative reporter janet  susko has found sometimes you're  
sitting in traffic so that crews  can shoot movies and youtube  
videos.   

0:27 12/22/15 11:09p Transportation 

just in time for the heaviest  travel period of the year,  passengers 
at l.a.x. now have a  new option. tomorrow, lyft will be the first  and 
only ride sharing company at  the airport. but lyft is not likely to 
have  that exclusive deal very long.  
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0:41 12/23/15 11:10p Transportation 

well this could be a record  at lax. close to 3.5 million people are  
expected to pass through the  airport over the christmas and  new 
year's holiday period. today is traditionally the  second busiest 
travel day at the  airport. that means the upper and lower  decks 
around the horseshoe there  at the airport are packed with  traffic 
especially the lower  deck right now. 

0:11 12/24/15 11:10p Transportation 
live look at l.a.x. the rush to get home for  christmas now done. the 
next time crowds are  expected, wednesday, december  30th. 

0:20 12/25/15 11:15p Transportation 
another jump in gas prices  on this christmas day. the regular price 
rose more than 4 cents, close to $3 a gallon at $2.99.  
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 

career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 9/28/15 Tue 9/29/15 Wed 9/30/15 Thu 10/1/15 Fri 10/2/15 Sat 10/3/15 Sun 10/4/15
start 
time

5:00a Omax / Mdg (Paid Program) 
Z-Quiet Show 2  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a Open House [#5308] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

8:30a Astroblast 8:30a

9:00a Today Show Clangers 9:00a

9:30a Today Show jip  (9:45a) 9:30a

10:00a Today Show Golf Presidents Cup Special 10:00a

10:30a Today Show (10:39a) 10:30a

11:00a
The Meredith Vieira Show 

[MV100115]
11:00a

11:30a
The Meredith Vieira Show jip 

[MV100115]  (11:34a)
11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p Steve Harvey [#4018] Going Roggin On the Money [#1723] 3:00p

3:30p Steve Harvey jip [#4018] 
Earth to Luna org sch 10/3 

[#114] 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p Lazytown org sch 10/3 [#117] 4:00p

4:30p
Tree Fu Tom org sch 10/3 

[#203] 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#22019] Extra [#22020] Extra [#22021] Extra [#22022] Extra [#22023]
Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Hispanic 
Heritage Month [#5308] 

7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4971] Access Hollywood [#4972] Access Hollywood [#4973] Access Hollywood [#4974] Access Hollywood [#4975]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7508]
7:30p

8:00p 8:00p

8:30p 8:30p

9:00p The Challenge (8:56p) 9:00p

9:30p NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Big Kids 
Playtime [#3279]  (1:02a)

1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5305] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Piyo (Original) (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Fanduel Nfl (Paid 

Program) 
Hv320-2:Bloke-M 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1316]

Steve Harvey [#4015]

Ellen [#13015]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4008R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1317]

Steve Harvey [#4016]

Ellen [#13016]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4007R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV093015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1318]

Steve Harvey [#4019]

Ellen [#13017]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D. premiere 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV093015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4006R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:10p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1319]

Ellen [#13018]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist premiere 

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4009R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100215]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (12:55p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1320]

Steve Harvey [#4024]

Ellen [#13019]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Player

Dateline NBC (The 
Agent’s Wife) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100215] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Joyride  (11:32a)

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

NBC4 News

NBC Specials Live 
From New York 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Miley Cyrus & Miley 

Cyrus) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W995] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Cycling UCI Road Cycling 
World Championship 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: FIVB Volleyball 

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

Horse Racing Breeders' 
Cup Challenge Series 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ New 
Orleans Saints  

(5:20p)

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22024]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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5:30a
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7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/5/15 Tue 10/6/15 Wed 10/7/15 Thu 10/8/15 Fri 10/9/15 Sat 10/10/15 Sun 10/11/15
start 
time

Fanduel Nfl (Paid Program) 5:00a

Open House [#5309] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201541]

9:00a

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7509]

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money [#1724] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

Open House [#7507] 5:00p

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7509]

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22025] Extra [#22026] Extra [#22027] Extra [#22028] Extra [#22029] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4976] Access Hollywood [#4977] Access Hollywood [#4978] Access Hollywood [#4979] Access Hollywood [#4980] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Challenge (8:53p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Queens [#3280]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7507] 1:30a

2:00a

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
La Ota 10/15 (Paid 

Program) 
Z-Quiet Show 2  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1321]

Steve Harvey [#4020]

Ellen [#13020]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4010R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1322]

Steve Harvey [#4021]

Ellen [#13021]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4011R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1323]

Steve Harvey [#4022]

Ellen [#13022]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4012R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1324]

Steve Harvey [#4017]

Ellen [#13023]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4014R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1325]

Steve Harvey [#4023]

Ellen [#13024]

NBC4 News at 5p

Undateable premiere 

Dateline NBC (Twisted 
Tale & The Cosby 
Accusers Speak) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4013R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W996]

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf President's Cup 

Notre Dame Football 
Navy 

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Charlotte  (4:02p)

Extra Weekend

NBC4 News

The Voice

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Amy Schumer & the 

Weeknd) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W996] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf President's Cup 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football San 

Francisco 49ers @ 
New York Giants  

(5:20p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22030]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/12/15 Tue 10/13/15 Wed 10/14/15 Thu 10/15/15 Fri 10/16/15 Sat 10/17/15 Sun 10/18/15
start 
time

Omax / Mdg (Paid Program) Open House [#5310] 5:00a

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7510]

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  (8:02a)

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Today Show (8:24a) Astroblast 8:30a

Clangers
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201542]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1725] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

NBC4 News 4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22031] Extra [#22032] Extra [#22033] Extra [#22034] Extra [#22035] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4981] Access Hollywood [#4982] Access Hollywood [#4983] Access Hollywood [#4984] Access Hollywood [#4985] 7:30p

Undateable 8:00p

Truth be Told premiere 8:30p

The Challenge (9:11p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:37p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Fright Night 
[#3281]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7508] 1:30a

2:00a

Mbp $29.95 Bogo (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Bl680-18:150Rec 
(Paid Program) 

11/15 La Nvc (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1326]

Steve Harvey [#4025]

Ellen [#13025]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4015R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1327]

Steve Harvey [#4026]

Ellen [#13026]

NBC4 News at 5p

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris

The Voice

Chicago Fire premiere 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4016R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1328]

Steve Harvey [#4027]

Ellen [#13027]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4019R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1329]

Steve Harvey [#4028] 
(3:11p)

Ellen [#13028]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4018R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: "School Of 

Rock" Broadway Cast) 

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1330]

Steve Harvey [#4037]

Ellen [#13029]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The 
Confession) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4024R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Action Sports Red Bull: 
Cape Fear 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

Notre Dame Football 
USC 

NBC4 News (8:09p)

Extra Weekend 
[#22036]

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live    
(Tracy Morgan & Demi 

Lovato) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W997] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf PGA Tour: Year 
in Review 

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Kansas 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 

Patriots @ 
Indianapolis Colts  

(5:20p)

Dateline NBC (A Killing in 
Cottonwood) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22036]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/19/15 Tue 10/20/15 Wed 10/21/15 Thu 10/22/15 Fri 10/23/15 Sat 10/24/15 Sun 10/25/15
start 
time

11/15 La Fbs (Paid 
Program) 

Open House [#5311] 5:00a

On the Money [#1726] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Today Show Clangers 9:00a

Today Show (9:33a) 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Motor Sports F1 
Countdown 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Clangers org sch 10/10 
[#002] 

On the Money [#1726] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 10/10 
[#115] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 10/10 
[#118] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 10/10 
[#204] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22037] Extra [#22038] Extra [#22039] Extra [#22040] Extra [#22041]
Carol Burnett L (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4986] Access Hollywood [#4987] Access Hollywood [#4988] Access Hollywood [#4989] Access Hollywood [#4990]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7511]
7:30p

Undateable 8:00p

Truth be Told 8:30p

The Challenge (9:05p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:36p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Underground 
Gems [3277R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7509] 1:30a

2:00a

11/15 La Fbs (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
11/15 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1331]

Steve Harvey [#4030]

Ellen [#13030]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4020R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1332]

Steve Harvey [#4031]

Ellen [#13031]

NBC4 News at 5p

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4021R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1333]

Steve Harvey [#4032]

Ellen [#13032]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4022R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1334]

Steve Harvey [#4033]

Ellen [#13033]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4017R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1335]

Steve Harvey [#4036]

Ellen [#13034]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Tipping 
Point) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4023R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC Sports Specials 
Rugby World Cup 

Semi-Final 

Figure Skating ISU: 
Skate America 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Secrets on Hot 

Springs Drive) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Miley Cyrus & Miley 

Cyrus) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W998] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Motor Sports Formula 
One Race 

Motor Sports F1 Post 
Race 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 

Eagles @ Carolina 
Panthers  (5:20p)

Dateline NBC (The 
Fugitive Millionaire) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22042]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/26/15 Tue 10/27/15 Wed 10/28/15 Thu 10/29/15 Fri 10/30/15 Sat 10/31/15 Sun 11/1/15
start 
time

11/15 La Fbs (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Open House [#5312] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

Motor Sports F1 
Countdown 

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Motor Sports F1 Post Race  
(1:06p)

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:13p) On the Money [#1727] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 10/17 
[#116] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 10/17 
[#120] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 10/17 
[#206] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

El Niño: Currents of Change Extra [#22044] Extra [#22045] Extra [#22046] Extra [#22047] Open House [#5312] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4991] Access Hollywood [#4992] Access Hollywood [#4993] Access Hollywood [#4994] Access Hollywood [#4995]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7512]
7:30p

Undateable 8:00p

Truth be Told The Challenge (8:40p) 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Fright Night 
[3281R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7510] 1:30a

2:00a

11/15 La Fbs (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
11/15 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1336]

Steve Harvey [#4029]

Ellen [#13035]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4025R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1337]

Steve Harvey [#4042]

Ellen [#13036]

NBC4 News at 5p

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4026R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1338]

Steve Harvey [#4034]

Ellen [#13037]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4027R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1339]

Steve Harvey [#4038]

Ellen [#13038]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4028R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:28a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV103015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1340]

Steve Harvey [#4039]

Ellen [#13039]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm premiere 

Dateline NBC (Crossing 
the Line) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV103015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4037R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W999]

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Specials 
Rugby World Cup 

Final 

NBC Sports Specials 
World Gymnastics 

Championships 

Horse Racing 
Breeder's Cup Classic 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Angels & 

Demons) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Amy Schumer & the 

Weeknd) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W999] (1:32a)

NBC4 Movie Butter  
(3:02a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Specials 
World Gymnastics 

Championships 

Motor Sports Formula 
One Race  (10:58a)

Figure Skating ISU: 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 
Packers @ Denver 
Broncos   (5:20p)

NBC4 News (9:07p)

Dateline NBC (The Last 
Dance) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22048]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/2/15 Tue 11/3/15 Wed 11/4/15 Thu 11/5/15 Fri 11/6/15 Sat 11/7/15 Sun 11/8/15
start 
time

Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 
Program) 

Aerobed$199.96  (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1728] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Clangers 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:34a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money jip [#1728]  
(3:08p)

3:00p

Going Roggin jip NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 10/24 
[#123] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 10/24 
[#208] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22049] Extra [#22050] Extra [#22051] Extra [#22052] Extra [#22053]
Bob Hope Specia (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4996] Access Hollywood [#4997] Access Hollywood [#4998] Access Hollywood [#4999] Access Hollywood [#5000] Open House [#5313] 7:30p

Undateable 8:00p

Truth be Told 8:30p

The Challenge (9:13p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:37p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Go Fish 
[#3282]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7511] 1:30a

2:00a

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
11/15 Los Angls (Paid 

Program) 
Derm Excls Tlk  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1341]

Steve Harvey [#4040]

Ellen [#13040]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4030R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1342]

Steve Harvey [#4041]

Ellen [#13041]

NBC4 News at 5p

Best Time Ever with Neil 
Patrick Harris

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4031R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1343]

Steve Harvey [#4050]

Ellen [#13042]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4032R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1344]

Steve Harvey [#4035]

Ellen [#13043]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4033R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1345]

Steve Harvey [#4044]

Ellen [#13044]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Under a 
Full Moon) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4036R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NASCAR xFinity 
Series: Texas 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The 

Desperate Hours) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Donald Trump & Sia) 

new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1000] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating ISU: 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Texas 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Philadelphia 

Eagles @ Dallas 
Cowboys  (5:20p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22054]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/9/15 Tue 11/10/15 Wed 11/11/15 Thu 11/12/15 Fri 11/13/15 Sat 11/14/15 Sun 11/15/15
start 
time

Nutribullet Rxv (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1729] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Clangers 9:00a

Earth to Luna 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game Show 

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL1350]
2:00p

NBC News Special Report Terror 
in Paris  (2:44p) 2:30p

On the Money [#1729] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Going Roggin 4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 11/14 
[#212] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22055] Extra [#22056] Extra [#22057] Extra [#22058] Extra [#22059] Open House [#5314] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5001] Access Hollywood [#5002] Access Hollywood [#5003] Access Hollywood [#5004] Access Hollywood [#5005]
LXTV: First Look Date Night 

[#3283] 
7:30p

Undateable 8:00p

Truth be Told 8:30p

9:00p

The Challenge (9:43p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Date Night 
[#3283]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7512] 1:30a

2:00a

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1346]

Steve Harvey [#4047]

Ellen [#13045]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4029R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1347]

Steve Harvey [#4046]

Ellen [#13046]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4042R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1348]

Steve Harvey [#4045]

Ellen [#13047]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4034R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111215]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1349]

Steve Harvey [#4048]

Ellen [#13048]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4038R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4043]

Ellen [#13049]

NBC4 News at 5p 
(4:55p)

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Terror in 
Paris) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4039R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Specials 
Ironman World 
Championship 

Notre Dame Football 
Wake Forest 

Notre Dame Football 
Wake Forest  (2:14p)

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Mystery on 

Bridle Path) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Elizabeth Banks & 

Disclosure) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1001] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating ISU: 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Phoenix 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Arizona 

Cardinals @ Seattle 
Seahawks  (5:20p)

Dateline NBC (Lethal 
Weapon) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22060]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/16/15 Tue 11/17/15 Wed 11/18/15 Thu 11/19/15 Fri 11/20/15 Sat 11/21/15 Sun 11/22/15
start 
time

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program) 

Cs 1 V.3/Cr (Paid Program) 5:00a

On the Money [#1730] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Clangers 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

NASCAR America 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Clangers org sch 10/31 
[#005] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 10/31 
[#118] 

3:30p

Lazytown org sch 10/31 
[#124] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 10/31 
[#209] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22061] Extra [#22062] Extra [#22063] Extra [#22064] Extra [#22065]
Bob Hope Specia (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5006] Access Hollywood [#5007] Access Hollywood [#5008] Access Hollywood [#5009] Access Hollywood [#5010] Open House [#5315] 7:30p

Undateable 8:00p

Truth be Told 8:30p

The Challenge (9:04p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:33p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Korea [#3284]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5311] 1:30a

2:00a

Aerobed$199.96  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
La Ota 11/15 (Paid 

Program) 
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference 

Today Show (7:48a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1351]

Steve Harvey [#4051]

Ellen [#13050]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4040R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1352]

Steve Harvey [#4053]

Ellen [#13051]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med premiere 

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4041R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1353]

Steve Harvey [#4052]

Ellen [#13052]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4050R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111915]

NBC4 News at Noon 
(11:57a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1354]

Steve Harvey [#4061]

Ellen [#13053]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

The Player

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4035R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1355]

Steve Harvey [#4056]

Ellen [#13054]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Troubled 
Waters) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey 
[SH0915]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NASCAR xFinity 
Series: Homestead 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week Free Birds 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Matthew 

McConaughey & Adele) 
new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1002] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating ISU: 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

NASCAR Sprint Cup: 
Homestead  (11:04a)

Football Night in 
America (4:45p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Cincinnati 
Bengals @ Arizona 
Cardinals   (5:20p)

Dateline NBC (Silent 
Witness) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22066]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/23/15 Tue 11/24/15 Wed 11/25/15 Thu 11/26/15 Fri 11/27/15 Sat 11/28/15 Sun 11/29/15
start 
time

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program) 

Nutribullet Rxv (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1731] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Clangers 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:29a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Earth to Luna org sch 10/24 
[#117] 

On the Money [#1731] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 11/7 
[#119] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 11/7 [#126] 4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 11/7 
[#211] 4:30p

NBC Sports Special NFL 
Pre-Game Show 

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22067] Extra [#22068] Extra [#22069] Extra [#22071]
Hv320-2:Bloke-M (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5011] Access Hollywood [#5012] Access Hollywood [#5013] Access Hollywood [#5015] Open House [#5316] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Roggin’s Heroes 
Thanksgiving (9:04p)

The Challenge (9:15p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:34p)
NBC4 News Special Report 

Kobe Bryant Retiring  (9:32p)
9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5313] 1:30a

LXTV: First Look Late Night 
Bites [#3285]  (2:02a)

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program)  (3:32a)
3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V 51 
(Paid Program) 

Arthro 7 V.1B (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1356]

Steve Harvey [#4055]

Ellen [#13055]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4047R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (8:57a)

Today Show (10:03a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1357]

Steve Harvey [#4057]

Ellen [#13056]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4046R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show jip  (9:09a)

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1358]

Steve Harvey [#4062]

Ellen [#13057]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials The Making of 
the Wiz Live! 

NBC Specials Saturday 
Night Live 

Thanksgiving 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4045R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade

National Dog Show 
Presented by Purina 

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade encore 

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Chicago 

Bears @ Green Bay 
Packers 

Dateline NBC (Fatal 
Attraction) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4048R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

National Hockey 
League New York 

Rangers @ Boston  

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip [MV112715]  (1:02p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1360R]

Steve Harvey [4013R]

Ellen [13024R]

NBC4 News at 5p

National Dog Show 
Presented by Purina 

Dateline NBC (A 
Perfect Spot) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4043R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Death of a 

Golden Girl) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Tracy Morgan & Demi 

Lovato) 

NBC Specials The Making of 
the Wiz Live!  (1:02a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1003] 

(2:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Straight Rhythm 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) Aspen Winter 

National 

Figure Skating ISU: 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating  (1:01p)

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 

Patriots @ Denver 
Broncos  (5:20p)

Dateline NBC (True 
Lies) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22072]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/30/15 Tue 12/1/15 Wed 12/2/15 Thu 12/3/15 Fri 12/4/15 Sat 12/5/15 Sun 12/6/15
start 
time

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program) 

Open House [#5317] 5:00a

On the Money [#1732] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  (8:07a)

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Today Show (8:16a) Astroblast 8:30a

Today Show Clangers 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

Today Show jip  (10:21a) 10:30a

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120215]

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120415]

11:00a

NBC4 News Special Report SB 
Shooting  (11:35a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120415] (11:42a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Earth to Luna org sch 12/5 
[#123] 

Lazytown org sch 12/5 [#135] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 11/21 
[#121] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 11/21 
[#129] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 11/21 
[#214] 4:30p

NBC4 News
Football Night in America 

(5:15p)
5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22073] Extra [#22074] NBC Nightly News Extra [#22076] Extra [#22077] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5016] Access Hollywood [#5017] Access Hollywood [#5018] Access Hollywood [#5019] Access Hollywood [#5020] 7:30p

Undateable 8:00p

Truth be Told 8:30p

How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas

The Challenge (8:52p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

Superstore 10:00p

Superstore 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Big Kids 
Playtime [#3286]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5314] 1:30a

2:00a

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Arthro 7 V.1B (Paid 

Program) 
La Ota 12/15 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV113015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1361]

Steve Harvey [4034R]

Ellen [#13058]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV113015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4051R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV120115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1362]

Steve Harvey [4029R]

Ellen [#13059]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4053R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News Special 
Report SB Shooting 

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 6p

Christmas in Rockefeller 
Center

NBC Specials A 
Saturday Night Live 

Christmas 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Ellen [#13060] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC4 News Special Report 
SB Shooting  (9:40a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV120315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1364]

Steve Harvey [4030R]

Ellen [#13061]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials The Wiz 

NBC4 News at 11p 
(10:45p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4061R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show (8:15a)

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1365]

Steve Harvey [4018R]

Ellen [#13062]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Obsession in 
the Lone Star State) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4045R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Golf Hero World 
Challenge  (11:31a)

Golf Remax Long 
Drive 

NBC4 News

Operation Smile

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

Saturday Night Live    
(Ryan Gosling & Leon 

Bridges) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1004] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Swimming AT&T Winter 
Nationals 

Golf Hero World 
Challenge 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) Birds of Prey 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Indianapolis 
Colts @ Pittsburgh 

Steelers  (5:20p)

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Exchange) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22078]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/7/15 Tue 12/8/15 Wed 12/9/15 Thu 12/10/15 Fri 12/11/15 Sat 12/12/15 Sun 12/13/15
start 
time

Omaha Steaks Ni (Paid 
Program) 

Aerobed$199.96  (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Open House [#5318] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a

NBC4 News Special Report SB 
Shooting  (7:41a) 7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Clangers
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201550]
9:00a

Tree Fu Tom org sch 12/5 
[#216] 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 11/28 
[#215] 

On the Money [#1733] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 11/28 
[#122] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 11/28 
[#130] 

4:00p

NBC Nightly News 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22079] Extra [#22080] Extra [#22081] Extra [#22082] Extra [#22083] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5021] Access Hollywood [#5022] Access Hollywood [#5023] Access Hollywood [#5024] Access Hollywood [#5025] 7:30p

Undateable
Caught on Camera with Nick 

Cannon
8:00p

Truth be Told NBC4 News 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Telenovela 10:00p

Telenovela 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Detroit [#3287]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5315] 1:30a

2:00a

Mbp $29.95 Bogo (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Aerobed$199.96  
(Paid Program) 

Nutribullet Rx  (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News (9:07p)

Dateline NBC (On the 
Brink) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22084]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 

Patriots @ Houston 
Texans  (5:20p)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge 

Extra Weekend 
[#22084]

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live     
(Chris Hemsworth & 

Chance the Rapper) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1005] 

(1:32a)

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge 

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV121115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4013R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour  (11:33a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Something 
Sweet) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV121115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1370]

Steve Harvey [#4066]

Ellen [#13067]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV121015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4031R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Michael 
Buble Christmas 

NBC Specials The Coat 
of Many Colors 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV121015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1369]

Steve Harvey [#4063]

Ellen [#13066]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4062R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Mat 
Franco's Got Magic 

NBC Specials The 
Illusionists 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV120915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1368]

Steve Harvey [#4060]

Ellen [#13065]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4057R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13064]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV120815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1367]

Steve Harvey [#4059]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV120715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4055R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1366]

Steve Harvey [#4058]

Ellen [#13063]

NBC4 News at 5p 
(4:52p)

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (8:11a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV120715]

NBC4 News at Noon
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/14/15 Tue 12/15/15 Wed 12/16/15 Thu 12/17/15 Fri 12/18/15 Sat 12/19/15 Sun 12/20/15
start 
time

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program) 

Switchdriver De (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1734] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Today Show Clangers
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201551]
9:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement  (9:42a) Open House [#5297] 9:30a

Lazytown org sch 12/12 
[#143] 

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Steve Harvey [#4072]
Earth to Luna org sch 12/12 

[#124] 
On the Money [#1734] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 12/19 
[#125] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 12/19 
[#313] 

4:00p

Ellen [#13072] (4:32p)
Tree Fu Tom org sch 12/19 

[#218] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22085] Extra [#22086] Extra [#22087] Extra [#22088] Extra [#22089] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5026] Access Hollywood [#5027] Access Hollywood [#5028] Access Hollywood [#5029] Access Hollywood [#5030] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look #Throwback  
[#3288]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5316] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King V9 (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Wen Healthy Hai (Paid 

Program) 
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News (9:14p)

Dateline NBC (Secret 
Lives) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22090]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Figure Skating ISU: 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Arizona 

Cardinals @ 
Philadelphia Eagles  

(5:20p)

Saturday Night Live     (Tina 
Fey  &  Amy Poehler & Bruce 
Springsteen  &  E Street) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1006] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Swimming Mutual of 
Omaha Dual in the 

Pool 

NBC4 News

Operation Smile

NBC Specials The Wiz 
Live! 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV121815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4018R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Action Sports Red Bull: 
Romaniacs 

Dateline NBC (Internal 
Affairs) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1375]

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (3:42p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV121715] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4030R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (11:04a)

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials How 
Murray Saved Christmas 

NBC Specials Kelly 
Clarkson's Cautionary Music 

Tale 

Running Wild with Bear 
Grylls

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV121715]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1374]

Steve Harvey [#4071]

Ellen [#13071]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV121615] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4005R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13070]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Elf: Buddy's 
Musical Christmas 

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV121615]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1373]

Steve Harvey [#4069]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV121515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4029R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13069]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Voice

NBC4 News Special 
Report LAUSD 

Shutdown  (7:08a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip [MV121515]  (11:07a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1372]

Steve Harvey [#4070]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV121415] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4034R]

Today in LA 5am

The Voice

NBC Specials Adele Live 
from New York City 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1371]

Steve Harvey [#4073]

Ellen [#13068]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV121415]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/21/15 Tue 12/22/15 Wed 12/23/15 Thu 12/24/15 Fri 12/25/15 Sat 12/26/15 Sun 12/27/15
start 
time

Cp 2 V. 3 /Newd (Paid 
Program) 

Switchdriver De (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1735] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:00a

Astroblast 8:30a

Clangers
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201552]
9:00a

Tree Fu Tom org sch 12/12 
[#217] 

9:30a

Keith Urbn Guit (Paid 
Program) 

10:00a

Standard 30 Fre (Paid 
Program) 

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1735] 3:00p

Earth to Luna org sch 12/26 
[#126] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Lazytown org sch 12/26 
[#140] 

4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 12/26 
[#219] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22091] Extra [#22092] Extra [#22093] Extra [#22094] Extra [#22095]
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5031] Access Hollywood [#5032] Access Hollywood [#5033] Access Hollywood [#5034] Access Hollywood [#5035] Open House [#5303] 7:30p

Superstore
How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas Truth be Told 8:00p

Telenovela How Murray Saved Christmas Truth be Told 8:30p

The Challenge (8:55p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Go Fish 
[3282R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Christmas Liturgical  Christmas 
Eve at Marble Collegiate Church  

(1:21a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5317] 1:30a

2:00a

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V 51 
(Paid Program) 

Turbo Ten (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC (The Evil to 
Come) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22096]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special Grand 
Slam of Show Jumping 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New York 

Giants @ Minnesota 
Vikings  (5:20p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Matthew 

McConaughey & Adele) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1007] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special World 
Series of Fighting 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Rampage 

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC Sports Special 
Spartan Race 

NBC4 News

NBC Specials The 
Sound of Music Live 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122515] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4066R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials The Coat 
of Many Colors 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122515]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1380R]

Steve Harvey [2077R]

Ellen [13017R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Christmas Eve at St. 
Peters Basilica In 
Rome (11:34p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122415]

Steve Harvey [4063R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122415]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1379R]

Steve Harvey [3076R]

Ellen [13033R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC Specials Michael 
Buble Christmas 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122315] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4060R]

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1378R]

Steve Harvey [1073R]

Ellen [13043R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Adele Live 
from New York City 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122215] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4059R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122315]

NBC4 News at Noon

Hollywood Game Night

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1377]

Steve Harvey [3074R]

Ellen [13060R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122115] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4058R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122215]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials A 
Saturday Night Live 

Christmas 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1376]

Steve Harvey [2075R]

Ellen [#13073]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th qtr 2015 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/05/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/28/15 Tue 12/29/15 Wed 12/30/15 Thu 12/31/15
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22097] Extra [#22098] Extra [#22099] Extra [#22100] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5036] Access Hollywood [#5037] Access Hollywood [#5038] Access Hollywood [#5039] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Telenovela 8:30p

Superstore 9:00p

Telenovela 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(2:32a)

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (1:32a)

Steve Harvey [4071R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special A 
Toast to 2015 

NBC's New Year's Eve Game 
Night with Andy Cohen

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV123115]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1384R]

Steve Harvey [4041R]

Ellen [13038R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV123015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4069R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1383R]

Steve Harvey [4051R]

Ellen [13012R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Steve Harvey [4070R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV123015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122915] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1382R]

Steve Harvey [4027R]

Ellen [13061R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122815] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4073R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Ellen [13030R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1381R]

Steve Harvey [#4201]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show
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